Part III: Polished Diamonds Light Up the World
The third step in your child becoming a future World Winner
Skills to Shine a Star in Futures Global Business
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12. The Import of Global Business Know-How in a World of AI
__________________________________________________________
Just as talent comes in so many more shapes and dimensions than it is cultivating now. So
does knowledge. Regardless what type of school and/or university they went to, the majority of
young people leave and enter the job market minus the business knowledge and skills they
need to carve out successful careers and prosperous livelihoods for themselves. None of this is
actually their fault. As with the redundant and overly limited view of the magical abilities of the
human mind and talent identification that currently dominates education. Curricular originating
past centuries simply don’t emphasise enough the importance of understanding how to flourish
and work in a new world order of global business, - never mind the rise of AI. That’s not going to
be anywhere near good enough to prepare our children to be tomorrow’s world winners. That’s
what Part III of the World Winner’s Programme sets straight right here, right now for you and
your child. Don’t be surprised if you learn a thing or two yourself! I think that’s great! This
handbook and programme from the first in Part I is about building a smart World Winning Team
you and your child. Please: be my guest!
Everything you and your child will learn here is grounded in state of the art, world-class
business skills and cultural-intelligence gained from personal experience of working with and in
Blue Chip companies in a global context. With the rise of AI, these skills your child will learn in
Part III become ever more important. To ensure that as a valuable talent of the future, they have
the polish to shine the brightest diamond they are! Whatever your child’s DNA rainbow of gifts
and/or academic knowledge and skills, they will in future be working in one business of some
kind or another, even one they have perhaps themselves created. From this world to one’s we
shall colonise in future. Your child must be ready to pursue with confidence all and any great
new opportunities for themselves. They will.
With Part III your child will have the advantages of the following essential know how to
excel in a future 21C+ commercial world:


Command world-class skills that make a person shine in 21C global business



Understand how to impress and win employers at job interviews



Empowered to communicate effectively with colleagues as well as business leaders



Polished in the art of face2face communication both off-line IRL and virtual on-line



Maximise upon personal innovative ideas with winning business presentations



Be a success anywhere: with the power of cultural-intelligence and glocal skills



Paris to Shanghai: fluent in business language etiquette and cultural basics



Recognize ‘good business 21C’: with examples of innovative business to inspire



D.I.Y steps to up their own business: informed by emerging futures industries



Prepared for futures jobs and careers markets in a world of AI

Honey I’m Home! After a Day at the 2020’s ‘Office’
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The concept ‘office’ is no longer a precise space as much as a fluid concept, that encapsulates
everything from the traditional ‘big corner office’ in the city to a tablet on the Tube, to a kitchen
table at home. And everything in between.
Whilst tech speeds communication up, and made our conceptual ‘office space’ bigger. It hasn’t
delivered the paperless office we were promised. If anything we are all printing off more paper
than we ever did before. Why? A combination of being in an era of mega-information as well as
disinformation and a need to verify, in this fast flowing ebb of communication. A tangible, hardcopy form: proof of any communication we deem important. Lest it be ‘lost’ to us somehow in
the wobbly corridors of space travel on the as yet rather infantile net.
Being Able to Communicate Fast Doesn’t Mean Effectively.
Business has realised this past decade that the net can be a time and money waster, unless
monitored for effectiveness. For example, some companies have noticed that if a client doesn’t
respond to an email requesting action. Young people will be more inclined to wait for an email
response, possibly days, thus missing for instance a million dollar sales opportunity. Meanwhile
an older person will have beaten them to that sale, by simply doing the smart ‘time=money’
business equation in this instance: picking up the phone ad ‘chasing’ the client. Bloomberg has
found that young Silicon Valley tech firms are now hiring older people to do their selling for
them. Why? Post the 2008 disaster we call the global economy, many CEOs tech firms were
selling products to felt less inclined to cut a multi-million dollar cheque, without shaking
someone’s real not virtual hand IRL. Lacking the communication skills to do this, they found
older sales people did. Face2Face personal communication skills aren’t old-fashioned. They are
going to be imperative as technology increases to include ‘in person’ virtual meet-greets
afforded for example holographic technology.
Lack of Confidence or Lack of Training?
Meantime being able to communicate effectively in all modes of communication we currently
have, not least the phone, not only ‘gets things done’ in business. It is a skill that when young
people have it, can open many doors not just for their own company. But for themselves. Many
young people site a lack of confidence as the main stumbling block to their being able to
communicate better. Imagine you were asked to fly a plane without any training: would you feel
confident? No. You would bring a whole new meaning to ‘flying by the seat of the pants’
technique. Hiring and working with young people I have found them to be fast learners – once
you show something is important to their business training and future – they ‘get it’ and do it with
grace and aplomb. All they needed was training – confidence is then the natural result.
Polished Communication Skills Will Distinguish Futures Winners in ‘Three Worlds’

This century we inhabit three interlinked worlds – not to mention the ones we will eventually
colonise in Space. What are those three worlds? Planet Virtual: an on-line and emerging
‘empire’ that now runs most of our lives – even though we don’t like to ‘think’ about it that way.
Planet IRL and a shrinking world in terms of business and resource. In which increasingly the
next generation will be thrown together culturally, socio-economically and physically – never
mind virtually on the net. To excel in this environment will mean young people having extraordinarily informed abilities to work with ‘others’. Abilities that far surpass those of past
generations.
Able to Work Effectively with Others – Imperative
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There was a time when young person would leave school and their main prospect of getting a
job resided in a local firm, making local products, for a largely local consumer. Today, chances
are whilst the bricks and mortar of a firm may be local, their business is both national and global
– or glocal.
Within this burgeoning glocalised business world, from the CEO to the men and women ‘back
office’ working on for example tech and design. Being a fly on the wall in any meeting is like
being at the United Nations – there will be leaders and employees from a wide variety of cultural
heritages and even continents. Being a World Winner means being able to flourish in a rich
cultural mix. Or what we call in Equagen ® TM ©: 21C World-Wise.
Equipped with a broad cultural knowledge, that goes beyond geography and for example
religion, to polished communication skills – normally reserved for Fortune 500’s brightest
bunnies, or the diplomatic core. Now they are your child’s. Going to the same school as children
from diverse ethnic backgrounds increases cross-cultural awareness, it doesn’t necessarily
make you culturally-intelligent. Whereas going forwards that is what our children need. In order
to be able to navigate the work place now and in the 2020s and beyond far better equipped than
they are now. What do I mean by culturally-intelligent in this handbook? Often children have to
select languages for specialisation quite young. Dependent upon the choices available to them
in their school.
Meantime the global knowledge economy doesn’t happen in the same neat, straight lines. Being
more divergent, we see that today, Google translate aside. More powerful and useful for every
child is to have a broader linguistic ability, at less depth – as often business and military
personnel are accustomed to. You probably know this from your own experience in global
business. If you don’t, from personal experience, let me tell you there is nothing more powerful
than turning up to a meeting in a foreign country and/or with a global business giant, and having
even just the basic social skills and fluency in your host’s language.
As humans the first few minutes of a new meeting are important on so many levels. Being able
to demonstrate these basic linguistic and etiquette skills immediately marks a young person out
a world winner – within those first important minutes. With the benefit of Part III your child will
have those skills. And with that benefit all the doors that it will open in future, socially as well as
economically. Combined with the wealth of super-polished communication skills we visited
briefly above. Your child will be a future star of global business. And it gets better…
Saturn’s Been Raining Nothing But Diamonds…
How’s the Weather Been on Mars?
From the investments being made in Space Education for men and women in the UAE (United
Arab Emirates) to Silicon Valley’s Elon Musk, bio-tech and mineral mining. You better be
wearing ‘shades’. The future looks bright and a lot of it is in Space. From robotics engineers and
developers, to Mars-archaeologists, and planetary botanists – no Matt Damon’s Martian
character wasn’t as much sci-fi and more sci-fact. There is literally not just one but new worlds
of futures jobs for the next generation. Where their mind, learning and current focus is set on
futures, versus past jobs, and awake to the impact of AI. Inter-galactic life (and weather reports)
will become common place, as will the need to develop a new kind of umbrella – if the
probability is that it does indeed rain diamonds. From the Paris-Milan-London-Shanghai-New
York fashion world of wearable tech. To the inter-galactic civil aviation, tourist and hospitality set
to revolutionise ‘vacations’. Beyond the obvious role and application of AI. Each of the career
fields and facts we shall visit is grounded in current business and scientific data. Everything your
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child will learn is there to empower them to maximise on those inherently human evolutionary
rainbow of gifts we discussed in Part I, together with their academic learning in Part II. End
game? Part III provides your child with the clarity of futures insight based on fact. Ensuring: your
child is planning and thinking for life and work in the future, not the past.



Fast Track Fly Drive Q&A 

Swipe/flick through and you may have some questions you want to ask me. As always you know
I am only too happy to help. Hop in my IPH 2030i and fire away!
Q: What an IPH 2030i?
A: Inter-Planetary Hopper 2030i version; an utterly fictional craft – today. Your first real question
please.
Q: Gosh looking at range of business skills my child will be learning here, not even my buddies
know some of this – isn’t s/he too young?
A: If your child is still making gurgling noises and wandering around in diapers yes – although
that does sound like a former CEO I worked for once…Seriously? As I always advise use your
own common sense on these matters. Remember that age is not the gatekeeper of ability and
children don’t know something is complicated until we tell ‘em it is. You will recall from Part I that
even babies can find their way easily around new tech. Why? They have no fear. No-one said it
was going to be complicated and got a bushel of garlic out and two stakes to make them fearful
of learning. Practical Advice: a lot of what we will be doing in Part III is focussed on
communication in different ways. Not just non-verbal, but at a mature level. Therefore for your
child to be able to benefit from this meaningfully they need to have mature levels of
communication, already be talking to you ‘about the wider-world’, and able to have a
conversation with you on topics that interest them, from robots to space travel, – well beyond
the basic survival question of: what goodies do you have for me in the fridge? You yourself will
know when your child is ready.
Brainbox: It goes without saying that if your child is a teen and/or in their last year of university
about to leave ‘school’ and go into the world of business and work. They need all this
information now. Whilst it’s never too late to learn anything. ‘Tomorrow’ isn’t a time to be thinking
about doing this. As things stand globally and in the context of AI: doing Part II now is best.
Which brings me to your next important question.
Q: I know it is vital to talk and plan futures jobs but my daughter/son needs business skills they
can use now – they have a job interview coming up! Help.
A: Part III is structured with that fact in mind. Namely that our kids need world-class practical
business skills to excel in the work place today. For that reason the first chapter gives your child
grounding in the major business skills employers look for today. The second chapter then
strengthens this initial grounding by providing your child with knowledge that opens up their
business skill set, job and global opportunities. That said, once they are in a job, they shouldn’t
take their eyes off the future and how they may apply themselves, their knowledge and
individual range of gifts going forwards.
Top Tip: In this transitory stage in which we are seeing a new world order, as well as an
undoubted quantum leap in AI and space exploration. Many young people may wish to start
their own business, be they a natural entrepreneur or not. In which case they now have
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guidance. Part III gives your son/daughter a D.I.Y starter decision tool kit and blue print if they
wish to start their own business.
Q: Is there anything special I need to get for these activities in this part of the World Winner’s
programme?
A: No. Everything you need is provided for you in every instance in each chapter.
Q: You said there was a section on languages – I was never good at those…
A: Shame on you! Remember Part I: from learning coding to Tagalog, the human mind is
geared to learn ANY academic subject. Only the misgivings of pedagogy: inept delivery and bad
packaging screws us up, whenever how we are being taught is ignorant of all the science we
discussed in Part I. Plus, the objective of this is not a test! Rather it is to place at your child’s
fingertips a handy selection of greetings and polite social banter in multiple languages to avail
themselves of. As and when they want to know it and need it. Beginning with a few words they
will learn in each. As indeed you will too as you do this. Why? It’s all delivered to you in a
manner that’s just as if you were on holiday – relaxed, fun and personally rewarding – the way
human minds are already pre-set to learn languages rapidly. Okay? Okay.
Q: I work in/run a small business and I don’t want my kid to think I don’t know all this!
A: Then don’t let them! Read all this through for yourself first. Become a pro – then show them
just how totally ahead of the AI, inter-planetary, next business and human work evolution boom
– you are. Now who’s your Mommy/Daddy?
Q: I haven’t got any business experience as such, I chose to be the one to stay at home to bring
up our children and run the house-hold. Will I be okay doing this?
A: Honey! You are running the most important business of all: the love, house and home, raising
children tripple whammy. Of course you can do everything in this part of the programme – with
grace, aplomb, and a double helping of wise. Go do. Enjoy!
Q: Heck! What was that noise?
A: Apologies that would be the IPH2030i; the breaking system’s playing up….do you know any
good IPH refit specialists….?
Q: My daughter! Before she was in inter-planetary hospitality design and management – but
then using planet hoppers so much, when they kept breaking down, she came up with a
business idea….
Instant W.I.Ns


From the rise of AI to a new global economic order this generation of our children are obliged
to compete in the most competitive global business arena known to humankind



Many young people arrive at the doors of business minus the world-class business know
how and skills they need to shine and win in this environment.



Part III equips your child with those 21C world class skills from Winner Rookie finding their
first job to Experienced Winner – ready to ‘move on up’…



With know how to empower your child to achieve self-actualisation on every level.
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Excellence in communication skills on every level from the first business handshake to
netiquette is one area many of today’s businesses are looking for.



Innovation is a key factor in world winning enterprise: capitalising on their personal ideas and
innovative thinking is a sure fire ticket to your child’s success – when they know how to
present their ideas in business forum – here they will.



In an ever shrinking world business is not local or global but glocal, with multinational teams.



Youth more than at any other time in the history of business need to be World-Wise:
sufficiently well versed in cultural intelligence to work effectively across glocal teams



In the billion-dollar legal business stakes: inspirational examples are essential for young
people to learn the creative wealth and wider benefits of ‘good business’ here they will.



Like futures stock-brokers. Our children need to be ahead of future growth areas, both for
planning their future careers and/or as many will this century: setting up their own
businesses.



Prepared with all these world-class business skills and enhanced planning strategy. Part III
puts your child ahead of a new world order, rise of AI and futures industries.

13. Is Your Child Billion Dollar Business-Brain Ready?
___________________________________________________________________
Why not million-dollar business brain ready? Now and in the 2020s and beyond although it may
seem a lot to many people for good reason in the world right now: a million won’t be ‘that much’
money in future business. Magazines such as Fortune don’t talk about millionaires anymore;
Beijing to Brazil it’s billionaires. In a global knowledge economy, whether you are making teddy
bears or cell phones: get the business model ‘right’ and your consumer base is billions. The net
is a natural at this – Facebook a classic example. Business has always been about numbers –
they just got bigger. Whenever folk start talking money it can get some hot under the collar.
There are many justifiable reasons why. One is that most people never seem to have enough of
it. Another is the special kind of crazy we see in the media showing children in poverty. That’s
one of the reasons I dedicated a percentage of the monies from this and my other books to
UNICEF. And why ‘good business’ – namely wealth creation that works to create jobs as well as
help fund reputable causes world-wide, features in the final chapter of Part III. They are an
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inspiration to us all – and especially our children. However, the practical purpose of this chapter
is not to discuss a world gone mad. The stores are already full of books that can tell you that.
Taking Your Brave Bambi to Winning Lion/Lioness in the Business World
True to the promise of Part III. Beginning with this chapter, its practical focus is to begin filling in
the massive gap that education today leaves out, by equipping your children with the essential
business skills they will need to gain entry level position, as a ‘beginner’ in the world of
business. With the world-class business knowhow and skills your daughter/son will learn with
you here. Skills that ensure not just their survival, but more in the spirit of this book: to win,
excel, and be happy within, the most competitive global arena ever known to the history of
humankind. From the rise of AI to a new economic world order. Here’s where we begin the
transformation from your son/daughter as brave young Bambi stepping out into the world. To
savvy, polished business-brain ready confident lion/lioness. Starting with getting past their first
gate-keeper: winning, keeping and shining in their first job.
With this chapter you and your child will have the following advantages:
 Focus first career job interview in industries that offer longevity in an AI era
 Know how to win at job interviews
 Netiquette to boardroom: possess world-class communication skills
 Deliver winning business presentations
 Capitalise on your innovative thinking with your enterprise
 Team-work successfully across departments in your organization
 Develop a portfolio of achievement (NEVER US – I)
 Read the signs - ahead of time so you can decide: time to jump ship or stay?

Here is where you, I and your son/daughter at home break a stupid cycle that has gone on far
too long. Young people going off to the world of work minus the basic training to make them
‘Business Brain Ready’. Each of the consecutive stages below takes your child step by step to
become not only Business Brain Ready. It puts them head and shoulders above any previous
generation. From setting off to land their first job. To knowing when to move on and how to
successfully. In order to capitalise as intelligently as they can from their fullest rainbow of gifts,
knowledge, innovative thinking. As they gain experience in the world of work and business.
Q: What age does my child have to be to benefit best from the World Winner activities in this
and the following chapters of Part III?
A: As I have proven and shown on TV in my series translated across the world. Children can
learn these skills successfully in junior school! Plus if your child has or is about to discover after
this chapter that they have natural entrepreneur in their DNA rainbow of gifts – then it goes
without saying. Age is not the predicate here. Use your own knowledge of your child to make
your own choices as to when you think they are ready.
Brainbox: The bottom line is, in the 21C every child can and should be able to benefit from
these essential business skills, well before they leave school – as has been my mantra for
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decades now! So go for it and, in the process, don’t be surprised if you learn a thing or two
yourself. Enjoy!
Q: Where did I learn these global business skills I am relating to you in this and the following
chapter?
A: Experience globally in business, mostly in Fortune 500 Blue Chip companies. You probably
gathered this already from Part I. Plus my education unusual: it enabled me to experience
culture more globally from an early age, as I shared with you in Part II. These experience have
made me passionate about empowering children to be billion dollar business brain ready. Both
for today’s and, as you shall see the not too distant inter-galactic business economy we shall
visit in the final chapter of Part III. Sound good? Well then, let’s get started!
Teach Your Child How to go from Winner Rookie to Experienced Business Player
As with previous Parts I and II best is to read through everything yourself first, familiarise
yourself with each section focus, advice and activities. Then decide how you want to break the
stages up into different working sessions, each with a precise focus with your child. You will find
that I have divided the Business-Brain-Ready stages into three.


The basic skills and know how as a Winner Rookie – to prepare the young person to go out
and find their first job.



How to develop an impressive portfolio of skills and achievements once through the door
and into a business environment.



Culminating in the Experienced Winner – advice for your daughters and sons who may
already have some business and work experience and are looking to move on and up!

As always you can choose and tailor what you need from the chapter as suits you.
Brainbox: Some of your young sons and daughters may have felt inclined to set up their own
business. Great! Check out the DIY business know here in the final chapter of Part III.
Meantime, every young person, including natural entrepreneurs can win more for themselves in
the business world of work, by having all the know-how and skills they will learn with you and I
here. Why stumble upon wisdom in business via costly trial and error? When you and I can give
them the heads up today and save them time, energy and money? That question was purely
rhetorical!
How to get the best out of the activities for you and your child in this chapter:
The advice, activities and templates in this chapter talk to you and your son/daughter directly as
though we were all sat down together. This is so that you can read key points and discuss them
together. It also means that should your son/daughter want to read more on something for
themselves they can do so, without feeling patronized! I hate that! Don’t you? We don’t do that
here. You are safe!
From experience I like the business learning aspect of the World Winner’s Programme to be
distinct in feel and flavour, from when we were ‘in the classroom’ in Part II. I like to immerse
minds from the start in the concept ‘business.’ This means I go the whole hog in creating and
setting the scene for our business minds to get to work. Here’s what to do yourself at home to
ensure enjoyable as well as effective sessions together.
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What you will need for each of the activities in this chapter:
The text and templates work together interactively: let the

Advanced Billion Dollar Business Brain Know How

$$$ icons guide you!



The above icon invites you and your son/daughter to think about higher level biz points.

$$
Wherever you see the above icon best is to discuss the advanced biz points together.
To gain maximum value for each session, I suggest as a parent you do read ahead and
familiarise so you can be better prepared for each ‘business session’.
You will also need as a practical and helpful set up for each activity the following:
 Business Brain Ready Table Set Up inclusive of flip chart (as detailed earlier)
 World Winners Plan to hand to add to the Part III skills portfolio.
 ‘Business’ lunch/dinner reward or treat to celebrate the ‘know how’ you learned
Setting the Scene for ‘Biz’ Sessions: Think Big, City, Global – It Matters
The kitchen table becomes ‘a boardroom’. Alongside the obvious technology we all use today. I
like to have a flip-chart set up. So I can instantly mark the child’s ideas down on it and make
their ‘contribution’ feel valued and meaningful – exactly like it would be in a business-meet.
Top Tip: Business is all about personal investment and reward. So end the session with a treat.
Having the World Winner’s Plan to hand means that work can be saved digitally and/or paperwise in their file ready to be used when they may need to refer to it easily, as and when they
need to.
I know that flip flops, skate board, and a T-shirt are stock dress wear for Silicon Valley. But even
some of them are growing out of this 1970s teenage tech time-warp wear that belongs to the
history books, much like Woodstock and 90’s Grunge.
To put myself and the young person in the right mind-set I dress as for most business beyond
Planet Virtual: smartly. Before beginning, I put a simple ‘CEO’ sign on the back of the young
person’s chair; instantly putting them in the driving seat of this exciting learning, true to the
credo of Equagen TM ® © WIPO. When they ask what a CEO is I tell them: Chief Executive
Officer: often the president of the company and responsible to the chairman – if a company is
like a ship s/he is the captain at the helm. The next question the young person asks naturally is:
but what am I CEO of? I reply: the most important thing in life outside love and health: your
ability to navigate the business world, earn money and feel happy personally. By knowing that
your talents, hard work and energy is valued. Let’s go make some money! That last phrase
never ceases to bring a smile on a child’s face. Quite right too! Our children know money buys
many of the things they like, love and need. The scene set we are ready to begin.
As a parent however, you are not ready yet to begin, you need a little more prep…
The Words ‘Valued, Happy, and Financial Reward’ Are Equal
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The Gateway to Them is? To Begin on the ‘Right Foot’
The words ‘valued’ and ‘happy’ as you know, are just as important as financial reward. However,
such is the ebb and flow of global socio-economics. It can be challenging to find all that in your
very first job. Nevertheless, as we shall see in this chapter. Beyond the summer jobs a kid may
do which offer important valuable experience. When it comes to landing their first career
position on the business ladder. In an era of AI it becomes even more important for your
son/daughter to begin on the right foot. Namely, able to make the best start they can on the
career ladder. With a position that has longevity and promise for them personally and
professionally. To land that kind of position. Your son/daughter must shine at interview, with
polished world-class skills that mark them out an immediate winner.
Brain Box: Even if their first job isn’t their ‘dream job’ the important thing is: they have begun.
Some young people don’t get the power or win in this. A lot of that is to do with media that
shows just one success story that appears magical: celebrities…Yawn. That is just one route to
success in life. The reality is there are billions of others. Getting that first job experience is the
gateway in the bigger universe of business. It doesn’t represent the end. But the beginning. If
your child hasn’t realised this already, then case studies like the one below. Plus, probably a few
stories from your own family and friends, will open their mind to the many different ways one
can begin and win in the world of business.
Case Study: Bernice the Beautiful and Brave
From being a kid, Bernice had always been glamorous and loved business – ever since she set
up a bake and cake sale for her local church. Her ambition was to have her own beauty spa.
She couldn’t wait to leave school. Her first job however was not so glamorous: she worked the
night shift in a meat packaging plant, sweeping up scraps off the floor. In order to pay for her
beauty therapy training. Once qualified she started out on her dream in the winter buying a
second-hand moped to visit clients at home. Moonlighting still, back at the meat-packaging plant
to earn more money. Four years later she now has her own beauty spa and her dream, she is
yet in her early 20s.


Case studies like this aside. The other major point to get across to your child before you do
the activities with them in this chapter is this: in contrast to past generations and peers
without this specialist training and know how in this chapter. Your son/daughter enters the
world of work and business equipped to extraordinarily better choices, and win themselves
more chances at self-actualisation on every level.



Moreover they will have the advantage of knowing how to capitalise on their in-built shapechanging capacity we discussed in Part I, afforded by their DNA rainbow of gifts.



As new business and employment opportunities open up with new tech, space exploration,
robotics design in AI for example.



Likely is that our children will have many points of self-actualisation in many different careers
and businesses. Your child will be ready for all of that and more.



Now you are ready to begin!
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Top Tip: Remember, you don’t have to start with the Winner Rookie. For example if your
son/daughter is thinking of starting a business or moving jobs, you can dive in to those
relevant places and stages immediately. The choice is yours.

Billion Dollar Business Brain Ready Stage 1: The 21C Winner Rookie
Whether we just left school, are taking over the family business from Mom and/or Dad, or
graduated university. Regardless previous achievements: we all begin a Rookie. Being a
successful Rookie was down to trial and error, wasting time and energy for youth, not any more.
That was before the World Winner’s programme. Get ready for the 21C Winner Rookie!

$$$
 Download/detach Template $1a: The Winner Rookie’s Golden Three
 Relay to your young CEO the wisdom of what we just discussed regarding getting started on
the job and business ladder
 Inform your child, in the world of business an absolute beginner is called a Rookie
 However, when he/she start in business they won’t be just any Rookie – they will now be a
Winner Rookie with what they will learn with you here!
 Discuss each of the points and then invite your child to take the floor, summarising what they
learned from the points in their own words back to you. Before jotting down themselves on
the flip-chart the three Winner Rookie’s Golden Three. This will keep you both focussed on
the next couple of template skills and sessions.
 Praise their efforts generously and discuss any areas that remain to be clarified.
 Have a short ‘business break’ and then continue with text and corresponding Templates $1bf. Taking any breaks when you need to, before you complete the Winner Rookie!

 Give each other the ‘tribal’ winner’s high five. Go enjoy your meal! Great job! 
The Human ‘Animal’ Communications Guru
Within seconds of meeting someone we have all decided whether we like them or not. It isn’t
what they said, as much as how they said it. In the human animal we are. On average a woman
will pick up around 80+ positive and negative signals in the first 60 seconds. A man will gather
around half that. ‘Woman’s intuition’ is often down to this scientific fact. Everyone should know
the following basics of body language. If you don’t you need to know them now. No matter
cultural differences, the following apply as a good rule of thumb – if you will forgive the pun.
Body Language That Means Business


Avoid touching your nose, mouth, eyes or ears during interview. Any time you do you are
suggesting that what you just said isn’t quite the truth. Experienced in body language,
many in business call this the ‘see, hear, speak no evil’ sign.
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Crossed arms means you are one of two things defensive and or feel like you need
protection. Avoid.



Refrain from looking at your watch, the floor or anything else. Keep your gaze and ears
focussed on the panel, listening intently and responding accordingly.



Unless you are very familiar with the person(s) interviewing you, laughing out loud is out,
smiling confidently is in.



Remember to breathe and not rush your words. Practice on this makes perfect.

We first visited the power of body language in the context of you preparing for Ivy League
interviews in Part II. In business our body language doesn’t change: just the context.
Businesses are looking for a specific set of criteria in a candidate, the minute they walk through
the door for interview. It all starts with a confident smile, eye to eye contact (not staring just
contact!) and of course outward appearance and demeanour.
Dressing for Business Success
Diversity in dress is a good thing about this century. At the same time as a Rookie the focus
needs to be on winning that first job. Businesses are tribal in this respect. The minute they clap
eyes on the job candidate they want to know: is this young person going to ‘fit’ into our ‘tribe’
naturally. For example take a leading, established and prestigious global brand in hotels. Their
staple uniform for staff may be smart suits.
Great is that many businesses showcase themselves on-line; look at how they present
themselves – their branding. This will be given away by pictures on their website. Many show
how their best/ideal personnel dress. If the candidate turns up emulating that brand and style in
their appearance – the first visual hurdle is over. Having won that first challenge, they are onto
the next as well as off to a good start.
Top Tip: Going to a tech firm? As I said earlier T-shirts and sneakers are so 1970s teenage
Steve Jobs and Bill Gates. Even though still warn as if a tech/Silicon Valley uniform. They read
C# not Vogue, bless their little flip flops. With one exception: I believe folk at Apple do – given
their recent Burberry catch and expansion into designer tech-wear. As the tech business is now
coming out of its tweenie years. Some are daring to be different; ditching the T-shirt to embrace
shall we say a more 21C ‘have skateboard’ will venture outside my weekend closet look. ‘To be
safe’: check their website out and see what they are all wearing then turn up accordingly to
interview in the relevant tech ‘uniform’.
Manners, Monkeys, and Us
After appearance, the next hurdle our young Rookie must win at, is that which separates man
from monkey: etiquette. Thanks to the innovative efforts of our ancestors to better ourselves and
up our game, make life altogether more pleasant and civilised. Hence the famous Eton promise:
to make gentleman out of savages. Whilst they may not always succeed at this. A young person
doesn’t have to go to Eton to learn good manners, nor the many benefits it can bring them in
life. There’s an understated and impressive power to having simple manners. Manners give a
young person class and clout in business. Regardless their family tree. Given we’re not
monkeys we are humans. Business wants the latter working in their company.

$$$
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Okay, time for you to internalise this information and make it your own with Template $1b. I
placed a ‘sweetner’ in this deal. Go visit Template $1b to find out what and why.
The Rookie Winners Business Handshake
We visited handshakes before in the academic Ivy League context – where we learned the
secret of the no sweaty bear, dry palms technique! Whilst important in that context, the
handshake in a business context takes on a far greater import. Here’s one main difference.
Where a ‘limp fish’ handshake might be ‘passible’ in a Western academic interview. It’s an
absolute no, no in the Western business context. Why? Limp fish infers weakness. The very
opposite of strength and boldness that Western business, and increasingly global business
wants to see in a person’s body language. Many of you will know this already as parents
running your own businesses for example. From a business point of view, I am still amazed how
many times candidates still turn up with a ‘limp fish’ poor opening to interview. That isn’t going to
be your son/daughter!
Brainbox: World-Wise in the next chapter looks at diversity and cultural intelligence within our
21C business world. Traditionally, ‘light handed’ handshakes in some parts of the Far East,
Middle East and Africa have been preferred over and above the traditionally more strident
business handshake in Europe, Australia, UK and USA for example. However, with the world
itself and glocal business getting, smaller, the steady rise of female entrepreneurs. Factors such
as these have combined to make a firm handshake more ‘the business norm’ globally. Firm
being the operative word – power grabbing, handshakes are a no, no. Strictly for the insecure –
anywhere in the world!
The Rookie Winner’s Business Handshake isn’t one thing: it’s more a manoeuvre involving a
flowing combo of visual information and physical interaction, performed almost simultaneously,
within the first couple of minutes of an interview. It works like this: the job candidate walks into
the interview. Their dress/appearance checks: they look the part; when they said good
morning/afternoon smiling and confident, their manners, confidence and positive attitude
checked; as the employer reaches out his/her hand to shake the candidates hand; they are met
by an open face, eyeballing them whilst smiling, stepping forward to take their hand firmly, in
their own dry palm.
That winning opening manoeuvre done. The employer knows this candidate is ‘switched-on’ to
what their business wants. Our young brave Bambi has won the first hurdle with flying colours.
The employer now excited by the prospect of interviewing the candidate asks your son/daughter
to take a seat. Practise the flow of this manoeuvre from dressed for success to manners and
‘contact’ and your child starts the interview off wonderfully-well.
Top Tip: If as your son/daughter is shaking hands, and they find the future employer warmly
slaps them on the top of their arm, using their other ‘free’ hand. Your child should not flinch, pull
away or see this as untoward. Instead they should smile inwardly. Why? What the employer’s
body language is saying with this handshake is: I like this candidate already! Hello and
welcome!
The Winner Rookies End of Interview Handshake
It might be the end of the interview but the start of your child’s life in the business world. In
exactly the same ‘bouncy tigger’ upbeat, positive manner they arrived and took the employer’s
hand with a dry firm handshake. So your son/daughter should close off the interview in the
same way. Standing tall as they perform that Winner Rookie end of interview, beginning of
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something brilliant – still dry, still firm professional handshake. Then hopefully skip off into the
sunset looking forward to their first day at work and that sweet reward called a pay-cheque…

$$$
Enough talking this great handshake, download/detach Template $1c and let’s do this Winner
Rookies!


The Business ‘Power’ Handshake
As a Winner Rookie avoid what is often called the power-business handshake: what’s that? You
will know as soon as I tell you, because at some time, someone has probably tried to pull this
mind-game on you. Instead of just taking your hand firmly, they grab it and squeeze it overly
tightly – to the point of causing pain, placing their other hand over the top of the embrace as
they do so, - further driving home their superiority. In many ways this actually communicates
how desperately inferior they must feel. A confident person doesn’t feel the need to do that.
Many Hollywood films about business have shown this at work in humorous as well as serious
scenes. If a person, employer or otherwise ever does this to your child. You know what to tell
them to do.


First recognize it for what it is a power play. Don’t be intimidated!



Second, show know pain or discomfort whatsoever.



Third take the war to the perpetrator: smiling confidently, squeeze their hand harder;
looking straight into their eyes as you do so.

And no worries if you are the ‘fairer sex’: my mother had the strongest grip I ever encountered –
no really she did, it was famously just like steel. Gender matters not. A winning mind-set does!
World Winners: Parent Navigation Check Point



If you haven’t done so already you may want to take a break at this point. On the other hand…
you may be raring to go. Either way I am with you and your fabulous son/daughter. Next up
winning in business interviews.
Inside the Business Interview: How to Win
Okay, so our brave Bambi made a great start to their business interview. Now what? Half the
answer to that question starts with posture, and communication skills again. The other half of
the answer is about the information your son/daughter gathered on the business they have been
invited to job interview with. Let’s take the first half: posture and communication skills during the
interview itself.
Hot Seat: Sitting Pretty and Smart
No springy chairs likely, as we saw in the Ivy League academic interview setting! But some
employers may like to sit up higher than the candidate, in the belief that this makes them look
more powerful. The types that do that are usually the most insecure. How then should our
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young job candidate sit? Answer: ready for anything like a poised young lion/lioness. Back
straight, no slouching, calmly confident. Legs crossed. If a woman with a skirt/dress on you want
to project lady not ladette: knees together legs to one side, ankles crossed. Man or woman:
arms uncrossed. Hands should remain on your lap, or on the arms of chair. Why is the arms
uncrossed important? Remember from earlier. Arms crossed means you feel tense, threatened
and defensive. Winner Rookies don’t do arms crossed because they are calm, confident and
never allow themselves to feel that way.
Why did I say to be sat: ‘ready for anything’ earlier? During the course of the interview if our
young lioness/lion sees the employer and/or interview panel lean forward to the edges of her/his
or their seats. Our young lioness/lion should do the same thing. What does it all mean? When
folk lean forwards off the edge of their seat in conversation. It means they are interested in the
person they are talking to and better still impressed by whatever it is they are saying. If this
happens, ape the employer/interviewer and move to the edge of your chair too. Hence, whereas
you may start off in an interview sat with your back straight into the chair. Where things are
going well, you may well end up on the edge of your chair leaning forwards positively, in
response to what your future employer is doing.
Top Tip: If you jumped right in and did this part of the World Winner’s Programme, straight after
Part I you may not know a relevant technique here. If there is a panel of interviewers or even
just two people. Many job candidates can ‘tick’ off any interviewer they don’t make eye contact
with. By making sure they talk to all the panel when answering questions and not just one – your
child wins points and possibly the job. As very few people do this!
Brainbox: As I said in Part II, if your son/daughter has Asperger’s making eye contact may not
be something they are altogether naturally at ease with. Given that ordinarily it is industries that
are looking for prime mathematicians or programmers for example that attract those with
Asperger’s, often the interviewers will be aware of this fact – and it won’t be an issue. As indeed
it shouldn’t be in the case of someone with Asperger’s.

$$$
Time to see you, both sitting pretty and poised ready for this interview. Download/detach
Template $1d and it will become automatic. Giving you instant polish any time you go to a
business interview.
Brain in Business Questions Mode
Now to the other half of the Winner Rookie’s interview. Questions and answers. Likely is that
during the business interview, as a potential future employee, you will be asked questions. Ones
which relate specifically to the business itself. To answer these types of questions you need to
have done your homework – before you came to the interview. The internet has made it
possible to find out a lot about companies.

$$$
Move to Template $1e now and find out what makes your future company tick?
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Be ready with an intelligent business question. Should our young lioness/lion be asked by the
interviewer: ‘do you have any questions you’d like to ask us?’ The Winner Rookie response
should never be about pay! Even if that is of course one of, if not the main reason you and all
the other candidates are there! Rather, great questions for the Winner Rookie to ask the
employer/interviewer(s) are ones you know they can ace, and which are relevant to their
company. Such as the following each delivered in a polite, upbeat, positive tone:


‘Thank you, yes. I have a question: I love the company logo. Who designed that?’



‘Thank you, yes. On the way in here I noticed you building a new warehouse – it looks great
– when is that due to open?



‘Thank you, yes: you said you are opening up a new product line – sounds exciting, can you
tell me more about it?

Brainbox: If the business you are at is in high end development of new tech. They may not be
able to give a new product line away. Be aware of that. Nevertheless it makes for ‘interesting’
business-focussed conversation.


The Power of Manners Revisited
Thanks to Hollywood (again) there is a misconception that all business is akin to the Wolf of
Wall Street variety. True is that if business is a boxing match, often Queensbury rules don’t
apply. On the other hand the higher up the ladder you travel the more you see that folk who may
have begun life as rough diamonds get smoother and more ‘gentile, like’ reflective of the
accoutrements they have acquired. If you are sat in front of a smooth diamond at interview. The
interviewer will be far more experienced which is beneficial to you, as they will know how to
conduct an interview well. On the other hand if you are sat in front of an as yet rough, raw
diamond. The opposite applies. Many younger, inexperienced candidates in such situations can
feel like the interview is going all one way. That’s because it is: the inexperienced
employer/interviewer(s) is asking all the questions, all the time. That’s fine until the candidate
starts to feel they need a breather and to regain control after a ‘battering of questions’. Polished
interviewers see no need and do not batter candidates like that – unless they work for the secret
services! In any event, should your son/daughter find themselves in an interview situation where
they are feeling battered, here’s what they should do. To regain control. Remember the power of
manners revisited. Manners diffuse conflict situations. Used effectively they can put your
son/daughter quietly in control of the interview for a few minutes, so they can compose
themselves. It also works especially well in situations where your daughter/son is asked a
question they need time to think about before they answer it. Either way: this simple question
asked politely will give them the time to think about the answer. As well as time to compose
themselves ready to continue if they are in a ‘tough’ interview. Here’s how it works:
You sit back in their chair calmly and says in a positive, polite, confident manner:
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‘That’s an interesting question, I am glad you asked me that. (Pause) May I ask you a question?
(Wait)
If the employer/interviewer(s) reply is: ‘yes’. You ask them a question that will keep them busy
for minutes on end, politely as follows: ‘I think the products/service you offer are great; which
products/services do you see you might be your market leaders going forwards?’
This is a fair and smart question to ask most businesses. Whilst the employer/interviewer(s) get
busy answering that. It has bought you two things: time to think up the answer to the original
question the panel asked. Given you more control over the interview from hereon-in. How? As
soon as the employer/interviewer(s) finish answering this question about their future
product/services. You can politely jump in and say, thank you. My answer to the question you
asked me earlier is……….
Brainbox: If any business can’t tell you their plans for the future they are one or all of three
things: under the deluded impression that things always stay the same, so they can. Guided by
out of date management. Going nowhere and hence not a good bet for your child’s first job
and/or work environment. If possible, calmly and politely avoid. Finish up the interview and
leave. Never to return! You deserve better!


Four Questions that Can Win You the Job
Often the employer/interviewer(s) will draw their interview to a close by asking: are there any
further questions you’d like to ask us? Here’s three that delivered in a professional, polite,
confident and keen manner can win you the job at such points.
Question #1: The Sure Thing
‘Thank you, yes I do. I loved it here today. I hope you pick me. If so: when do I start!?’
Many a time a candidate has won the job right there. Most businesses worth their salt like
confident go-getters. You just proved yourself worthy of that description. Well done.
Question #2: The Kentucky Derby
Alternatively, if your son/daughter’s gut tells him/her that there’s still some unfinished business –
as if the employer/interviewer isn’t quite ‘sold’ on giving them the job. They can do the business
version of the ‘silent close’ we saw in the gentler academic version for Ivy League in Part II.
Here’s how it works: in two steps.
1. Your son/daughter leans forwards a little and says this in a warm, positive tone:
2. “Thank you. Yes, I do. I loved it here today. I really want to work here. Is there any reason you
think I wouldn’t be the best candidate for this job?”
Before you walk out of the interview this gives you the chance to find out if there are any
objections to you being the ‘chosen one’ that day. By finding out what these objections are on
the spot, you win the chance to overcome them and win the job.
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Top Tip: Desperation hardly ever wins a position in a company at interview. The last time I saw
it work was about two decades ago in the brilliant film Erin Brokovich. There are other tactics we
can use! In knocking over any objections, you should be calm and confident but not try to in any
way pressure the employer/interviewer(s) to give you the job! Obvious I know. But a no, no.
Logic, calm and confidence will win the day. If it doesn’t move on. It’s their loss not yours.
3. Having addressed any obstacles in your way confidently, you can then turn the situation
around with Question #3.
Question #3: The Famous Silent Close
“Okay, now you are happy with all my answers to your questions: when do I start?”
Then shut up! S/he who speaks next loses. Wait and remain confident and don’t twitch.
If the employer smiles at you they are smiling 9/10 because they see a winner. Let them think
on it. You may have just put yourself in first choice slot for consideration, and/or win the job on
the spot. Waiting and silence are the golden keys.
Question #4: The Mind-Switch Close
There is another way to close down and interview and win the job. This works especially well
where you feel instinctively that you have an excellent chance. Here you focus the interviewer’s
mind not on whether they want to pick you or not, but on when you start. Here’s how it works,
smile as you say confidently and keenly:
“I really enjoyed this interview and answering all your questions. As you know I am passionate
about your company’s products. When would it suit you best for me to start, end of this week or
early next week?”
If the company you are interviewing with is a company that prizes its sales force they will love
you for this. They will know you are using a tried and trusted sales technique to win a sale, - if
even a little cheeky! Alternatively if the person who is interviewing you is not in sales there is a
good chance that if the interview has gone well, they will start thinking about when you can start
– another winner’s mission accomplished. You will land the job!
Brainbox: If you have an interview imminently – it is worth ‘booking time out’ together to
practise these questions and answers. It may cost either one you the job not to!
Important Last Words on Winner Rookie Interviews
As with the academic interview we looked at in Part II. Preparation is good but too much isn’t. A
candidate can look ‘wooden’ – over-rehearsed – because they are! Best in preparing for
business interviews is for you and your son/daughter to make sure you are sufficiently familiar
with all the main points we discussed, practice them a few times, and know ‘you have that all
down’ just fine. Leaving room for spontaneity on the actual day itself. Often you can shine in an
interview simply because of one particular thing you said, or the employer said that makes you
‘click’ with each other faster, quicker, more naturally than probably either of you could have
imagined. At times like these being like a honed athlete, means your is already limbered up to
seize the moment, opportunity and ultimately – win the job. Hoorah!
The Benefit of Hindsight: Clouds and Silver Linings
There’s an old adage that is as true in business as it is in academia and life in general. ‘People
buy people’ – in the end we all prefer to choose people we like to work with, buy a product from,
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and/or give a job to if we are an employee. You could have the most brilliant candidate for an Ivy
League and/or a position in a Blue Chip company. If the ‘chemistry’ between the candidate and
employer simply is not there, it’s not going to happen. It’s times like that when we all have to
take the hit positively and remind ourselves that as many clouds as there are in life, most of
them will have silver linings.
Here’s one silver lining I always like to share with my friends about business interviews. As you
and I both know, as much as winning a job can make you feel euphoric - in the short term. If the
chemistry is not right with the people you work with from the start, beginning with the interview.
Then you can bet your bottom dollar that in the long term, you will hit ugly problems further
down the line. Problems that can be costly on every level: personal, professional, financial. Who
needs that? No one. Especially not a young lion/lioness carving a path for themselves in the
world of business. Being a world winner is about being able, as they say to treat the two
imposters of winning and rejection at interviews as two halves of the same bigger, richer,
tapestry we call life. Without exception, we all look back and realise that not getting job x, 9/10
actually lead to a better one or a new opportunity we could never have dreamed of, that
enriched our lives and bank balance much more than we could ever have imagined.
Keeping the Focus: Get the Best Job - What’s that?
All the above said. As a Winner Rookie the most important thing is to keep focused on the
objective. Which is? For all those reasons we visited at the beginning of the chapter: getting the
best starting job one can in the business world. As we agreed at the beginning of this chapter.
Best in this context may not be a person’s ‘dream job’, the most paid, or a really convenient
location. However, if the people feel right, and you feel happy in your first job. The rest will come
naturally. The rest being? Success. All good for building solid foundations for success built on
rock not sand, in the world of business. Ready for the future, shape-changing, and either staying
or remaining within a particular industry or field – dependent on developments in AI and other
areas. Which brings us to a key point in how you should be thinking as you look to land your first
job: does it have longevity amidst the rise of AI?


Avoid First Jobs Involving Repetitive Tasks: that Job is Obsolete in an AI Era
When as a young person we land our very first summer job to earn some extra cash over
holidays – that’s great. We earn experience and fabulous work experience. However, in contrast
to this more ‘ad hoc’ job landing event. As this generation takes their first steps into the world of
business, to plan their future career and prosperity. A more sophisticated strategy is required. In
an AI era this becomes imperative.
Integral to this generation’s ‘strategy’ is more focussed thinking about their first job. The Winner
Rookie needs to seek out a starting position and/or industry that has a viable future affording
longevity and prosperity. If you want some great ideas now on futures industries to think about
in this regard. The final chapter in Part III is rich in them. But first, back to our focus here:
business interviews, and more advice on this.
On Parisian Hairdressers, Women and Dinosaurs
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I love my Parisian hairdresser: a tour de force of a woman she has a great saying. Two things
make the world go round: beautiful, intelligent women on the one hand, idiots on the other. You
can use your own imagination as to what ‘the idiots’ might be. Albeit we’ve built an international
space station and on the verge of new worlds in space. The retarded fact is there remains
blubbering ideological dinosaurs out there in the world of gender and business. Male or female,
working in business, you have probably met a few yourself. My advice for young women and
men in the context of job interviews is this. If you return from an interview, feeling like you had a
Neanderthal gender experience; feeling more like eye candy than a person to the
employer/interviewer. Whether offered the job or not. Reject it (or words to that effect) and move
on. Your beautiful, intelligent, talented and hard-working! No one needs nitwits like that messing
up your first or any other job. End of story.
CVs, Crystal Balls and Planet Virtual
It will not have gone unnoticed that I have not gone into writing curricular vitae or CVs. That’s
because whereas there’s oodles of information on how to do this in handy books everywhere.
This chapter has been focussed on all those business skills that don’t feature on ‘standard’
school curriculum. However, I do have some words of advice that are particularly important in
the context of CVs, the net and the digital world.
Let’s start with a brief summary of what makes an excellent CV beyond the basics of your
name, age, address and contact numbers.


A CV should never be a hold all. If you want to show your different rainbow of gifts. Do so by
example not by talking about the gift itself. We visited the import of this in the Ivy League
sessions in Part II. Show the future employer what you achieved – keep that your focus
always.



Keep the CV short – this can be a cultural ‘thing’. For example in UK we tend to like our CVs
on no more than two sides of A4. Whereas in other parts of the world they may prefer ‘longer
reading’. Whether long or short the same principle objective and focus applies: keeping to
the truth whilst making yourself shine in the best light.



A CV is in a sense ‘selling’ ourselves. Thus adopt the stance of a realtor. For example, when
realtors sell homes, instead of saying ‘this apartment complex has a really small pool and
too many large overhanding trees that need cutting back’. They will say: a cosy pool nestles
beneath mature trees - great for sharing time chilling out with family and friends…. All of
which sounds so much better. In the context of the CV it is not about making a humble job
look overly more important than it is/was. But about selling the features of it that you think
the new employer will benefit from.



For example if as a young person, your first summer job was gardening for the local
community government buildings. You can point out the responsibilities you had as well as
the skills it taught you dealing with local communities, meeting with the public on a daily
basis.



CVs are best drafted and re-drafted to get in all that you want in a succinct manner. Your
objective is remain utterly saleable and attractive to the prospective employer, whilst also
remaining faithful to your experience, qualifications, and facts.
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Upside, Downside: CVs on Planet Virtual
Now onto CVs and the net. On the one hand uploading your CV on a website somewhere in the
ether of Planet Virtual can get your CV seen by many more eyeballs.
However, on the other hand there is a downside. Once etched in digital space, it leaves you little
room for flexibility in the future. Why? We all know that as we get more experienced and grow in
our jobs and life, those things we wished to emphasise on our previous CV become obsolete.
No longer the main ‘sales point’ of our current CV we want to emphasise newer, more relevant
experience and knowledge.
If a website offers you a regular free update to do that: remove your old CV and upload a new
one – fine. If it doesn’t. Then my advice is: beware. You can find yourselves in the position
where a future employer is looking at your old ‘digital’ CV at the same time as your new CV
lands on his/her desk – not good. Whichever way you want to stack it. It leaves you open to
answer questions you may not want to, and question marks in the air. None of which you or the
prospective employer needs.
None Adore Surprises! NFL, Hockey, Cricket or Job Referee
Beyond being impeccable in presentation. CVs and/or job application forms should contain the
names of referees you can depend upon absolutely and fully to be there to give you a reference.
At exactly the time a prospective employer contacts them. Easier said than done. This requires
thinking and planning. As does making sure you have informed your referee for them to be able
to say the ‘right things’ for you. How do you make sure of that? Courtesy again. It’s always a
good idea to inform referees that they may be getting an email/phone/letter; when that might
happen; what the job is about; key points about yourself you would like them to emphasise. All
this goes toward you gaining the best chance of landing the job.
Cover Letter Not Cover Novel
Cover letters are the first thing a future employer claps eyes on before any form or CV. A cover
letter should never be should never be a miniature novella. Unless otherwise specifically
required by the future employer and/or human resources team. It should be no more than two to
three succinct paragraphs. Carefully constructed to do their job. Which is? If the CV/application
form is the main course. The objective of the cover letter is to whet the employer’s appetite with
a nice starter that gets them wanting eat, I mean read more! How do you do that? One simple
rule. Many candidates focus on themselves rather on how their experience, knowledge skills
and attitude can benefit the company – the last bit is what the employer is really interested in.
For example instead of typing: I am a happy, hard-working individual that got 5 As in my last
exams. A Winner Rookie’s letter will read: A keen interest in the new markets you are looking to
develop; look forward to having the opportunity of bringing my relevant skills, knowledge,
experience and ‘can do approach’ to help make this another big success for your company.
Top Tip: At the Winner Rookie stage. Employers are looking for a couple of effective, choice
sentences as with the example above, that indicate the kind of person you are. In this case one
they want to invite to interview. You just sold them with the words ‘keen interest’ ‘new markets’
relevant skills knowledge etc. and ‘can do approach’, and ‘help…another big success’. You
made the letter about the product’s success not your own. More points to you. Just by getting
that across in a letter – the young Winner Rookie has communicated something important and
rarely done. Employers love it.
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Unless it’s the Circus: Employers Don’t Want Clowns
Neither you nor your son/daughter is a clown! I know that. However, unfortunately any last ‘daft
thing’ your son/daughter did on Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat or subsequent social media
websites is the first thing future employers are likely to see. Sure you can fritter around, to
‘smarten’ up as much as you can your Twitter account etc. Smarter is to wise up to the following
21C fact of life – fast…
Imperfect Planet Virtual Means We Humans Now Have to Be Perfect
The great Blues singer Lady Day once said if ‘you ain’t made mistakes you ain’t lived’. Before
Planet Virtual aka the net. If you goofed up in life, it was called being human. Now, given Planet
Virtual is where employers look first. Past goofs live in the present – forever. Appearing as if an
accurate reflection of who you are today on Planet Virtual. Lined up like collections in the Tate
Modern – past goofs are ready for the viewing.
To prosper and reap the greatest financial as well as personal rewards for themselves. This
generation must be given strategies to overcome the hazards of Planet Virtual by learning to
guard their digital profile as much as their physical ‘real world’ self. No one else will do this for a
young person, because the net ‘doesn’t care’: it’s an inhuman unfeeling machine without a
heart. A planet as we established in Part II that takes humanity back to the dark ages, minus the
comprehensive laws that built civilisation.
This aspect of the net is unjust for this generation in the job market. Much like the fact that we
burned fossil fuels in the past without really knowing the consequences for the environment and
our children. Here the consequences of the wacky world of the net on job prospects and
individual prosperity are clear and present. Each time your son/daughter posts something daft
about themselves. A goofy selfie and/or belfie – whatever, they also place their financial and
career fates into the hands of net. It’s time to wise up on this, alongside the other darker sides to
the net, we began in Part II already. When we focussed on the import of being smart people not
sheeple – slaves to the net. In the 21C competitive global job market it’s an essential World
Winner skill.
A Tough Nut to Crack?
If the logic of what you and I just discussed is or has been difficult for you and your
son/daughter to agree on. Here’s what to do. Imagine either one of you sees your dream job
advertised: it has everything you want plus a great salary. Qualifications-wise you tick all the
right boxes. As you submit your application you feel confident getting the job should be a slam
dunk. It could have been - except it’s not. The instant the employer received your job
application, s/he took one look at the internet profile in question, unimpressed by a belfie s/he
moved onto the next candidate! Ouch! Not good. A moment’s light-hearted horseplay just cost
you your dream job! Growl.

Taking Ownership of Your Planet Virtual Portfolio
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The only way to make Planet Virtual work for you in futures job applications is to take ownership
of your own digital profile. How? By actively developing an on-line portfolio of tangible, credible,
real world achievements that distinguish them from the ‘rest’. Belfies need not apply. Typically a
job candidate’s on-line profile is the usual random jumble sale of different events that are of little
interest or inspiration to a future employer. Follow the guidance in Template 1f and your on-line
profile will be above all that. It will be that of a 21C World Winner. I am not suggesting here that
you can control everything that is said about you on the net. But you can manage it a whole lot
smarter.

$$$
Go to Template $1f now to Take Ownership of Your ‘Planet Virtual’ Portfolio

Billion Dollar Business Brain Stage 2:
The Winner Rookie Has Landed: Now What?
Congratulations and parties over after landing the job. Most people at this stage rest into a false
sense of security. Winners don’t. They know that the next thing they need to do is shine in this
job, so they can open up as many better and new opportunities for themselves, going forwards.
This may seem premature for the Winner Rookie to think about. It’s not. Twenty years ago it
might have been. Today it’s not. Markets and jobs move faster. Trends and businesses come
and go quicker. The best business and employees stay ahead.
One thing remains the same as it has always been. None of us can assume employer or
colleague loyalty. Loyalty is rare. It has to be proven before it can be said to exist in whichever
enterprise we find ourselves working. To insure themselves against disappointment later, this
generation needs to be on their toes and trusting only themselves to hold their best interests at
heart. Thus placing the shaping of their destiny, and success in the world of business in the best
hands possible – their own. You know it. I certainly know it.

What They Never Teach You at School: The Business as Eco-System/Jungle
Businesses are eco-systems within the world’s larger eco-systems in which they exist. Some
might say a jungle within a jungle. That would also be true – as you may know from personal
experience.
Smart lions and lionesses don’t waste time with the idle gossip and politics of jungles. They get
on with the daily business of competing and bringing home food for the pride. Even if by
necessity, as in all jungles, they must share the same watering hole with their counterparts. If
this sounds too strong a metaphor. It’s not. Business can be civilised but in the end it is about
competing successfully daily, relentlessly and persistently seeking out and winning new
markets, taking financial risks to expand those markets. It is this energy, driven by the diversity
and indomitable spirit of human talent the world over, centuries over, which creates the wealth
every nation enjoys.
Excelling in the Jungle
Within this eco-system. For the newly landed Winner Rookie to stand the best chances of
making their first job a resounding success. You need to become familiar with how this eco24

system works at the grass-roots level. Now all you future Winner Rookies reading this with your
Mum/Dad will be, and what is more understand how to excel in the Jungle that is business.

$$


Biz thinking time. Read through each of the advanced biz points below and discuss.

What Does 21C Business Want? 21C World Winners Know.
#1: Listener’s Learn and Win
Unless you just landed a spot as a radio host or direct sales force person. As a Winner Rookie,
the greatest power is listening and learning. Avoid gabbling. Ask intelligent questions and listen
intently from more experienced folk. Of course one person’s experience doesn’t make them a
guru if they are not good at their job. But by listening and learning you will quickly find out what
does work and who to listen to for the best advice.
#2: Polished in Business Netiquette
Read Bloomberg, The Economist, The Australian Financial Review – indeed any globally
respected business magazine. You will see articles about how much time can be wasted on tech
in business. Young people arrive in business without one simple mind-set transition. Which is?
Using the net for pure business purposes as opposed to their social life. Netiquette classes are
now being given by some companies to combat this and better prepare young people for
business. Why wait? We can do it now by giving you a winning grounding in the polished art of
Netiquette in Template $2a. All good for impressing your future or current boss, and moving you
up the ladder of success.
#3: Face2Face Conferencing, Skype, et al: Eyeballing ‘Up Close and Personal’
From futures holograms to face2face business conferencing in all its current forms. Body
language mastery becomes ever more important this century. Simple signs such as ‘arms
crossed’ we saw in the interview situation can confer so much information. Much has been
written on reading body language. In the early days of the net, people could hide behind their
screens. Not anymore! Eyeballing one another this century and fluency in basic body language
is increasingly essential in futures business communication as it becomes ever more visual and
instant.
Brainbox: remember in the Winner Rookie session, we talked about how crossing your arms,
or seeing this in another person, indicates defensiveness. Whether in IRL or on Skype for
example, there is very easy way to literally ‘disarm’ the person you are speaking to. Here’s how
it works in virtual communications: ask them to show you something relevant to the meeting and
discussion – to do this 9/10 they will have to reach for something – in doing so you just broke up
their defensive body language and opened mind and body to less defensive conversation. IRL
to achieve this you hand them something: a cup of coffee, a pen a tablet – whatever makes
sense at the time to do. To hold the object the person has to uncross their arms, and as in the
previous example we just changed their body posture and mind set. How? We’ve known from
neurolinguistic programming for some time that changing our external body language, changes
how we feel internally. By unlocking the person’s arms, you have relaxed them internally and
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opened up their mind to listening, as well as discussing what their concerns are, as to why they
were so uptight and/or on their ‘guard’ in the first place.
Top Tip: Eyeballing – directly eye to eye is a bit like handshakes we visited earlier, within the
global cross-cultural context. Eyeballing directly in some cultures can be seen as rude and/or a
threat. Before video conferencing, holographic communication or whatever else we may have
thanks to tech, check the cultural observances and do!
#4: ‘That Thing Called a Phone’ and How to Use It in 21C Business
The phone remains a fast and effective form of business communication. As long as it does.
This generation needs to know how to use it effectively in business. At present, many don’t.
Many employers around the world from small to large, complain that young people that have
grown up with the net, often don’t know when it is appropriate and in fact the smartest business
policy to pick up the phone, chase the deal and win it! Some young people can actually be
nervous of picking up the phone in such instances. They needn’t be. With Template Template
$2b you can be an instant ‘win the deal’ phone pro! Confident and well able to use the phone in
business to you and your company’s best advantage. More Brownie points for you with what
remains an important biz skill.
Parent Navigation Check Point



Remember you don’t have to do each of these Jungle survival and winner skills all at once or
even now – if your son/daughter is at a different point in their life and/or has all this down! On
the other hand if they do need all this right now, take breaks and don’t try to do it all at once.
Better for brains is to rest and then press on recuperated. This is particularly relevant to the next
point, which provides a mature and in-depth understanding of how business organizations
‘really’ work. So don’t overdo it! Approach it with a refreshed mind and your son/daughter will get
the best benefit.
#5: Understanding Vertical and Lateral Communication in Your Business.
Nothing to do with what happens if you down a Harvey Wall Banger and Manhattan too close
together…young people beginning in business need to be able to understand two intersecting
roads of communication in organizations. Being able to understand it they can better capitalise
on it. One road involves communicating effectively with colleagues. The other road is about
communicating effectively with superiors. Those that set off wet behind the ears on both these
roads are at a disadvantage. Those that understand how both these communication roads work
in business hold a distinct advantage – immediately. Time to get to grips with this vital survival
and winner’s skill, via some fast reading and focussed discussion.

$$


Organizational Structures are One Thing Human Egos Another
Despite flattened down management and organizational structures of many 21C business.
Human egos remain as robust as they always did. As do Alphas in business. Once upon a time,
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a TV exec asked me what an Alpha was. I replied that contrary to popular psychological belief.
Alphas don’t come in one size. They come in many. Some Alphas in offices like to lead from the
front, to skilfully herd everyone into their way of thinking. Other Alphas are just as ambitious and
skilful, but work in a different way. They wait for strident Alphas to take the lead, make mistakes,
and then jump right in at the opportune moment. Leaving the strident Alpha dumbstruck.
Einstein made the observation that human relationships are mutable. Everyone, given the right
combination of personal ambition, motivation and circumstance is a potential Alpha in the
business world. Recognizing this in the ‘office’ context from the go get leaves you more clearsighted and thus forearmed in the business lateral and vertical communication stakes! How to
begin sussing all this out in practice?
No Assumptions: Data Collection via Observation
First, up a young Winner Rookie needs to observe casually those they work with. Listening and
observing, rather than assuming anything at all about how things work amongst people in their
office and business.
There is an old wives tale that is still bob on 21C. When you start university the first person that
befriends you is the one person you then spend the next years of your degree trying to avoid. It
can be the same in businesses. In the first few weeks of a new job. Young folk should be wary. A
bit like 19C bear traps. Extant office groups of personnel due to past achievements and/or
demeanours are tribal. Best not to become an affiliate of any ‘tribe’ too quickly….until you know
the lay of the land and what each ‘tribe’ might stand for, and equally important. If any tribal
values fit with their own professional agenda. For example: if there’s a bunch of folks in the
office that are always moaning. And you as a Winner Rookie are more a ‘can do’ positive
person. You don’t need to waste your time hanging out with time-wasting moaners; the boss will
know who they are. Not a good move.
Top Tip: Beware the business office equivalent of the News of the World/National Enquirer.
These folks are often the nosiest. New kids on the block are fair game to them. Introducing
themselves as if a caring friend – when all they really want is information. A young person can
fall unwittingly into the trap others do, by telling the office ‘broadcaster’ things they really don’t
need to know. Winner Rookies know better!
Never Ignore the Janitor
Whether we are in a constant office situation or more transient in how we work daily. Whenever
we have to be at the business HQ for a meeting for example. A common mistake of new
employees is to assume that people such as the janitor and/or receptionists aren’t players in the
game of business too. Whereas, in my experience, contrary to ‘formal’ communications flow
charts and the official ‘power pecking order.’ Many a janitor can be the very person that the CEO
confides in as a friend daily, as s/he leaves long after her/his employees. Likewise the
receptionist can be having an affair with the CEO – so has their ear so to speak. Even the
work’s cat can’t be ignored. S/he may perform a dual purpose in life, as the personal pet of the
CEO – unofficially of course…Not a cat lover? Become one – be nice to Felix every time you
see her. It could land you a surprise bonus. You just never know...in the real pyramid of
business.
Being polite, upbeat, positive and alert to all these possibilities from day 1. The Winner Rookie
can glean a wealth of information to help them climb the ladder of success. By understanding
the real power communications vertically and laterally within the business. For example, all it
can take in some cases, is knowing word to the janitor about a great idea you have for the
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business and you get a phone call from the CEO next morning – wanting to hear about it…
Where did I learn all this? Like you did/will reading this. Experience. It took time. I am writing this
to give youngsters a short cut!
Set Small Personal Business Targets
Once you have sussed the ‘tribes’ out in your office. Get to personal target setting as well as
team targets. Why? Working in teams effectively is great. Getting passed over consistently,
where your efforts are submerged or swamped by older/established ‘tribe’ members is not great.
Having a small personal target that you can achieve yourself makes sure this doesn’t happen.
As you gradually build up a little but impressive lists of things you have achieved in the
business. Leading to? A positive upward communication arriving to superiors and/or the CEO
that they have a little star in the making. A win. Keep quietly setting and achieving those small
targets. Until everyone knows you are star – at which point it may be time to move on. More on
that later…
Everyone Loves the Facilitator
Whilst the self-assumed leader of any team spouts off at meetings, drowning everyone else out
in an attempt to make themselves look the best thing since sliced bread. The Facilitator does
the exact opposite and wins everyone over. S/he works to involve different colleagues’ opinions
than his/her own at meetings, thus gaining the respect and trust of colleagues. By encouraging
others to ‘take the floor’ to share their ideas, and making sure they are heard, before then
contributing their own ideas confidently. The Facilitator wins the day and the team over. End
game in this scenario? Eventually in a natural, unforced way, the Facilitator usually ends up
leading the team, and makes a great job of any projects they are set. Making them even more
respected and trusted by their colleagues within the team the now lead – naturally. Born, as
opposed to ‘would be pretend’, leaders have this gift. However, even if you or your child don’t
have this in your DNA rainbow of gifts. Neither of you need to go to business school or an
expensive course to learn and benefit from what I just said. You now know what to do.
Brainbox: Emulate and hone the winning facilitator approach that comes as a natural ability in
born leaders, and the great thing is, you can take this skill to any business in the world, and
excel with its help.
The Team Spirit: Able to Work Alone As Well as in Teams
Facilitators are valuable and desirable in business globally because they help cultivate that thing
that can sometimes be otherwise elusive: the ‘team spirit’. In the best companies, the CEO is a
natural leader/facilitator so the team spirit may already be in play. In others if the CEO is for
example a brilliant inventor and fantastic visionary – but doesn’t have this natural leader gift. Or
hasn’t taken the time to learn how to emulate this natural ability in born leaders. The team spirit
may be lacking. Holding back just about everyone and every product in the business. Whereas,
you will be able to spur it on! Winning more points for yourself as well as the business. Great!
The ‘Three As’ of Business
In all communications with business superiors the Winner Rookie needs to polite, positive and
upbeat, combined with evidence of three things: achievement, achievement, achievement. The
three As. In the end that is all the business employer really wants to know that you are achieving
great things for the company. Achieve and you have the business employer’s ear. For a week.
For in business as in life you are only as good as what you did last week, until you achieve
some more. Via the small target setting we discussed earlier, and a regular stream of
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achievement you give yourself options as a Winner Rookie. The main one being the ability and
opportunity to seek promotion within or without of the company later on at Stage 4…later. But
first, let’s recap on the way in which vertical and lateral communication really works in business,
versus the nice, tidy ‘flow chart’ version that sits in a handbook somewhere, gathering dust, with
Template $2c – that makes sure you are ready to thrive and prosper in the business ecosystem!
All right – jungle!
#6: Delivering ‘Golden Globe’ Award Business Presentations
Her references had said she was naturally relaxed talking in front of people. Making a
presentation should therefore have been a piece of cake right? Wrong. Whom I talking about?
Myself. Everyone assumes because I have presented on TV, and delivered presentations to
thousands in live audiences, business to education worldwide. I must have been a natural at
giving presentations! The reality is, if the talent was there, the development of it was a process,
honed by both Blue Chip business experience as well as training at Cambridge University. After
which I then developed my own style.
Today being able to give great presentations is a must. A lot of success in business now rests
on young people being able to do this confidently. Often such situations involve being able to
win over colleagues and/or management and superiors by way of a presentation. It could focus
on a new product; a money-saving way of working more effectively. Whatever it is, a young
person must excel and shine in presenting it.
That’s why from my earliest days working with young people I have made it my mission for them
to grasp the essence of presenting so they develop their own personal style. As I did. So they
can benefit from a highly transferable business skill; global in its application and import,
regardless which field(s) a young person will or is working in.
As I shared with you in Part II, and have shown already on TV. Children in junior school can
learn how to present better than some folk you might see on the famous Japanese TV export
Dragon’s Den! In Part II we focused on empowering your child to be able to present well in an
academic context. Whilst some aspects of giving a presentation are the same. Aspects of
presenting in business arena demand a different skill set.

Parent Navigation Check Point



Bearing in mind what I just said above, I advise that no matter your child may still be in junior
school. Due to two factors, first that many children display entrepreneurial ability young, and
second, the import of these skills for all children that they can learn with you and I here. Don’t let
age be the gatekeeper to empowering them to become familiar with this essential business skill.
Of course if they can’t yet string two words together and are still in diapers saying ‘ga ga ga’ a
lot – they may not be ready! Then again some CEO talk a lot of gag ga too – so they may be
ready! Use your common sense to guide you.
The Basics: Business Presentations
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One reason a new kid on the block in business may have to give a presentation is to ‘sell’ their
idea, concept, solution, etc. to their in-house colleagues and/or boss, or to a prospective
client/customer of their company. In each case. The key word is ‘sell’.
Selling
The focus of the presentation must be on persuading others to accept/buy successfully.
Whatever it is you want them to via your business presentation. Therefore, the first step in
creating your presentation must be upon answering the following question: what special
features and benefits of this product/solution/idea will win over my audience? Decide on those
and list them. That done you can focus on designing the presentation. In a manner that best
conveys, highlights and ultimately sells these features and benefits to your audience. Initially
you will have a bunch of ideas about this. That’s wonderful. All you have to do then is narrow the
focus down to the brief images and sound-bites. Enabling you to sell the features and benefits in
as few images and/or words as possible. Hence the popularity of Power Point in previous years.
Enabling presenters to home in on an ideal maximum of 3 points per slide, and use images that
speak a thousand words for them, by quickly conveying the features and benefits in say just one
or two pictures.
Business Wow Factor
To engage audience attention, it’s always great to start with a WOW factor business image or
fact that instantly gets people interested, focussed and listening intently.
Top Tip: Remember that it’s not length of presentation but keeping to time limits and what is
said in it that counts in business.
With the wow factor, focus, sales features and benefits, and smart design of the presentation
done. You can now focus upon your personal presentational skills on the day. These should
include practising talking through for example the Power Points, so you are totally familiar with
them. And include inviting interaction with the audience where appropriate to keep them on their
toes and ultimately engaged. Remember to involve the audience by simply scanning them,
instead of looking at one side of the room or just one group of people.

Data Hand-outs
Top Tip: as in academic presentations. In business one should never hand out sheets of data
for example during the presentation – this will break up the flow of your presentation, deflect
audience focus, and leave your presentation in shambles. Avoid!
Brainbox: If you have any essential data to hand out. It should re-state the persuasive features
and benefits you have focussed on in the presentation, and only be given out after you have
finished your presentation.
Fielding Questions Smartly
In rehearsing the presentation, remember to leave time for questions at the end from the
audience. To be best prepared for this, you should imagine the most awkward questions you
might get and practise answering them yourself. Awkward meaning the type of questions aimed
solely at trying to poke holes in the features and benefits of the precise product/solution/idea or
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concept you are trying to sell. Being ready with smart, fast answers to such potential questions
will achieve three things:



It will earn you respect



Put others off asking any more ‘awkward’ questions



Enables you to reiterate the ‘sure fire’ brilliance of your idea/product.

Dress Rehearsal
Great Presidents and Prime Ministers do it. Your child can do it. They should rehearse the whole
process ‘from the top’. Standing in front of a mirror to practise their delivery, making sure their
back is straight, chin up, and their voice clear and confident as they point out the features and
benefits of what they are proposing in their presentation.

$$$
There are many more different types of business presentation we will visit in a moment. But first,
Template $2d provides Winner Rookies with the basic foundations, with all the above points in
short form. Ready to win the world of 21C business with their skills.


Differentiation A: Presenting for Colleagues
The purpose of some types of presentation in business is to educate colleagues in another
department, about for example, how you do things in your department. As inter-disciplinary
teams become more common-place in 21C business. The likelihood is that at some point most
young people will have to give an educational seminar, involving a presentation.
Top Tip: Best in this kind of presentation is to avoid spending the whole time talking. Instead
involve the ‘other team’ and/or department and get them up talking. By way of an activity that
lets them take the floor and show how they do things. That way, they don’t feel like the
communication is all one way and they are not being heard or respected for what they do. Keep
this opportunity brief however. For example, you may be ask the audience to reflect for a
moment on the three best departmental strengths they possess. Then ask them to feed that
back as you work positively to include that in your presentation, culminating in a show of how
both departments complement each other in delivering a quality product for example.

Differentiation B: Presenting to Bosses
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Uneasy indeed is the head that wears the crown – as Shakespeare said. When it comes to
giving presentations to bosses, this can be merited due to a number of factors. Including but not
limited to for example: the need to locate and expand new lucrative markets; present a more
cost-efficient solution within a company division; put forward an innovative idea after months of
research and investment. The emphasis is nearly always about competition, cost-effectiveness
and the bottom-line: profit. Why? Because that’s what bosses and CEOs, wake up and go to
bed thinking about – most days and sleepless nights the have! Therefore if one of these types of
presentations come up as a request in your ‘in-box’. You must think about it from the boss’s
perspective and work backward to create and design a winning presentation for them. This
brings us to ‘innovation’ the biggest and most omniscient business buzz word of 21C business.
The human gift and personal power of which you know you have from Part I – even if outmoded
education systems aren’t cultivating it nearly half as much as they should yet. Here’s where you
can put that gift to work easily in business presentations following the guidance below in #7.

# 7: Fund-Winning Presentations: the Power of a Strong USP in Innovation
As we established in Part I: no, one age, nation or race has the corner on Innovation. Who
knows? You or your son/daughter’s idea could be the next big idea in an industry. Why not?
And there is no better way for you or your World Winner at home, to communicate and
capitalise on that, than with a world-beating presentation focussed on showcasing their
innovative business ideas.

$ $


Respect the Business Link between Investment and USP
Innovation nearly always requires investment. Hence, the boss or whoever else is listening to
the presentation wants to know the answer to one burning question. Will they get a great return
on their investment? One way your child can demonstrate that they will, is with a strong USP.
What’s USP, many of you will already know: Unique Selling Point. Emphasise that, alongside
the way the idea wops the pants off current competitor offerings in the same market segment –
and you son/daughter will be an instant business star! Already familiar with the basic foundation
techniques of successful business presentations. Template $1e enables you and your Winner
Rookie at home to deliver presentations to see your innovative ideas shine and win business
audiences across the world. First we need to revisit some points from Part I.

Global IP and Astrocyte Global Vision ® ©

TM

USP must hold up with a global market place. If you need to revise why this important return to
the Golden Foundations and the session on Astrocyte Global Vision. In business any
audience/investor boss or otherwise looking at your presentation will want to know that you
have checked the efficacy of the USP in a global context fully. This would include showing how
either you have or can register the innovation under for example a W.I.P.O: World Intellectual
Property Organization. This is not just impressive; it is cost effective and demonstrates the
strength of the USP further.
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Do the Math
No matter how great the innovative idea. If this was your money you were asking for and/or
investing, logically you would want to know if you would get a handsome return. Do a critical
path analysis prior to presentation, mapping out exactly, and thoroughly:


How much this will cost to produce in the company you are working in and or pitching to
with your innovation.



Expected market share – rooted in researched evidence and knowledge of competitors



Costs involved in winning that market share – inclusive of launch, advertising, securing
any outstanding IP concerns



Projected financial return – grounded in the above to factors.



Realistic time-scales for all the above to happen and everyone ‘get rich’

Many of you may know reading this, if you or your son/daughter are involved in innovation, that
with regard the last point, innovation often doesn’t go in a neat straight line. However, in order to
win investment this kind of plan needs to be thought through and presented carefully. More than
this without a plan not even innovation is going anywhere. Brilliant ideas need brilliant plans,
determination, salesmanship and money to make them get from drawing board to customer’s
hands. Go watch the film Steve Jobs if you or your son/daughter is not yet convinced! It’s all in
there, along with the glory! Okay, now you and your fabulous son/daughter at home are ready to
go do this for yourselves. Starting with Template $1e. Go unleash your innovative thinking in a
world class business presentation and enjoy the benefits. Winner Rookies of the world you are
good to go!
Parent Navigation Check Point



The Winner Rookie’s Privilege
Here endeth the world-class presentational skill set to equip your son/daughter to make a
success of their early Winner Rookie stage in business. Any business worth its salt will love
such a young person working with and form them. If they don’t then it’s usually one or both of
the following reasons: the company is a dead end joint that can’t see past its nose. The boss
and/or managers aren’t what you might call ‘world class’, and their employees know it. In which
case, if after the ‘honey-moon’ phase – usually between 3-6 months, you and your son/daughter
feel what I just set down, describes their company. Here is what to do. Keep noses tidy; clock up
another month or so if possible. Then play the one card the new kid on the block can play,
without damaging their career at this stage. I call it the Winner Rookie’s Privilege – leave and
find another job – soonest! Being a new kid to business, it is neither unusual nor frowned upon
by future employers, to stay for just a few months somewhere and quickly move onward and
upward. All they will see at interview. If you have followed my advice here is someone who is
clearly: smarter than the last place, eager to work hard, with a can do attitude that wants more
hours, responsibility, and opportunity to make a positive contribution to business. This kind of
candidate, with a bit of experience, is highly valued by business globally.
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Brainbox: One last important point: unless your son/daughter is in immediate danger of
physical and/or other harm. It is never advisable for them to leave one job until you have
another definite one to go to! You know the reason why: it’s always easier to get a job whilst you
are still in one, whether you live in Botswana, Berlin or Beijing.
If a young person just starting out in their first job can manage it. By hanging on for bit longer
than the ‘honey-moon period’ if they are in a job they hate, to gain more experience. This will be
rewarded further down the line in business. Our brave, young Winner Rookie will have proved
they have guts, energy and ambition as well as a mature sense of their own self-worth. Great!
Ambitious companies will be happy to see and listen to this type of candidate, and reward them
accordingly with a better job!
Whether it is in their first or second position. The next stage is making that position work for
them, ready for the time they will spread their wings a little further. As their personal and
professional ambitions, dreams and goals see fit. This brings us to the importance of Billion
Dollar Business Brain Ready: Stage 3, and how to make that flight path to the moon and stars in
business - all the more possible and hugely successful.
Billion Dollar Business Brain Stage 3: Quietly Planning World Domination
While other less business-savvy bears, are busy frittering away their energy in idle gossip,
whinging, and embroiled in office politics. Smart, young lions and lionesses are planning their
next business move. This begins by building up an impressive portfolio of business
achievements. Founded upon the small targets they set and knocked over for themselves as an
earlier Winner Rookie. In this portfolio they have applied their many different talents diligently
and successfully.
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How to Create an Impressive Business Portfolio
In exactly the same way as universities and employers don’t want talent shopping lists. It cannot
be emphasised enough that your portfolio should showcase your talent by example of precise
achievements. For instance, if your DNA rainbow of gifts comprises born leader/fantastic
visionary and amazing abstract thinking. Then examples of how you used these talents tells the
next company what they are without you even mentioning them! For instance, your portfolio may
show how whilst in charge of a team project (leader), the product you were developing was
light-years ahead of competitor company products (visionary) by thinking about the problem
from a very different angle (abstract thinker).
Vital too is that your portfolio should show illustrations of how they achieved success working on
one particular aspect of the project or another problem altogether on their own. This creates an
important distinction in your portfolio between that which you can say ‘I’ achieved versus ‘we’
achieved’. Why is this important? To avoid a common mistake made by less savvy bears at
interview amongst young, experienced candidates now looking to up their game and
opportunities with a promotion. Eager to impress they will have listed achievements in their CV
or job application. Without specifying whether these achievements were due to them personally,
working on their own on a particular task. Or whether in fact the achievement was more a team
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effort. Skilled interviewers will therefore look to determine this for themselves. If the candidate is
sloppy and/or trying to overstate what they achieved personally, it will soon show up. How? A
slip of the tongue that gradually moves from talking about what ‘I’ did, to what ‘we’ did as they
are asked to expand on the achievement(s) in question. This could cost them the new job or
promotion. And often does. By automatically separating out the personal from team
achievements. You create a business portfolio with pristine clarity on this issues, giving you the
opportunity to sparkle at your best both in the application and at the interview. Moreover, it is
always good to have in your lap-top/briefcase/tablet an example or two of what you did
personally as well as in teams. This is so that should it come up in interview, you can give the
panel/employer immediate examples of each. This also creates great talking points and can put
you in control of the interview for a while. All good in measured, professional interview
situations, for remember you are not a rookie any more. So don’t behave like one. You are
moving on up!
Top Tip: Compiling your first business portfolio, from your first job. It matters not how humble
your starting position was, as much as what you did to make the most of it in terms of
productivity, creativity, and achievements. For example in your first job you may have been in a
call-centre, but taken pride for increasing customer satisfaction personally, as well as part of a
team. That’s a win. So include it!
Q: What’s the main difference between a CV and a portfolio?
A: If the CV is a potted history of qualifications, experience and achievements. The portfolio is a
natural extension of this. With a specific focus on showcasing achievements personal and teamwise as we said, enabling you to demonstrate the breadth and depth of your talent. By what you
did. Creating a powerful tool to impress.
Q: Okay, so how do I begin to create my business portfolio?
A: The generic blueprint is already done for you in Template $3a. All you have to do is ultrapersonalise it with your own personal and team achievements. After which ‘world domination’
can be yours – metaphorically speaking of course! Or not…as the individual case may be!

$$


The City, the Zoo and Barking Predators
Listen to a London Black Cab driver and they’ve seen it all. Not least ‘the City’. For the
uninitiated that’s the name given to the square mile of London, England that historically homes
one of the world’s biggest financial power hubs. By day, it’s all high-pressured buying and selling
of stocks and shares. By night London cabbies call it ‘the zoo’. Beyond partying hearty after a
hard day’s work. Some folk fall out of the office party – literally. ‘Under the influence’ they feel
‘capable of anything’ – in all the wrong ways. The smart ones realise this. The dumb ones don’t
and eventually get hurt, taking other office casualties with them. This is a cautionary tale that
doesn’t live in big business or London only. It’s the same the world over in many high-pressured
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work environments. Young smart lionesses and lions ‘get this’ and are wary. Those that are not
get ‘eaten’. Empowering young people with this ‘zoo’ side of things in the business world is
necessary; because it is real. It completes their education so that they don’t get tripped up by
any jerks. If anything’s going to happen to you as a young person, you can bet your last dollar –
it will be at the next office party. Some folks think that having a drink gives them license to be an
idiot – over and above what they already are…Avoid.
On Shmucks and Office Parties
The booze will be flowing – so will the silliness and the phone cameras. All poised whether
purposely or not to blow real life and/or Planet Virtual biz profiles to bits. This can be disastrous,
after having clocked up many business successes in your current position. An image
circumnavigating social-media of you appearing to jump out of a cake, drunk as a mop, has the
same effect on future job prospects as pressing the ejection button on a jump jet. Unless of
course you are keen to enter the field of entertainment. Follow the guidance in Template $3b
reading this at home, and you and/or your son/daughter will be the ones having the last laugh –
not someone else!
Brainbox: This is not to be a party pooper. I love parties. Just pearls of wisdom gleaned from
vast experience – I am sure you too have many a similar experience to draw upon. Discussing
those experiences now, avoids our children falling down any unnecessary rabbit holes they
don’t have to do in business.

Billion Dollar Business Brain Stage 4.
An Experienced Young Winner: Should I Stay Or Should I Go?
Play your cards right and that stage a young lion/ess is now an Experienced Winner - with
options. Not to go all Mick Jagger on you. The question we all ask ourselves at this point is:
should I stay in this company or should I go to another? Toward the 2020s the decision of a 21C
World Winner at this point depends of factors specific to this era. AI being a major one, and its
impact on the industry and/or business enterprise they are working in.

$$


It’s Not the Job of Your Child to Re-Educate Business Stuck in Obsolete Thinking
Established in Part I is that the world economy will continue to evolve rapidly as will AI. This
means that in order for a young person to stay ahead of the business and AI curve. Essential is
that they look at how well their current company is placed to enable them to do this.
Top Tip: If it’s the case that your son/daughter is in a company that doesn’t do or respect
individual talent and innovative thinking. They must not waste their precious time, knowledge,
energy and gifts trying to re-educate them, that’s not their job. And it would backfire anyway. You
can’t teach old dogs new tricks unless they want to learn. In a world of AI they are history. Your
son/daughter is the future.
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Brainbox: In a world of AI our human wealth creation will come from our individual rainbow of
talent and innovative thinking – machines can already do the rest. The World’s BEST
companies – best being the ones leading the pack – already ‘get this’.
If you and your son/daughter are thinking as you read this: mmm… not sure whether my current
business employer is ahead of the curve or not. Templates $3c-d will help you decide whether it
is indeed time to stay or ‘shape change’ and move business to safeguard your future
opportunities for self-actualisation, happiness and prosperity. Before that, though did you hear
someone scream? I did…
The Scream x Millions
Many of you reading this will be screaming at me, telling me that since the global recession hit
you yourself have been stuck in a job and company that is falling behind. But you have little
option to move jobs right now. It’s good to scream. Let it all out. I know: recently you may have
had to grin and bear it every day to put food on the table and/or pay the rent/mortgage. That
goes for whether it is you and/or your son/daughter reading this with you now. I respect and
understand. I hear and feel your scream of frustration that stretches across the world. It can be
hard to hang onto one job you hate while you find another that you know gives you better
prospects in our rapidly changing world. But it can be even harder if we give up on our dreams.
Keeping ahead of AI alongside other trends this century, means you and your son/daughter can
think and plan ahead with clarity and precision. Giving you a better chance of realising your
dreams. It’s the only sure fire way to succeed. You and I both know you certainly can’t depend
on slow witted businesses or governments to get you where you want to go. Neither could our
ancestors. The challenge of today are different. But challenges in themselves are not new.
Case Study: A Universal and Timeless Human Tale
Go back far enough in any family tree and albeit the challenges and era was different. We find
examples of how ‘against all odds’ our ancestors thrived and prospered. Fed up of having their
gold stolen (long family history story – which explained why they spent around 10 centuries
broke), their roofs burned in wars, and a potato famine that robbed them of food. My forefathers
quit Ireland ‘to make a better life’ for themselves.
Some went down in the Titanic, others went over to the Industrial heartlands of the North of
England. They slept under hedges. Graduated to haylofts. Then universities. Progressing to
build world-class businesses in far flung parts of the world, often risking life and limb. Quite a
few of the clan became millionaires, and one a highly successful darling of the theatre and
Hollywood: the talented theatre and literary critic Ken Tynan.
When there’s Fire in Your Belly – Another Thing AI Doesn’t Have
Why did I share the above tale with you? Remember from the Golden Foundations in Part I, that
we are genetically pre-programmed from our DNA to our mind and gifts, to innovate, adapt and
overcome the constant challenges of change life throws at us.
We’re also programmed with something else I called the ‘human drive gene’ in Part I. The Celts
have another name for that: having fire in your belly. AI doesn’t have that.
The best indicator that it is time for you and/or your young World Winner reading this at home,
either to seek promotion in their current business and/or jump ship and move to another
business, is if you feel it in your gut. Trust your instincts. For all the scientific reasons we
discussed in Part I. They will be right. Couple that with the clear-sightedness you will gain from
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answering frankly the questions in Templates $3c-d, and already you are formulating solid
foundations from which to plan your next move successfully.
Ready and Want to Start Your Own Business?
Some of you and your daughters/sons may be thinking: start your own business! This is highly
usual in such times of ‘industrial revolution’ we are seeing now. That’s why the last chapter of
Part III provides detailed guidance on this – so that regardless of whether you have experience
of this in your own family, your young World Winner at home can have that knowledge to hand
instantly. Why do I not talk about that there? Setting up business today requires you to be more
World-Wise than previous generations, in this era’s evolving and specifically ‘glocal’ economic
landscape. This demands young people with strong cultural-intelligence and more global
knowledge. The next chapter in Part III supplies this knowledge and opens new horizons to
business potentials for young people in the process! Moreover, you will remember our focus
here is about empowering experienced young lions and lionesses at Billion Dollar Business
Brain Stage 4: how to make that a smart career move for themselves. To assist Winning Team:
you and your son/daughter decide should they stay or should they go from their current position
in business – meet me with your thoughts in Template $3c-d.Then let’s make some ‘big’,
informed hence smart decisions together.

Staying or Want to Jump Ship? Capitalise on Your Shape-Changing Capacity

$$

Whether, having done Templates $3c-d, it’s time to stay or leave a business. You will need to
think either: how you are going to move up successfully within your current company – by doing
your research and planning your strategy for that; or, alternatively: ask yourself what you need
to do to jump ship smartly and begin somewhere else. Both sets of thinking and plans involve
young people capitalising on their shape changing capacity. To unleash and apply more of your
DNA rainbow of gifts and/or discover new ones in themselves, as they develop more business
experience, skills and take on more responsibilities in new roles.
Top Tip: Where you and your son/daughter followed the ‘terms and conditions’ of the World
Winner’s Plan established in Part I: you both will already have been keeping track within your
ultra-personalised plan of newly discovered and developed gifts. This automatically gives you a
wealth of ideas about the ways you can move up successfully within a business, or what other
types of business you can easily transfer over to. It also keeps fresh the very rainbow of gifts,
alongside innovation and ‘fire in our belly’ that put us humans far ahead of the AI evolutionary
curve – if we but use this power. As this centuries World Winners, you and your son/daughter
at home already are.
Making Your Next Big Business Move Happen

$$$
All you need now is a plan practically to make sure the next business move is the smartest you
can make. Template $3e is designed to deliver exactly that for you.
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The Best Office Party Ever
Whichever stage you and your fabulous son/daughter were focussing on this chapter. It’s time to
give yourselves the best ‘office party’. A 21C Business-Brain Ready V.I.P. Your son/daughter is
now amongst an elite new generation of World Winners – more equipped than any previous
generation to begin in the world of business. Congratulations. Even though you are not fully
billion-dollar business brain savvy yet! You are well on your way. A high five is definitely in order!


Next up, as the world gets smaller and connectivity swifter. This generation’s ability to excel in
an inter-cultural, more glocal business environment will be more important than ever before.
Business will divide into those people and enterprises that are World-Wise, knowledgeable in
cultural diversity and practices, versus those that are not. Those that are World-Wise will thrive
in this business environment. Your child will be one of them. With this added knowledge, they
will be best place to seize opportunities for themselves either as an employee and/or business
owner/employer in the futures economy. See you overleaf, where we add more sparkle to your
child’s business skills with the power of international know-how and cultural intelligence.
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14. Merits of Being 21C World–Wise: Culturally Intelligent in Glocal Business
___________________________________________________________________
Attending the same school as peers from different cultural heritages raises your awareness of
diversity on Earth, enriches your mind. It doesn’t however make you an expert at working with
others from different ethnicities and/or countries in the business world. How come I speak with
such certainty? I was educated at an international school. Experience, plus the benefit of
studying a wealth of cultural heritage other than my own, enabled me to become culturally
intelligent and world-wise in business. It was a long process, and I am still learning. Today
children haven’t got time to wait that long to become world-wise. A boon to global Fortune 500 is
if candidates arrived 21C world-wise. By the end of this chapter your child will be one of those
candidates.
Once the Privilege of Kings and Queens…Until Now
The skills and know-how your child will learn with you and I here was once the reserve of those
fortunate enough to be trained in anthropology and world-class etiquette. Think the ageless
sophistication of classic iconic jet setters like Jacky Onassis. Once trained in this global knowhow, World Winners distinguish themselves with panache. At ease anywhere they find
themselves in the world from East to West. As your son/daughter will be as you pass on to them
here knowledge that gives them that ‘je ne sais quoi’ sparkle in business that speaks volumes in
all the right ways globally.
With this chapter you and your child will have the following advantages:
 Fluency in basic courtesies of the world’s current and futures business languages
 An appreciation of art from different civilizations – great for business ice-breakers
 Knowledge to shine a World Winner at business dinners: Beijing to Paris.
 World-Class etiquette skills that win across cultures in global business

How to get the best out of this chapter for you and your child:



Familiarise yourself with it first, read on – if you don’t want to be upstaged by your child!



By all means, as in all chapters in this book, pick and mix activities and focus areas.
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Make this a world cultural emersion event: embrace it and enjoy it and your child will too!

As we visit many aspects of global culture and business, where you see this icon below you and your
child are invited to discuss or do/create a cultural enrichment experience at home:



Q: My child’s finishing up kindergarten, starting prep/junior school can s/he benefit from this?
A: Begin young in matters of global etiquette, dining and languages and it’s easier to learn and
internalise, plus this knowledge will put her/him ahead. Use your common sense to see if your unique
child s/he is ready then go do! Age is immaterial – as always. Their own individual readiness is your
guide.
Q: My son/daughter is thinking of working abroad after they graduate university
A: Everything here is exactly the world-class skills they should have right now.

On Sow’s Ears and Silk Purses
Picture the scene, it’s an international business conference. Fitting for the occasion is that it has
been held in a prestigious venue: any of a host of 5 Star venues in the world. The CEOs of the
company’s sponsoring it, have spared no expense on the event.
Crystal chandeliers glitter above award-winning ice sculptures, punctuated by majestic flower
arrangements, champagne fountains and a sumptuous range of canapé in the largesse of plush
dining suite. An ambiance of world-class luxury carefully crafted to impress. Tonight is to be a
glorious night for the enterprise and all its invited guests.
The cuisine chosen for dinner has been selected specially to reflect the international make-up of
the business delegates: from hot, garlic infused escargot to ice-chilled fresh oysters, sea
cucumber, consommé soup, portions of pheasant and/or venison, and an award-winning
Michelin star chef dessert – complemented by a choice ice wine. Of course vegetarian options
are on hand. Delegates are in for a treat. Wherever they jetting in from to enjoy the event from
around the world.
Between courses fresh Lemon sorbet will be served. Concluding the dinner in English, not
French style, an array of soft, hard and goat’s cheese will be served. Followed by coffee and
brandy.
Sea Cucumber and Chopsticks
The table setting is respectful of diversity in culture, with options for those who prefer to use
chopsticks with the sea cucumber, rather than for example a knife and fork. Being neither
entirely a French nor English table set-up, but a purposeful mix: glasses for the different wines
that are to be served with each course are already on the table, as is the cutlery.
Pretty Woman Revisited
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Upon sitting down, no matter any person’s age, their material success, whether they are the
CEO or not of any company invited. The table will instantly divide folk into an uncultured sow’s
ear or a cultured silk purse. Some delegate’s faces will instantly echo the panicked expressions
of the uncultured and out of their depth: from Julia Roberts in Pretty Woman, Sandra Bullock’s
Miss Congeniality all the way back to the play and film that ‘began it all’: Pygmalion and Audrey
Hepburn’s Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady.
Others, will smile smugly to themselves as they are both familiar with and masters of dinners
like this. They will enjoy this event hugely where others struggle to pick up the right eating
utensil! We both know who we want your son/daughter to be.

Amazing Grace, Amazing Influence
Being able to sale through something like this has amazing personal and business power. It
comprises an unspoken skill set that speaks a thousand words to those whom you are sat next
to. And at an event like this – that could be someone of influence and extreme importance
whether for you personally in your business career or your company. Mistakenly this skill set
that has nothing to do with the size of your wallet. I have seen wealthy folk make a complete
mess of dinners, and the humblest French farmer transformed into King with their fabulous table
skills.
Mais Oui, C’est Vrai!
Until I travelled the world and dined amongst the French – established masters of détente and
degustation, without doubt. I really didn’t ‘get’ what all the fuss was about when it comes to
French cuisine. Now I do. Just as the French even have a word for that delicate part of a
woman’s neck line: décolletage. In the world of cuisine, the French also have a word for the
finer things in food and dining brilliance: degustation! This helps explain a little discussed global
phenomenon. Travel in business enough and you encounter it. Whether in London, Dubai,
Sydney, L.A. or New York…pitching, closing or celebrating a great new business deal. Where do
you nearly always end up doing this? The best restaurant in the city: which is? Many more times
than not: French, driven by the cultural passion of a Michelin star Parisian chef, as you talk
business and munch upon their divine creations. If you don’t know your French menu in French,
then you are going to look a bit of pumpkin – at some point at a world-class business lunch.
So Good Even the Priest Passed Out: Business Cuisine an Ever-Changing World
At the same time. Good food is good food – wherever you are in the world. Classics are often
the simplest of dishes but the best, because well, they are classics! Toward this end every
culture has its timeless, totally yummy dishes. Take Yunnan in China, mixing and matching the
best from the world on one plate, with magnificent fusions of creativity, from French cuisine to a
myriad of influences drawn from the Silk Route. Hop over to the Middle East and sample Imam
Bayaldi – an avocado based dish that translates approximately in English as: so good even the
priest passed out!
Increasingly business dinners mix and match to blend cultural classics in their menus as in the
example above. Hence to be ready to shine at such events requires more than a mere
understanding of say French cuisine. It requires 21C World Winners to be well versed in global
cuisine and etiquette. That will be a focus in just a few moments. But first think on this.
Embarrassing or What? Corrected at a 21C Business Dinner by a Robot!
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Given that robots are already working in the hospitality, hotel and restaurant business. It isn’t
difficult to foresee that at futures sumptuous dinners such as the above, AI is likely to be
serving. Imagine the scenario of having a busy body robot akin to R2D2, straight out of Star
Wars, intent on correcting your son/daughter’s table manners! Horrid and embarrassing. That
‘vision’ of the future that’s really already here is another very good reason for your son/daughter
to have these World-Wise 21C business skills in hand. None of us want to be upstaged and
outclassed by a robot at such a dinner!

Think you Already Know All This? Fine  Let’s Find Out Shall We?
Back the grand 21c global business dinner we arrived at earlier. Beyond the basics of ‘working
inwards’ with your cutlery as each new course arrives. How well do you think you personally
would perform at this inter-cultural event? No I mean it. Let’s find out?
Come on, don’t chicken out on me now – pardon the pun. Let’s do this. It will be fun. Especially
for me, - oh wasn’t that downright naughty of me wasn’t it!? But there is really only one way to
find out:

$$$
The Billion Dollar Business Brain Degustation Quiz. Join me for dinner Templates $4a-b. Have I
got a ‘yum’ biz world menu for you and your son/daughter! Bon appetite!

$$


Unpacking Degustation Quiz and More Cultural Delights
How did you do? Whatever your score – you have taken one giant culinary step toward being
sparkling silk purse at any future business dinner gathering. When I say ‘you’ even if you are
toddler reading this with your Mum/Dad – I mean you too! Very much!
Why did I start the quiz with a sea cucumber? Come with me to a fine night in China.
Case Study: One Fine Night in China
I met my first sea cucumber, up close and personal in China, with a not a clue what it was or
how to eat it. Except smile sweetly at my Chinese hosts, before they pointed out the reason I
was the only person at dinner to be served this: respect. Sea cucumber in the wild costs a
fortune to locate and harvest fresh from the ocean. I thanked my Chinese hosts for this
wonderful honour. But that still left me with the delicate problem of how to eat and enjoy it, with
chopsticks. I thought when I could handle peanuts and slippery, wet grapes with chopsticks I
was ready for the culinary Olympics. Now I realised I wasn’t. Sea Cucumber, much like a snail
can be a little rubbery in texture. It can be eaten with chopsticks, where the emphasis is all
gripping with the two front teeth, chomping down firmly to enjoy this wonderful fruit of the sea.
However, having just been to the dentists to sort out one of my front teeth, I didn’t fancy yanking
it out in the sea cucumber. Neither did my hosts, once I told them gently and honestly what
might happen. Wisely and kindly my considerate Chinese business hosts understood and
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obliged with a knife and fork. Why am I telling you all this? If diversity is the wealth of the genius
spirit that spans humanity. Diversity is the spice of world cuisine. The example of the sea
cucumber serves as a useful example to future World-Wise Winners: to always expect the
unexpected on their business travels. That way, whatever arrives out of respect, and/or as a
great honour on your plate at dinner. You will know to deal with it logically and courteously,
which will always be well-received. A prime example of the power of simple etiquette.
How to Make an Oyster Jump
Throughout the world there are many different kinds of oysters, one could write a book on just
them! Moreover, alongside fresh beluga caviar and Scotch salmon, oysters are of course
considered a luxury item, from Royal dinners to business ones globally.
At the same time, such is the state of the environment. Our seas and those creatures that grow
within it are not impervious to damage in ecosystems caused by pollution. One effect of this has
been the spread of Norovirus sometimes harboured by oysters. This is something for our young
World Winner and future business star to be aware of, even in the world’s best restaurants.
Having said that, the fuss about oysters isn’t without righteous cause. Harvested from the sea,
immediately opened swiftly, squirted with lemon juice, detached from the shell and swallowed
straight down the hatch! There is nothing quite like a fresh oyster – they are loaded with
essential minerals and are simply yummy! The trick to enjoying them properly is of course their
freshness: they must be alive when consumed. After enjoying one that wasn’t I sought the
assistance of my French friends to help me avoid that experience again!
The crushed ice-bed oysters are served on can be hard as rock or melting. That in itself is not
an indication as to whether your oyster is alive/safe to eat or not. Then there is always allergies
to observe. All these things considered. To eat an oyster properly and safely here is how you do
it like a pro:


Pour any residual water out of the opened shell.



Pick up a fork and gently prod the centre of the oyster.



If the oyster doesn’t jump, no matter how tempting. Leave it.



If the oyster does jump it is indeed alive.



Squeeze your lemon over it and down in one from the shell.

Oysters are very popular in business. Why? A sign of luxury they are meant to impress. Where
your business host is as cultured as you are, they will not be put out at all and know why you did
the correct ‘procedure’ above. Where your host is not as cultured as they thought they were, if
they ask why you did what you did and left an oyster for example. Politely reply the truth: it
wasn’t alive. If they then ask how you know. Educate them. They may ‘live’ to thank you for this.
Especially if the whole batch is mostly dead!
The Scots Comic Genius Billy Connelly and English Soup
The unique and utterly brilliant comedian Billy Connelly once told a joke that went something
like this: a boat is shipwrecked on an island, eight people survive. Two Englishmen, two
Scotsmen, two Irish and two Welshmen. After two weeks on the island the Scotsmen have set
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up a Whisky distillery. The Welsh have begun a choir. The two Irishmen are fighting. Meanwhile
the two Englishmen haven’t done anything at yet. They are still stood there waiting to be
formally introduced to everyone. Waiting whether in queues, to be ‘formally’ introduced whilst
sat at dinner tables is a very English affair. Waiting however is not what one should do at large
formal dinners, when hot soup is served to large groups of guests. The reason is a purely
practical one. Waiting when there are large groups of people to be served would mean that the
only person who ate their soup hot would be the last person served. A common mistake many
British especially make is waiting for everyone to be served. This is entirely wrong etiquette.
Especially when the chef has slaved to make the soup perfect – if eaten as it should be by each
guest – piping hot! Another mistake that separates the sow’s ears from the silk purses? Pulling
the soup spoon towards yourself is a no, no. Why? Think about it. Scooping your spoon away
from yourself toward the edges of your soup, then bringing the spoon back up toward your
mouth nicely cools the soup down. Do the opposite and you burn your tongue! Ouch! That will
also ruin your degustation – as your ability to taste the rest of the courses will be damaged by a
tongue that wants to put itself in an ice bucket.
World Class Etiquette is Rooted in Common Sense Not Snobbery
Again, as with the oysters, if someone tries to correct you on either of these last two dining
matters. Correct them politely, grounded in the practicalities and established facts of the matter.
Upon which world class etiquette is grounded. That’s why it is smart! Another example of this is
found in another mistake people often make with cutlery.
When is Smoked Salmon like Roast Beef: Come Again?
Take another look at the fish knife in Template $4b and will see that its shape is quite
distinctive. It is designed to gently slice off good sized slivers of solid, cooked fish. What it’s not
designed for is dealing effectively with a fine, slim piece of smoked salmon. A common mistake
for people served smoked salmon is to look for the fish knife amongst the ‘armoury’ of silver
cutlery beside their grand dinner plate. Whereas all they need and will find if they look is large
knife, such as one they might for cutting roast beef – only with a smoother edge. The bread
knife is usually close on hand on their side plate, ready to butter brown toast it may be served
with.
Similarly we see in Template $4b that for practical reasons the grapefruit spoon has a serrated
edge making it so much more easier to eat this fruit than a smooth, round-edged spoon. Just as
the cheese knife being gently curved back provide least offence to a soft cheese in particular as
we slice through it. The practical design of the soup spoon versus the one used for dessert is
self-explanatory. A wide, more rounded, basin facilitates the skimming action with its
shallowness and width aiding the cooling process. Whereas, for example the deeper and more
pointed dessert spoon facilitates both cutting and scooping up wonderful puddings with lashings
of cream…




Don’t wait to put all this knowledge into action in future. Next time you have an occasion to
celebrate at home, set the table as you might at a prestige future business dinner. It’s fun to
do and also great practice.



Do this often enough and no Mr or Miss Congeniality – it all comes naturally. Great!
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One Culture’s Shock Another Culture’s Gourmet Meal
I had never eaten a dish of lightly fried worms before, but to be frank, even though I felt they
could have done with some seasoning and garlic, they were really quite good. Where was this?
In a part of China that you must visit – it is breathtakingly beautiful and called Yunnan – I first
spoke of it earlier in this chapter – it is a fascinating place. My colleagues did not share my view
of the fried worms. Faced with this gourmet meal. They headed out instead to the nearest Pizza
place they could find. This was neither conducive to establishing a business rapport nor polite or
worldly. For example, consider snails or escargot. Get past their ‘looks’ and many months after
these snails are prepared with herbs and garlic, they are delicious with a hunk of fine French
bread. no body in a Michelin Star restaurant bats an eyelid at this. In a future where Chinese
culture will most definitely influence the world – fresh, crispy Yunnan worms may become a
sought after delicacy in restaurants also. Why not? Open your mind. Keep it open. For that is
the strength of being World-Wise – bit in business or pleasure.
Most international venues serving business dinners that include escargot will have the correct
implement to help eat them with. A pair of tongues with snail shell shaped prongs. If this
implement is not provided. To avoid splashing all and sundry with the contents, correct etiquette
is to hold the snail in its shell between forefinger and thumb in one hand. Whilst using a small
two-pronged fork with the other hand to retrieve the snail. Bon Chance!




Think about foods you like, but which a person from another culture might not like –
immediately! Why? Looks aren’t everything with food are they? Take shrimp – they start out
grey and ‘ugly’ but then look and taste great when they are all pink and cooked.



Take time out to discuss with each other now, different foods from around the world, you may
have sampled at home, from the supermarket, or on holiday abroad. What are some of your
favourites?



Why not make a meal now from your favourite cuisine from Europe, Middle East or Far East
for example – or order one in and/or go out to sample something different!

Parent Navigation Check Point



As I said in the quiz Template $4a. For cultural and/or other reasons your preference may be to
skip the next session beverages often served at business functions. That’s your choice and I
respect it. At the same time being educated in these beverages is one way young people go into
business both aware of and therefore not ‘wowed over’ by such things. You know what is best
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for your child. The choice is of course, as always in this World Winner’s programme and
handbook: yours.

$$


The Claret v Bordeaux Fiasco
Although it is the French that make the fine red wines of Bordeaux. It is the British that call this
wine Claret. For détente’s sake, in a 21C global knowledge economy, let us make this one less
thing to worry about and from hereon in avoid this confusion. Claret is out. Bordeaux is in! That’s
fair given the French have been growing and making this world-class wine for centuries.
Popping Open the Bubbly
Champagne exports from France to the rest of the world have tripled in recent decades. Real
Champagne, as per French law is easily identifiable from the cork. The name of the region from
whence this wine came is printed on it. In the detailed bottling process for Champagne. Corks
start wide and shrink with age; one way to tell a vintage Champagne is via a smooth and
shrunken cork that can appear like a mushroom. With a slim ‘stem’ versus a fatter top.
Non-vintage corks will appear altogether fatter. At the same time if the Champagne is stored
poorly, for example being kept upright in rows. This can create a situation that prematurely ages
the cork, making it appear vintage when in fact it is not! Whilst not life-saving information. This
can make for interesting aka cultured conversation at business dinners, where Champagne is
being served.
Whilst many drink Champagne the world over, few people understand the sophistication of the
process via which it is created. Unless you are world-class Champagne producers yourself, at
least now you and your son/daughter understand one thing wherever you are reading this
together in the world. Which is? Having the money to invest in and/buy and serve Champagne
doesn’t mean you understand it much. You now do – more than most.
Canada, Ice and Austria
The weather and our planet has a mind of its own. A living organism it protects itself – mostly
from us at the moment. As with all those in agriculture, farmers alongside wine producers have
always respected the power of the elements and the Earth. The latter part of 2015 for example
saw gigantic hail ruin crops of vines in South West France. Not a good year.
Growing vines where the climate is cooler and frostier, than in for example warmer parts of the
world such as the Mediterranean, is both an art and science, the result is ice wine. Wines which
are almost syrup-like, and delicious with rich desserts. Even if the calorific content will go
straight to your hips. Canada and Austria are two examples of countries that have mastered this
art and science in wine-making.
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Aromatic Wines and the Cuisine of China, India and Japan.
Gewurztraminer has become more popular on menus globally. Why? It is the perfect
accompaniment from French classic moules meuniere to phenomenal Japanese sushi. Why? Its
distinctive aromatic quality. It is usually a staple on the menu from Hong Kong to Toronto Yacht
club business venues. One of the world’s best kept secrets. Those that know Gewurztraminer
choose it, when enjoying culinary delights of Asia and the Far East. Impressing both business
colleagues as well as the Maitre d’ as they do so.
Tulips, Tests and Flutes
Beverage glasses have evolved to perform very different functions. Think of an iced tea glass, it
needs to be able to accommodate chunks of ice, and keep the tea cool, and is designed
perfectly to do this. Wine glasses are no different. They are designed for maximum enjoyment of
their taste, aroma, vintage and serving temperature. Flutes of champagne prevent gulping it and
demand sipping instead. Thus its intoxicating effects are purposely delayed. In contrast to
Champagne saucers that are designed for fast gulping and the entirely opposite effect.
Top Tip: Answer: You Moms and Dads will already know. Up and coming World Winners may
not yet. No business host splashes out for people to become inebriated. Indeed, some use
dinners like this as a test to determine who the smarter business bears are. As a rule of thumb
those that drink less wine and more water are considered the smarter bears. The end.

  


As with food, beverages are there best understood when sampled



If you and your son/daughter are good to go with this age and country-wise and you
haven’t tried for example ice wine and/or Gewurtztraminer – then either at your next visit
out to a restaurant or family occasion at home – try it with a good recipe for Moules
Mouniere! And remember to buy in plenty of fresh French bread to go with it. Yum! Or
sample this wine with some great Japanese sushi together aas s family treat.



Either way the point about good food and beverage and world-class cuisine is that it is
there to be enjoyed – in moderation as with all great things in life!



Already done all this? Not from China? Want to know more about that? Let’s hop on a
plane and go there. Now, see you over the page.

$$


Dining in the Land of Ancient Dragons and Future Wonders of the World
Go to a business dinner in China and you will be offered many different and prized dishes to
sample by your host. Refusing these dishes is neither polite nor respectful. Best therefore is to
take small portions of what you are offered from the start and enjoy. Similarly, at a big Westernstyle dinner, you may have every course arrive before you. Or you may have the option to be
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offered food that you choose, serving portions to yourself. Anything you take in this manner
should be eaten. Think about it and this makes sense – as does everything in world-class
etiquette. If you didn’t want it why did you take such a ‘barrow full’ in the first place?
Top Tip: Eating more like a bird than a bear is smarter: if something does arrive on your plate
that you selected and don’t like. There is less left and less to cause embarrassment for you in
front of your business host later.
Flip the Crab, but Never Flip the Fish in China!
As with oyster, another popular fruit from the sea served at business dinners is crab. The first
time I was served a whole crab at a formal dinner I was visibly flummoxed. Once gain my
Chinese hosts kindly showed me what to do in these easy moves:


Flip the crab over with either your chop sticks or knife and fork.



Beneath the beak and eyes of the crab is the ‘release button’.



Press it and the shell ‘miraculously’ pops open to reveal succulent crab flesh

Claws are a different matter, rather than ruin your teeth. Someone long ago created crab claw
crackers – if you are at a formal dinner and they haven’t served you those. Politely request that
you are provided with them. Otherwise manage with your hands to break them open and then
wash in the side bowl of tepid water with a slice of lemon that is there in all world-class venues.
Flipping the fish however is not what you do if you are served a whole one in China. Fish in
China are considered extremely fortuitous creatures. Flip a fish over and you just capsized good
fortune. Proceed to stamp your chopsticks on the table to drive home your point, and you just
declared the business dinner equivalent of outright war. Avoid.
How do I know? You guessed it – yep I found this out the hard way. Swiftly followed by an adroit
and inescapable challenge to a drinking match with a respected CEO. Mon dieu! Why
inescapable? In the history of Chinese hospitality it is not uncommon for restaurants to provide
business guests with private booths that one can lock for dinners and luncheon. Not being the
host. I didn’t have the key. I got locked in and stuck in to the drinking match and challenge.
Being of Celtic constitution, I won. This was also ‘not good’. I was supposed to lose.
All this after, vigilantly attending business training on ‘how to do business in China’! Experience
taught me better. I never flipped the fish again, and/or stamped my chopsticks. The hangover I
had, that felt more like ten people playing raquet ball in my head next morning, meant that I
definitely learned both my lesson and etiquette - well. You can flip the crab but never flip the
lucky fish. I went onward and upward from there! So can you now – you know what not to do!
Fresh food is always a pleasure and priority in world-class restaurants. However, as with the
oyster ‘story’ we visited earlier. Life being life, some things can reach your business dinner table
that can cause a problem – because either you or the host knows something isn’t quite right.
What to do? To keep etiquette and good relations working?
Case Study: One Night ‘Somewhere’ in China
The business dinner was an intimate one. Only 6 people had been invited. The host of the event
was a Chinese official. He was keen to show his hospitality to the Western delegation that had
arrived from Britain the previous day.
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The first offering at the dinner was to be a soup comprising a dazzling array of rare and prized
Chinese mushrooms. They arrived piping hot in small bowls. There was only one problem. Both
the host and his Western counterpart to his right instinctively felt the mushrooms smelt a little
off. Question however was: what to do? The situation was delicate for both the Chinese host
and the Western recipients of this fabulous meal.
The Chinese host didn’t want to start the dinner off by eating them. He actually wanted to get rid
of them. But how? The Western counterparts were thinking exactly the same thing. Neither yet
had a solution.
All eyes at the table were now on the host to begin eating, so everyone else could. Sensing that
the Chinese host felt uncomfortable, the Western counterpart to his right engaged him in some
further polite conversation. Delighting in the fact that the more they talked trivialities such as
London’s rainy weather versus what had been a beautiful Chinese day, the soup and the
mushrooms along with it, were getting cold.
The Chinese host and Western counterpart searched for more common cultural grounds to
while the time away as they watched the steam stop and soup start to look very chilled indeed.
It turned out they both had a shared passion: Manchester United FC. Least said about that the
better… However, both won this culturally intelligent and mastery of etiquette game. How? As
soon as the host and the Western counterpart were sure the soup was absolutely stone cold.
They stopped chatting.
Triumphantly the Chinese host announced ‘oh dear the soup has gone cold! Let us skip this
course and move on to more sumptuous delights’. No one disagreed. All the table in favour, we
skipped the mushrooms, enjoyed a fantastic meal and lived to tell the tale. That night I gave
thanks in prayers for my wise Chinese host, being more World Wise and last but not least
Manchester United. City fans put your garlic and cross away! I am done. Thank you!
When Burping and Gurgling is All Good
During the meal I burped a lot. All cultures have their idiosyncrasies in etiquette. One of them in
the UK is having to stifle a burp when you are eating at dinner. In China the opposite rule is in
force. And if I may say so far more honest and practical when eating! Gurgling and burping in
China means you are really enjoying the meal, indicating to your host that their food is delicious.




Different cultural heritages may have different cuisine but share similar passions and
practicalities in life. Reflecting upon the East-West business meet above, discuss how three
factors: being courteous, practical as well as having shared interests saved the day and also
the business deal!



You and/or your son/daughter got a trip abroad coming up? This could be a language
exchange trip if your child is still at school. Or a business exchange organized by their
university and/or business they are new employee in.



Research the country’s culture now – from popular football teams to food – understanding
points of difference as well as commonality will make your trip both successful and
rewarding.
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Find out – how do you let your host know you love their meal in the place you will be visiting.
Check out the smart etiquette in advance and win a new friend!

$  $


More on Doing Business in China: Smiley Faces and Chinese Ku
Work with children with Asperger’s and one of the first things the need to learn is facial
expression recognition. Subtleties in our facial expressions mean that this takes time. There is
tremendous diversity in how we express ourselves. Even smiling isn’t straightforward. If you
have studied body language in detail you will know this yourself. For example, it is now common
knowledge in business how to spot a faux as opposed to real smile. If your client and/or
colleague is smiling because they are genuinely happy or amused. Apart from the show of teeth
(that my dog can never understand). There should also be wrinkles and pouches beneath and
to the side of the eyes. Without this what you are looking at is someone feigning that they are
happy at what you are saying. Smiling in the West is something we are encouraged to do
socially, and via marketing of products. However in some parts of the Far East, too much
smiling can make you seem like an idiot, especially in business. This doesn’t mean your
son/daughter must go around poker faced like something out of a Lady Gaga video. But it does
mean that there is a reason that many poker players historically in the West found poker players
in the East ‘difficult’ to read. They were masters of keeping their face sangfroid – giving away
little to nothing about what they were thinking. Measured is therefore the advice I give your
sons/daughters doing business in the Far East. Whilst social media and more connectivity has
made smiling and smiley faces ‘ku’ or cool in for example China. Especially at negotiations
being respectful of cultural diversity in facial expressions can keep things focussed on the real
business in hand: striking a mutually beneficial deal for both parties. Then the genuine smiling
can begin.
Astrology, Birth Signs, and Profits
One of the first questions I was asked when new to the Far East, and which caused me to come
out in a silent but definite light sweat, was my birth sign. This question was asked of me, in the
tone of a major cliff hanger in a novel. Immediately I recognized its import and replied equally as
earnestly as I had been asked: Pisces. The lucky fish. The business party appeared visibly
relieved, happy and relaxed at this. So was I.
Astrology in the East goes back thousands of years as it does in the West. In China it isn’t
unusual; indeed it is entirely legal and ordinary for job advertisements to specify applicants have
one of a specified grouping of birth signs. The ancient rationale behind this is that if you have
teams of folk with the right skill set for the job, plus the benefit of mutually beneficial birth signs.
Less strife and more profits will follow. Either way, one must put aside any deference in this
matter and put on one’s anthropological hat. If your son/daughter is going to work in China,
respecting this cultural phenomenon in the business world is another way, they show
themselves not to be a close-minded 21C citizen of Earth, but an educated and open-minded
one. Nor should we in the West simply feel it is appropriate to toss aside thousands of years of
methodical study by those in Chinese astrology. Think upon ancient writings in Greece upon our
linkage with astronomy by non-other than the father of modern Western medicine: Hypocrites. In
ancient Greece it was considered a ‘dumb’ thing to perform major surgery at a time
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astrologically that may not bode well for the patient. Einstein believed that as creatures of the
universe, from our Central Nervous System CNS to our minds and physical makeup, we must
be somehow connected with it at a deeply physiological level. Modern physics is rooted in the
concept of ultra-connectivity in the universe – we just don’t yet know how to ‘see it’ in all its
glory. In which case, perhaps what we are looking at now in the ancient ideas of astrology is
akin to what happened before neuroscience. First we had philosophy, then psychology, then the
ability to actually map what was happening in the mind with neuroscience. However this still
doesn’t give us the full picture. For those reasons discussed in Part I. We can only measure
what we can see. All Chinese business men and women can measure is the bottom line and
profits they see when they get the talent, knowledge, skill set and astrology right in their offices.
How it all does or does not work at the scientific level is for the future to discover. Meantime, as
World-Wise Winners we work positively wherever we find ourselves in, with the benefit of
cultural intelligence.




At some point if you work in China/for a Chinese company you will be asked the question.
So best is to find out now what your star sign is in Chinese astrology.



Next find out its compatibility with other signs.



That’s the other question Chinese may be thinking but too polite to discuss.



Now you will be able to openly and knowledgeably – impressive! But then this is a global
knowledge economy. Global being the operative word. Don’t lose sight of that and you will
excel in it.

$  $


Politics, Business and the Goosy, Goosy Gander
There was once an old lady I knew, who had a genuine fur coat. One day she washed it and
hung it out to dry. From where I was sat without my spectacles on, I thought she had hung out
her dog, Benson on the washing line instead: a fluffy brown cocker-spaniel it looked a lot like fur
coat – to me... Assuming she must have lost her marbles, I shot round to her house. Realising
my mistake we both laughed, and then she announced: “with regards my fur coat, it would be a
sin not to wear it”. Why? I asked. She replied: “these little animals had a purpose in life, to be
watered and fed and then make me a nice warm coat, so you see I owe it to them to keep on
wearing it!” Whilst I knew there were certain parts of the world where she might be tarred and
feathered for saying that. She had a point. Food like fur has become political as well as an
environmental issue. There are many good reasons for this. That would be another book. Here
my focus is on one of the most prized and ancient dishes of French cuisine; foie gras – a staple
of prestige business meetings the world over. How does the goose fair in this?
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Whilst many assume that a goose has no brain, and is happy to have corn forced down its
throat daily. Nobody actually asked the goose how they feel. At the same time I profess myself
in this context to be guilty of the sin of utter culinary hypocrisy. Whilst I abhor the ugly process of
producing foie gras. I do love the product. I am not proud of this. I am being honest. Therefore,
whenever foie gras has appeared as a favoured hors d’oeuvre of business luncheons or
dinners. I haven’t taken exception and enjoyed it immensely.
In exactly the same way I have enjoyed and eaten kangaroo and ostrich in Australia, terrapin in
Shanghai, jelly fish in Singapore and whatever it was I ate ‘that night’ on a palm leaf that was
given to me at a generous business dinner in the dessert of the Middle East, and tasted
fabulous. Not to mention the aforementioned Yunnan lightly fried, crispy worms.
Brainbox: Why did I accept these things without fuss or exception? When you are doing
business in an inter-cultural context. Making political judgements in the context of food and
menus is neither appropriate nor polite. Especially when your hosts have just spent a fortune, to
show you their very best hospitality out of respect for you. And/or to celebrate hopefully a
mutually fortuitous business deal. There is a time and a place to discuss and/or argue about
anything. Arguing food politics in global business meetings isn’t one of them. No matter how
passionate you are about any of the above.
World-Wise Winners Don’t Do Faux Pas
The term faux pas or ‘false step’ in the way of social mishaps may come from France. But you
don’t have to be French to know why being World-Wise in these business contexts wins. The
same goes for matters of world religion and ignorance about them. Faux pas I have witnessed
include serving a delicacy of pigs trotters for a conference of mainly Jewish delegates. A gift of
Jack Daniels being offered to Muslims in Egypt. A venison dinner being offered to a group from
India, many of whom were both Buddhist and vegetarian. Future World Winners can look
forward to living longer and prospering better in business by being World-Wise from their
earliest and tender years.

Etiquette, in 21C More Global Culture Club than a Mere Word
Brainbox: The word etiquette means a code of behaviour in society ascribed as being correct.
Derived from the French word meaning: to attach. Have the label etiquette attached to you and
you have a label that assigns you ‘winner’ anywhere in the world.
One Last ‘Note’ about Doing Business in China and the Far East
Signing the Business Deal with a Song
Although the novelty has worn off somewhat over the years, Karaoke evenings can often round
up a business dinner in the Far East. This may be planned or impromptu. Your son/daughter
having a few ‘word perfect’ pop songs up their sleeve is always a good idea, before going on a
business trip in this part of the world. The competition element isn’t direct but more a cool down
from the business dinner discussions. Nevertheless your son/daughter doesn’t want to let the
side down at the last moment! So advise them to keep calm and karaoke! If your son/daughter
isn’t yet well-travelled and thinks that you are pulling their leg on this business point. Seeing is
believing. Point their nose here.
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Don’t know any songs? Got a cultural-exchange at school or business coming up?



Get World-Wise and prepared: have a fun karaoke night!



Already from the Far East and have a wealth of word/tune perfect songs to sing?



Amaze your Western counterparts with your knowledge of Italian Opera



Better still compare and contrast two rich histories: Chinese and Western Opera



From the Middle East? Wow your Italian friends with how Middle Eastern history came to
influence and shape the art form we in Europe now call: Opera!



Want to know more about Middle Eastern culture? Then hop back on that plane with me now
and let’s go there! See you in fabulous Dubai when we touch down….

$$

Open Minds = Wider Opportunity Culturally and Globally in Business
I was raised partly in the Middle East, Dubai to be precise, in the United Arab Emirates.
Whatever else you read about Islam bought about by a bunch of brain washed terrorists. Take it
from one who knows first-hand, having lived in the Middle East: none of that has absolutely
nothing to do with real Islam itself or the fabulous people of the Middle East in such places as
the United Arab Emirates. Cosmopolitan and innovative in their visionary thinking, the United
Arab Emirates as do many Middle Eastern countries has a diverse and rich cultural history, from
art, to music, poetry and architecture. Privileged to have met the Bedouin as a child, I
discovered young, that the Middle East also has a fabulous history of generosity and hospitality.
Even if they only had fresh tea or coffee to share. The Bedouin would do so. Inviting you to sit
on cushions with them at night, around a crackling dessert camp fire, beneath an array of
brightly shining silver stars.
Today, do business in the UAE and you find some of the world’s most inspiring architecture, with
a wealth of international cuisine awaits in the breath-taking hotels and restaurant settings. At the
same time, you may find yourself invited to a retro evening meal in the dessert. Follow the
advice below, and if your super World-Wise son/daughter is soon to work in the UAE, they will
have a great time.
Dining with Royalty in the Dessert
First up think practicalities. Where invited to such a business dinner, you will most likely be
sitting on lavish cushions. I found loose trouser suits for my male peers and and/or a kaftan for
myself to be especially comfortable and work wonderfully well. There is every reason for
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example why a kaftan should of course – it evolved over generations to be a most perfect
garment for the dessert! Just as an Inuit would find it difficult to go fishing in the arctic wearing
an Indian sari, tight fitting Western business suits can be hellish uncomfortable and highly
impractical in an Arab tent. Of course at other business meetings in the vast array of fabulous
hotels there are in the UAE, smart business suits are absolutely fine. As they would be
anywhere in the world.
Back to dessert business dining... Another good idea is to pack a sweater or shawl for dinners in
the dessert. After the hot humidity during the day, it can feel really chilly at night. Unlike the long
sunsets of the Mediterranean for example that can be like a slow candle burning down
gradually. Dusk in the Middle East is more like a light suddenly being switched off, and
temperatures can drop just as quick. Don’t get caught out.
During the day, especially if your son/daughter’s business visit was focussed on outdoor
projects such as engineering and construction. The typically bright, white light of the UAE will
have meant they will have been wearing sun-glasses all day. Even if those are prescription sunglasses. You need to have your regular glasses to hand for driving at night and evening dinner
events. I know this sounds a very basic point. However it can get extremely dark out on the
dessert roads far away from the city. Where there is no ambient light from the city for example. I
once got caught out at one such dinner, having gone straight from a day spent doing a site
inspection for a new building. I had my sunglasses, but left my driving specs at the hotel. I tried
to drive in the dark but it was impossible with no moon in the dessert that night. I had to
summon a police escort to take me home! They were wonderful, but I never forgot to take both
sets of specs – everywhere, from there on in.
When Not in Rome…
During dinners, just as you wouldn’t expect pork chops to be served at a Bar mitzvah. It would
demonstrate gross ignorance and be entirely impolite to ask for a gin and tonic. Drink and
sample instead the wonderful offerings of freshly squeezed mango, orange, and other fruit juice,
plus the fantastic coffee, - that somehow tastes so much better in the Middle East. As does the
fresh mango juice. Yum!
Traditionally there is a lot of delicious Arab cuisine and finger food on offer at luncheons as well
as dinners. There might also be freshly cooked rice. As the Bedouin were practical people of the
dessert. It made sense to travel light. Food needed to be consumed quickly, with little to no way
to keep it fresh. Traditionally therefore, as soon as rice was served, where no implements were
available for practical reasons – for that would mean extra packing. One would eat the rice by
keeping usually the left arm behind the back. Whilst using only the right hand to gather in the
rice thus: palm open to scoop a little; then closing the palm and ‘putting the lid on’ your rice with
your thumb. Before drawing this serving to yourself easily, without dropping a morsel. Neat! This
kept things clean, tidy and polite at the dinner.
Today, of course, as with other traditions around the world, things have moved on in the Middle
East! Nevertheless, should you find yourself in a traditional type of dinner that celebrates the
East’s rich culinary heritage, you know what to do and can sit back and enjoy the meal fully!
Top Tip: When doing business in the Middle East. To shine a true World Winner a young person
must remember the people they are most likely dining and negotiating or working with in such
situations will most likely be royalty. Many of those I have met humbly play down their royal
status. This is admirable. Nevertheless, they should be rightly accorded the formal respect and
etiquette as befits all royals across the world.
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Never experienced Middle Eastern cuisine? You’re in for a treat.



Research great recipes on the net or catch them on Abu Dhabi TV for example.



Or simply buy yourself some real Turkish delight and enjoy with Arabian coffee!

$$

Faster, Focussed World Business Language Fluency
Once upon a time, for those reading this in the West, the map of the globe in school geography
books, was coloured British Empire pink. Today the map is a rainbow. Within it the lingua franca
of business is changing. Whilst English remains an ubiquitous business language. You and I
both know that Mandarin and Arabic are already massively important business languages. The
import of Spanish is likely to follow suit. As the world’s ‘other giant’, South America awakens in
the coming decades. Whilst of course French remains the language whose mastery assigns an
advanced cultural education from cuisine to art, right across the World. French is also the
language spoken by another business giant – waiting to awaken: Africa.

The Truth about Language Fluency and AI
With AI poised to learn languages as rapid as mushrooms can cover a manicured lawn after
spring rain. Essential for future World Winners is that they are sufficiently educated in the
primary business languages as to be fluent. Fluency in a language doesn’t mean or take several
years at university. You can have fluency in any language with around 400 words.
Google Translate aside. There is nothing more empowering at a business meeting than being
able to speak the language of your hosts and/or partners. Even if you only begin with a few
words to express your cultural respect and etiquette.
In my experience International schools tend to be far better at opening children’s minds to the
possibilities of learning a wide range of languages – beginning in kindergarten. In recent
decades we have seen different governments around the world ‘wake up’ to the importance of
Mandarin in all schools, - but provision is still patchy. That’s not good enough for young people
growing now and/or entering today and tomorrow’s global business and job market.
The Our Human Brain is Built to Learn Any Language
From neuroscience we know that all healthy babies are born with the ability to learn multiple
variations in accents, inflexions and intonations found in all languages.
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From Part I, the Golden Foundations you already know you can learn anything when you ultrapersonalise it to take charge of the new knowledge and make it your own.
Here’s where you put that into action to learn any or all four of the basic business etiquette
phrases in Template $4c with me now. Ni hao, hola, Salam u Lakum, let’s go! Man man lai
(Mandarin for take it easy) – you will be chatting away happily in no time!
Brainbox: Once you see how easy it is to learn languages, regardless of your previous
experience, I promise you at home – you and your son/daughter will get the bug – if indeed you
haven’t already! Act on that bug, that goes for anyone out there with the gifts of dyslexia also.
For example, as I related to you in Part I. My mother and young people with dyslexia I have
taught have successfully learned to speak languages from Italian to Mandarin via listening to
CDs.
Another child I knew and worked with wanted to study Spanish but this was not on offer at her
school. Half her family living in Spain she wanted to live and work there in future, so at the age
of 9 she was already teaching herself at night! By the time I next spoke to her Mom, the little girl
was already beyond fluent, studying for a public exam and formal qualification she had entered
herself for. Isn’t that great?! The point is we can all do it. Working with, not against how each of
our unique brains learns best. Enjoy being ultra-multilingual and 21C Billion Dollar Business
Brain Ready in your house, - just as soon as we have done Template $4c together.

$  $


21C World Business Geography
Ironic is that just as we are on the cusp of beginning to colonize Space this century. Insularity in
school curricular often means young people leave education, without a basic understanding of
the geography of their ‘home’ planet: Earth!
When young people have a better understanding of 21C business and geography, they have a
better chance of knowing where they might like to look for work, careers and opportunities.
Beyond ‘the usual suspects’ of options they grow up with.
Wherever you are reading this now, you may be forgiven for sometimes thinking ‘where is that?’
whenever a country pops up on the TV or news. Notwithstanding the internet gives this
generation access to viewing countries other than their own minus travel. There is still a huge
gap in knowledge about basic global geography that no World Winner can afford to have going
forwards. For example, on taking a group of young people on a trip to London in UK, I found that
after only 10 minutes on the motorway, many of them thought we should already be there. They
had no idea of distance. Similarly I made my Australian cousins and family laugh when I made
the mistake, out of geographical ignorance, of booking a flight that took me, without stay-over
breaks, from Beijing to Shanghai to Singapore to Paris to Bordeaux in one go. I had grossly
underestimated the flight distance between Beijing and Shanghai…when I landed I felt like
someone hit me over the head with a cricket bat for a couple of days! Getting to grips with the
Earth’s geography isn’t a nice idea – it is a necessity in global business.
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$$$
How good is your global business geography? Time to find out with Template $4d. Don’t be
‘scared’! And if you are stumped – you know what to do. Get smarter about learning your
geography, and open up your horizons and options for futures jobs and industries.

$$


Instant Business Expert World Art
Imagine you were a chief auctioneer at the prestigious international Christie’s. Would you know
where each art work in the ‘dream collection’ to be auctioned came from in Template $4e? Or
how much they are worth? Many successful global business corporations sponsor art events.
That being the case, it is not uncommon for a young person in the employ of such business to
find themselves at such business/art function. Being able to talk about art in different countries
communicates an impressive and positive message to business colleagues, whether at home or
abroad.


Your cultural knowledge isn’t stuck in a 19C-20C time warp



Your appreciation of art is up to the minute and above all 21C worldly!

  
Haven’t got a clue about any of the art forms from around the world in Template 4e? No worries.
In a minute you will be an expert! As we unpack each image together.
Inter-Woven Culture
From French Bayeux tapestries to the woven fireworks silk ribbons of Canada’s Banff. Weaving
is an art form that transcends cultures across the world. Whilst each have their distinctive styles.
They also form landscapes of artistic commonality. Mathematical symmetry being one of them.
Consider the first two examples of art works in Template $4e. One is a bracelet of beads woven
with string and made by women in South Africa. The other a silk scarf woven by women in
Thailand. Both share a consistent geometry in their respective design, regardless of colour and
style. You would find the same human fascination with geometric patterns if we looked at woven
patterns and jewellery across cultural traditions throughout the world.
Venice, Picasso, Africa – What’s the Link?
If you have already done Part II, we touched upon the answer to this question in our discussion
of creating projects for presentation.
Professors at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London, first awoke me to this
cultural phenomenon. Examine the second row of images in Template 4e. Orange Venetian
Mask, Chinese mask, and another mask from Thailand. As with tapestries, geometry and
jewellery, masquerade is an artistic heritage shared by humanity. What then links masquerade
with one of the most prominent ‘movers and shakers’ in European post-modernist art: Picasso?
Some of you will know from Part II. The Spanish artist Pablo Picasso had a French friend who
travelled to Africa and was moved by the powerful genre of African masquerade he found there.
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In turn this inspired Picasso, informing the distinct style he created that epitomizes the Western
art modernist movement. Examine other areas of art history, such as the influence of Chinese
paintings in the interior designs of stately homes of England for example and we see other
instance of how art and culture doesn’t grow in isolation. Rather at intersections of interwoven
cultural influences. At the same time we see flashes of innovation that belong to specific places,
people and eras. The Chinese Ming dynasty being one.
What’s So Special about the Ming Dynasty?
Pottery and kilns to fire them in are not peculiar to China. However, the innovative processes
they created in those kilns comprised a quantum leap in ceramic production. During the Ming
dynasty the design of the kilns meant that ceramics could be fired at spectacularly high
temperatures. Creating the opportunity for fine porcelain art forms. As well as ‘crackle’ glazes so
called due to the veined or broken effect on the surface of the earthenware.
Experimentation with the various oxides involved in the production process. From the iconic
colour of blue associated with Ming more commonly in people’s minds. To lesser-known but
prized celadon collections of ceramics associated with this period. Today all of these they are
priceless. Now you know why. They are the ‘living’ embodiment of innovative art that changed
ceramics production for ever. A rare and beautiful thing indeed.
What makes a great artist? Many books have been written to try and answer this question. But
one element that is common to many is a distinctive style. Great artists are not confined to
history. New ones continue to blossom the world over ‘as we speak’. Looking at the picture in
the final part of Template $4e. Where in the world do you think it is from? And more importantly
why? Give up? China. Specifically a phenomenal part of China, you should now be familiar with
as I have mentioned this place to you before: Yunnan. It is unique for a number of reasons.
The Eternal Spring: A Picture That Tells a Thousand Chinese Years
Positioned at a high altitude Yunnan is referred to as the Eternal Spring. Ideal for growing them
the air is scented with the smell of a myriad of flowers all year round. The high altitude means it
is also favoured by the world’s best sports men and women to train for international
competitions. The Stone Forest is not to be missed. What’s that? Long ago in its history, ancient
animals that roamed this earth got trapped in a limestone basin. Creating a petrified forest in the
mountains of sabre tooth tigers that come alive with vibrant sound and light shows in the
evening. Due to its locale and connections with the Silk Route, ethnic diversity has infused the
culture of this region spectacularly. The traditional attire of the men and women takes in
influences from Central Europe, Turkey, the Middle East, as well as Asia and China itself. It is
this that you see ‘set in the’ backdrop of the Stone Forest, reflected in the original painting by
the artist in Template 4e that I came upon climbing the forest. I fell in love with it instantly, as
have my friends too. ‘But it doesn’t look Chinese’ I hear them say. Ignorance isn’t always bliss –
just as all French art isn’t about Baroque and Versailles, so Chinese art is wonderfully diverse.
Why did I choose this image for this discussion?
Brainbox: Answer: No-one from any country likes to be stereotyped or pigeon-holed. Less
educated business people often make the mistake of applying outmoded assumptions about the
culture of a new country they are doing business in. In doing so they often lose business
opportunities for themselves. World Winners don’t. They know that culture doesn’t stand still. It
is evolving always, and as it does so, diversity not homogeneity is its hall mark. Exemplified in
the Chinese painting in Template $4e.
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Wordsworth and Wilberforce, China and Saying Farewell to Cambridge…
The different cultural influences we see woven into tapestry and the visual arts don’t end there.
In the UK we teach children the poetry of Wordsworth, without exploring the links that inspired
his work – that extend well beyond the daffodils in the Lake District.

$$$


For example look at Template $4f Part A: can you join the dots across the world? I will give
you a clue. William Wilberforce the great proponent of the Slave Trade abolition was
acquainted with William Wordsworth, inspiring the Lake District poet laureate to write one of
his lesser known works that celebrates Toussaint L’Ouverture. Don’t know who that person
was? Google and find out!



Similarly, consider the photo of the young man in Template $4f Part B. There is a memorial in
that adorns the grounds of Cambridge University, a tribute to the brilliance of this young
Chinese man from the early 20C. What links him and Cambridge University forever,
immortalised in words written in stone? Google Xu Zhimo and all will be revealed. However, I
would wager a bet that half the students applying to Cambridge who are not from China
haven’t the foggiest why this memorial stands in the university’s hallowed grounds. But in
21C they should! You will. You are now more World-Wise than many undergraduates
applying to university across the globe.



Looking to visit and/or work in another country? No idea about their art, music or
architecture? Check out art festivals on the net. Become acquainted with their eminent
artists, musicians and architects, before you arrive! Everyone will love you!



Done everything in this chapter? Great! You’re light-years ahead of many business people I
meet today. You just graduated 21C World-Wise! Give me high five





It is only fitting that we open a bottle of bubbly together (even if it’s only sparkling lemonade!)
and celebrate. Cheers! Sante! Slancher! Nostravia! Add your own country’s celebratory toast
to happiness and health at whim!
Parting Shots: Courtesy Costs Nothing
- Or It Could Cost You ‘that Billion-Dollar Contract’

Business requires toughness – no doubt about it. However even the mafia adore opera.
Appreciation of beauty, art, poetry and music transcends cultural boundaries in the world.
Understanding this, gives you an international rite of passage in business that you sometimes
have to experience, before you can truly respect its value. This is because business isn’t just
about money it’s about people. Another way to put this, is that even though you and I have
spent time together educating your son/daughter. Until up close and personal with another
cultural tradition in business, for a young, healthy, ambitious person, the significance of what we
just visited doesn’t hit home as being significant. It will! Something else will too. With
experience. What’s that? As we agreed at the beginning Part III: without manners we humans
are no better than monkeys swinging in the trees! Courtesy wherever you are in the world costs
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nothing. But it could cost you that major business deal, where you don’t research the correct
etiquette for the country you will be visiting/working in, or those of the diverse nationals you will
increasingly be working with this century. From how to handle a grand international business
dinner to how to greet someone simply and politely. The foundation knowledge you gained here
makes you stand out a polished World-Wise Winner in business. But don’t let your knowledge
end there. Make that your beginning.

Navigating New Business Worlds
Doing business globally and on Planet Virtual do not comprise the ‘final frontier’ in 21C
business. Space exploration does. Accepted now by business and science alike is that as
natural colonizers and innovators – the future of our planet and us resides in part in Space. See
you overleaf! Where a whole new galaxy of jobs and careers awaits, alongside a range of new
skill sets that ensure your sons and daughters get a head start, in what promises to be a
fantastic blossoming of new, futures, business worlds.
15: How’s Your Galixography? Thinking 2020 + Fast Track Futures Jobs
Alongside AI, there is a wealth of new growth areas that young people need to know about now,
to make better informed, smarter faster career choices for their future. In the final session of
Part III, that is our focus. Enabling your 21C World Winner to think and plan from the smart
vantage point of stockbrokers, who deal in ‘hot’ futures stock!
We already put your child ahead of the AI curve in the talent evolution stakes in Part I. Here we
put your son/daughter ahead of emerging growth markets. Via exciting areas that call for, and
enable them to capitalise specifically on their human DNA rainbow of gifts and innovative
thinking. From working in cutting-edge 21C industries to setting up their own business, should
and if they so wish. Your child will be primed and ready to apply their gifts and mind in fields that
have longevity as well as opportunity for creation of personal wealth. All is possible when they
have the know-how to do it. Now they will.
With this chapter you and your child will have the following advantages:
 Informed about major job growth areas for humans in futures careers and industry
 Inspiration from a new galaxy of futures human jobs for individual career planning


Practise the ‘Game-Changer’ mind-set for fast-paced futures business

 Know how to set up in business and why this will be a strong futures trend
 A concrete understanding of basic economics - minus the fog of politics
 Understand what ‘good 21C business’ is and its import in wealth creation
 Poised, on track for wealth creation and prosperity in the 2020s and beyond!
How to get the best out of this chapter for you and your child:
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As with the previous sessions in the World Winner’s programme. The emphasis is on the smart
winning team you and your child working through the activities together. To inform yourself, then
discuss, think and plan strategies, for your future success.


To expedite this, get the heads up first, by familiarising yourself with the content.



This chapter is about taking lids of limitations by broadening horizons for the future. Don’t
rush the activities and discussion points – take time to think on them as you explore a range
of ideas to inspire future career and business planning.



Take breaks and reward yourself as you progress. Icon Key is as before plus two more
important ones essential to your child getting the best out of this session.

Icon Key:
Encourages you to work interactively with text and templates $$$
You and your son/daughter are being invited to discuss and reflect on points $  $
Advanced Billion Dollar Business Brain Know How – this icon gives you and your child the
chance to think at a higher level about futures business opportunities.



The focus in this chapter is on your child’s future world; their ideas count in shaping it.
Encourage your child to share their ideas at the Game-Changer’ icon



This Way to My Wealth: My 21C World Winner’s Career’s Plan 2020 +  $£¥ 
Top Tip: Given that a large part of human success in futures industries and business will be
grounded in a fuller knowledge of their DNA rainbow of gifts, innovative ability and infinite
capacity of their brain to learn and adapt. For your child to get the best out of this chapter they
will need to have done at least the Golden Foundations in Part I.
Brainbox: You will note the last icon includes a ‘human heart’, plus international currency
symbols and a person smiling. From the first I began writing about the discovery of children’s
talents, I pointed out that armed with that broader depth of knowledge about themselves, young
people are in a position to find careers that inspire and impassion them. Thus enabling them to
marry prosperity with personal happiness more easily – as many past ‘genius’ has done – often
by chance (Tynan 1997; 2003; 2004; 2008). Armed with the knowledge your World Winner now
has, plus the fresh opportunities they will see for themselves this century with this chapter in
part III of the World Winners programme. They stand a new and superior chance, in real,
practical terms, of self-actualisation on three levels: personal happiness, financial well-being
and realisation of their fullest DNA rainbow of gifts. Capitalising on their shape-changing ability,
as new opportunities emerge. As you and your son/daughter look at the new emerging
landscape, rich in this self-knowledge you now have. You can afford to think and plan for the
future with all these things in mind. Hence the heart, money and happiness in the ‘planning
icon’. Your future World Winner deserves to have it all!
Parent Navigation Check Point



Before you begin this chapter with your child, let’s revisit how the handbook and World Winner’s
programme began and arose, with some more facts from Part I.
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A 1/3 of Repetitive Jobs Done by Humans Done by AI – Great. Why?
We humans are worth more than that!
Equagen ® TM © Enables a Quantum Human Evolutionary Leap Forwards!
Established in Part I, is that AI constitutes a cheap labour force ‘design-built’ for historically
proven, mentally depressing, repetitive and thank-less jobs done by humans. Across areas such
as: manufacturing, home-care, cleaning, and construction for example. Some pundits see this
as a time when humans will stop work and get a hand-out from the state. While AI does the
work. This idea is fundamentally flawed on a number of inter-related levels – no matter the good
intent. The first problem with tis is that if we go that route the world will create an underclass of
humans more dependent on the state than at any other time in history. It will be no less a form
of slavery, placing a lid on people’s aspirations and confidence in themselves and their abilities
as the intelligence of AI rises. This will create the potential for conflict between AI and humans –
akin to sci-fi films such as AI. Where, if as we established in Part I, we revolutionise education to
fast forward the fullest emancipation of human talents and minds. We have the potential to form
a far more constructive relationship with AI, one that sees humans evolving and achieving more,
faster than they ever have before. As you know from Part I, this is one of the major reasons I felt
compelled to write two books on this. One to bring education not merely into the 21C but the
22C century, grounded in inter-disciplinary science. The other, to empower your child to take
that quantum evolutionary leap now, ahead of the changes that need to occur in education.
Human Beings as Creators and Game Changers in the Universe
Human beings are natural creators and game-changers. From wealth creation to creators of
new colonies in space that will change the universe itself as we know it. That’s how we humans
are built. In planning and thinking ahead for future careers and business opportunities every
young person growing up now should know this power. And be ready to apply it. With the fuller
power of the human mind, heritage of innovative thinking, and DNA rainbow of human gifts
unleashed. As I said in the beginning. What we will be able to achieve this century in terms of
our own evolution, creativity will make the likes of Lucy and Ex-Machina sci-fi look humble,
quaint and pale in comparison.
Step by step we have prepared the ground for your child to be a Future World winner in this
brave new futures Planet Earth, in a new global era, and the rise of AI.


Part I opened your child’s mind to the DNA rainbow of gifts that give them the Human
Winning Edge.



Part II Increased their capabilities to be faster, better more brain energy efficient knowledge
acquirers and excel in academic learning.



Here in Part III after ensuring your son/daughter is Billion Dollar Business Brain Ready and
World-Wise, ready to shape-change to grasp new opportunities faster, better than you or I
did or could in previous times of change.



Equipped with all this know-how here is the message to your son/daughter: this is a
liberating time where you now apply all you learned, and focus it on how to create your own
wealth, happiness and success. Via the benefit of informed thinking and data about diverse
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and futures growth areas in industry – as well as your own ability to create and set up a
business yourself. A trend that is always present wherever humans, new technology and
fresh challenge occurs.
Space: An Inter-galactic Business with Diversified Job Opportunity
It Takes All Kinds of Human Gifts to Build New Worlds
Established at the beginning of Part III. Space doesn’t constitute the final frontier for humankind
to explore. It comprises a new portal on every level for humanity. From bio-techs that will benefit
from this to mineral mining, it ultimately heralds the creation of new industries and jobs.
Futures Stocks Futures Jobs: It is Indeed Raining Diamonds on Saturn
Look at the hottest stocks in futures markets right now and they are all related to Space travel in
some shape or form. Here are some jobs from the not too distant future.
To make Space work for us, whilst AI and drones will have their role in exploration. In the end,
we need to test out and build this new world of life, business and exploration for the key drivers
in its creation. Ourselves: humans. That means investing in human talent to get the job done –
to our human satisfaction, comfort, dreams and desires.
If the internet and coding built Planet Virtual which created human jobs, you and I couldn’t have
dreamt of when we were growing up, like ‘what’s an ethical hacker?’ Space is already creating
jobs that our children will be working in in our lifetimes. Take a look at the ‘futures’ job advert
below – and it’s not fiction. It’s already here and happening.
Brainbox: Is it raining diamonds on Saturn? Science says there’s a likelihood it is!

$$
Okay, you and your future World Winner at home sitting comfortably? Let’s begin with a healthy
sprint through some of the major futures business growth areas and why they present specific
opportunities for humans – alongside AI. The emphasis on humans!


As you and your son/daughter look at all these options. Let your innovative thinking about the
industry areas let rip – you may have some great Game Changer ideas! Why not? Game
changer ideas are always generated in every industry by people with diverse gifts and unique
minds and life experiences; that would be you! Who knows you may be able to think up a gamechanger idea for how to fast-forward an industry you see here, faster, better. Or think up a new
business altogether. Why not? The speed of business will move faster in future. Those practised
and confident in their ‘game-changing’ ideas’ as well as their individual ‘shape-changer’
capacity, will be well-placed to win in this exciting futures business environment. Go for it!
 Inter-Galactic Opportunity: Sales Consultant, Asteroid-Mineral Mining 
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StarMines Inc is the leader in inter-planetary mineral and asteroid mining. Expanding rapidly
we are looking to maintain our new worlds lead by developing our sales team.
A supreme communicator with fabulous people skills. You will have an MBA majoring in interplanetary mineral mining and related business galixography for this rapidly developing industry.
Versed in travelling ‘star-ship’ miles in your current post. You will be an ambitious, confident,
self-starter, capable of opening up new markets and winning new clients in our successful sales
division.
Salary $350,000 basic + ‘galactic’ commission
Relocation for a family of up to two children is included in this generous package, as are free
inter-galactic flight passes for family visits back to Earth twice-yearly.
Fact or fiction? Asteroid Mining featured on business news on the BBC 3 rd Feb 2016.
Luxembourg’s planetary mineral mining is one of the futures hottest stocks. Rich in minerals
many new planets afford mining vast opportunities. Other, early explorative indications are that,
as you found out earlier: Saturn for example may indeed rain diamonds.
Futures Business Impact: Space industry findings such as this, takes the gilt of the
gingerbread of recent companies that are trying to do what General Electric Co. tried to do, back
in ‘ancient history’ in the last century: create synthetic diamonds and sapphires. Anyone
investing in that perhaps needs to think again, when with Space we may be able to import ship
loads of unique and naturally formed diamonds by the day…Notwithstanding the fact I am very
proud of an original and unique General Electric Co. star Sapphire! Everything does and must
move on!
A Word about Futures Salaries
Top Tip: Salaries: the figures and ‘deals’ I put in this and the other posts advertised here are not
set in stone. Always remember: you get what you negotiate. That will not change in future! More
on futures salaries, after we have read the ‘classifieds’ adverts together. All will be revealed!
Space and Sales: It’s a Human Thing Especially where Billions are involved
The most successful sales men and women in the world, in any field have mastered the human
mind in terms of how to create desire and the urge to buy – anything! They are the unsung
professors of psychology in this context. If you have heard the phrase, ‘s/he could sell ice cubes
to Eskimos’ the best sales women and men – could and can. This is because they can
overcome any objection another human being comes up with to buying a product. Regardless of
whether that objection is predictable or unpredictable. They have masses of empathy – which
makes them ‘read’ clients intuitively. Moreover top sales people have ‘gravitas’. A presence,
which instils in their clients a sense of speaking to someone with knowledge and above all
authority.
Whilst you could programme AI with a host of common objections people make not to buy. Sure
they have the knowledge. But they lack authority, gravitas and human empathy. As with a range
of human abilities we discussed in Part I. AI can emulate these but they don’t naturally have it.
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Who wants to buy from the apprentice when one can buy from the master? A master sales man
or woman has all this in the ton load.
People Buy People
For the reasons above, especially when people are parting with billions in future mining deals
for example. Corporate sales will continue to be an area that humans as opposed to AI not only
excel at but will lead in. It’s a human thing. People don’t just buy a product they buy a person –
when they purchase high end ticket items. They prefer that person to be the genuine human
article. Leaving AI to write up the bill and deliver the item – that sort of thing comes more
naturally to them and of course makes the whole business transaction cost effective for client,
salesperson and the business involved.
People often turn their noses up at careers in Sales – mistake. If you or your son/daughter is
reading this at home, consider this. On a long-haul flight to New Zealand, I was sat next to a
man that sold civil aviation planes. All he had to do was make one sale a year to make a few
million for himself. Imagine selling space craft…
Inter-Galactic Mineral Transportation
Spin offs from inter-planetary mineral mining in future will not just open up opportunities for
sales, but every aspect of business. From the engineering processes involved in mining
effectively to the successful transportation of precious commodities between planets, new
colonies and of course back to Earth itself. This will involve combinations of humans and AI until
AI can be ‘trusted’ not to do a Mutiny on the Bounty 21-22C equivalent! With no heart and no
loved ones to care about – whereas a human might think twice about absconding with all the
loot – AI may see it as a bid for digitized freedom. Although what they will do with all the money
– even they wouldn’t know. Hiring a human minimizes the problem by knowing how their heart
and mind works better. Now for something different…
Paris Fashion House: Innovative Visionary 3D Print Intelligent-Wear Creator

Following the success of our space-travel Spring 2030 collection. We are looking to expand our
wearable tech and space-wear range. Based in Paris you will be expected to collaborate with
our partners in the Space avionics industry, to research, design and test new fabrics for the
busy inter-galactic men and women in futures space travel. Qualified in 3D Print textile
production, you will have a proven record in innovative design to inspire a new generation of
space-worker. Ideal is that you possess an interest in pet-ware design, as we are keen to meet
global demand and open up an accessory tech label in the growing area of space-pet travel.
Salary $500,000 + profit share in creative ideas
Generous discount on wardrobe provided by our Fashion House included.
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Fact or Fiction? You must be hermit on Mars if you haven’t yet seen the fantastic wearable
tech and fused art/science designs that now dominate catwalks globally. The creative and
innovative fusion between fashion and tech has already bought us dresses that emulate the
scintillating iridescence of deep ocean marine life, and intelligent materials. Sensitive to
temperature they automatically ventilate us by ‘listening and responding’ to our body minute to
minute (Bloomberg 14-20 March 2016:45). And that’s just the beginning. As for the impact of
new technology in fashion and design combined with the Space industry already beginning to
blossom. At the time of writing there has been no less than 10,000 applications to NASA to
become astronauts. They all need to be clothed. Not just for the Moon, but other environments
they will encounter. Each planet will of course require specific tailoring and adjustments in
design. To ensure optimum survival capability as well as practical comfort and style!

3D-Printed Image © Tynan 2016

Futures Business Impact: 3D printing is already revolutionizing the availability and precisionfitting of tailored clothing. I’ve already had myself 3D printed! As above! This opens up new
possibilities for tailoring from us to our pets – even in Space! MINTEL, a leading report for
market trends and intelligence suggests that humanity spends just as much, if not more on its
pets than it does on each other. My dog is a great traveller – where I go she goes, Pluto – the
planet that is, wouldn’t put her off! Moreover, as my dog reminds me daily, we sent a dog into
Space first, before a human – when I ask her why? She replies ‘laughing’ through her canine
teeth: ‘because we’re smarter of course – now give me another treat and make it snappy.’ She
has a point; as does this futures job advert: the salary may not be that great in comparison with
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the other jobs we visited. But the profit share treat can be humongous given the reach one
person’s creative ideas will have in this expanding fashion market. Facilitated, via Space
exploration and associated spin-off businesses created.

Made By Humans Inc.
The 2030 Prize Winner of Universal Bespoke Craftsmanship
Seeks Gifted Master Carpenter to Join our Elite and Diverse Team

Following the successful expansion of our successful enterprise universally. We are looking to
appoint a new master carpenter. Skilled in your craft, you will have extensive knowledge of
period pieces very much in demand in new colonies in Space. Your self-confidence in your
innovative ideas, combined with your expertise in past periods of grace and style, will wow our
clients. As will your distinctive craftsmanship and styling.
With the rise of AI making our hand-crafted furniture and interiors ever more sought after. You
can look forward to being part of a truly special and company that works to deliver unique, and
high quality solutions for its discerning clients inter-galactically.
Salary $250,000 + company share option after 6 Earth months
Fact or Fiction? Neither classical style nor good taste ever go out of style. The luxury market
for goods and services has never been higher than it is at the time of writing this book. There
are trends to be gleaned and lessons to be learned from this market. Take the recent rise we
have seen in the demand for more retro luxury cars, such as the Morgan Plus 4 which
showcased very successfully at Geneva in 2014. Swiftly followed by a raft of orders from across
the world. In other luxury cars, we may have new technology that can create intelligent fabrics.
Yet, upholstered leather seats is not unusual in many prestige vehicles – the same goes for
planes.
Futures Business Impact: Albeit from furniture to ‘regular’ market cars, we see mass
production driven by robots. The same cannot be said for the luxury market. Value is already
increased in that market when something is made by human hand. This includes innovative new
pieces, handcrafted by human master carpenters. Imbued with the human spirit. Hand crafted
items comprise a life of their own, whose beauty in an era of AI will make us humans love and
value them all the more. Much as we
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We shall see increased demand in the luxury home and interior design market. A straight face
off between the ‘everyone can have this AI mass produced furniture’ and ‘this is a unique handcrafted’ piece market will evolve from what is currently only a ‘rich woman/man’s’ game.
For example, an acquaintance of mine bought a 17 th Century English mansion. A part of British
heritage, she was happy to maintain her home in the style it had been built. However, she soon
found this became very costly, - every time a gargoyle fell off and she had to replace it. Guess
how many craftspeople there are in the world that do this kind of specialist work? A mere
handful in comparison to other industries. Guess what that makes them? Two things:



Sought after! Being extremely in demand by discerning home owners – everywhere!



Expensive. They know that being masters of a niche craft in the world, they can, quite rightly,
charge what they like!

Same goes for other niche markets such as the maintenance of real crystal chandeliers for
example. Or those experienced in making and/or restoring prestige period pieces of elegant and
much sought after wood, such as Walnut.
Brainbox: Who knew? A member of the Royal Family in the UK has been ahead of this trend
for years, by setting up his own company, specialising in the timeless market of classic, great
design and style. Smart.
Top Tip: A major futures trend in the 2020s onward in the names of major companies and
industries, will be the replacement of the assignation of global, to the more futures friendly and
accurate: universal, galactic and/or inter-galactic. Virgin Galactic being the pioneers in this
futures trend of course! The name of business prizes and awards will follow suit, as with the
example in this futures advert.
We have already begun to see trends that are indicative of this in future. For instance, after the
massive success of IKEA. We are seeing a backlash trend take hold. It centres on individuality.
People don’t want to feel their home is like that of a battery hen’s, – all the same. They want to
either create themselves or buy unique pieces, to make their home more personal and
distinctive.
If you have a daughter/son with Clever Constructor in their DNA rainbow of gifts, and s/he loves
working with their hands. Let them think upon this and get a future niche market for themselves.
Even if they decide this makes them a side-line business, as opposed to their main income
stream derived from the application of other gifts in their DNA rainbow! It’s a nice futures sidebusiness to have! Got a wealth of other gifts in your DNA rainbow and waiting to be inspired? A
wealth of diverse careers and business ideas galore awaits you. Read on…

Ivy League Galactics - Mars Division: Project Leader, Martian Marine- Archaeology
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A born leader you will be a natural facilitator of inter-disciplinary specialists in this exciting
project. To be staged over the next 5 Earth years.
With a combined degree in Marine Biology, Geology and Martian Archaeology, you will be
familiar with the latest excavation and research techniques in all these areas.

Trained in SuMBiD: The Sustain Mars Bio-Diversity programme.
You and your family, as part of the existing Mars team, will partake of evolving bio-diversity on
this planet. With the opportunity to inform future architectural projects, informed by findings from
this ground-breaking Martian marine-archaeological excavation.
Remuneration: Earth Rates + Luxury Mars family accommodation + Space Severance Package
which includes two paid ‘home’ trips per year with generous leave options + Research grant
opportunities with successful completion of project.
Fact or Fiction? You will know already that the geology and archaeology of Mars is a galaxy of
its own yet to be fully understood. As a first step to helping humans colonise Mars,
understanding its past as well as its present, will help us understand its future and consequently
its role in sustainability. Both in terms of bio-diversity and ourselves. No use repeating the
mistakes we made on Earth in that regard! We must learn and progress from it. Starting with
better self-sufficiency. As two great masterpieces of book and film, previously cautioned us to
do: Dune in the 1960s the 2015 film Inter-stellar.
MarsX already has hundreds of thousands of young people from all walks of life and nations
ready to be the first Martians, housed in specially-designed space pods. Here is to them: today’s
bold s that will enable us to understand and harness Mars’ power.
Top Tip: Education at the higher level will have to place a far greater emphasis on combination
and inter-disciplinary degrees than it does now. Currently the whole system is far two
departmentalised. This is unwisely restrictive given the connections between inter-related and
sometimes not apparently related fields. Ignore these factors and you stifle innovative thinking.
Whilst the idea of combination degrees and more flexibility is already happening in pockets
across the world. We need to think, broader, bigger, better and get young people out of the
straight-jacket of too narrowly figured first degrees that belong to history not the future of
humankind. Before looking at universities and degrees way up all the pros and cons of degree
content as well as the opportunities it will or will not offer you going forwards. In this exciting,
new, unchartered era of discovery and exploration, upon which much business will be built.
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Futures Business Impact: We are literally only the scratching the surface of Mars. As we
progress to investigate this planet further, who knows what we will find? How it will impact our
view of ourselves? The way we live? Our perspective on the universe, science, even belief
systems. The list of the ways in which Mars will impact humanity and its evolution is limitless.
With that infinite prospect will come business and wealth creation ideas that are literally ‘out of
this World’.

 HealthCare Robotics Practitioner 
Graduate with Combined Degree in AI Mental-Wellbeing & AI-Human Relations

As part of our expanding Healthcare Robotics Programme, we are opening a new division. The
purpose of which is to:


Ease the strain on state healthcare provision to provide wider quality care.



Enable our gifted staff to develop innovative, new, cutting edge treatments.



Ensure the welfare of our AI assistants, via better understanding of software design.



Further development of positive AI-Human relations in the Healthcare environment.

A trained health care professional yourself, you will be as passionate about AI mental well-being
as you are at developing positive and constructive AI-human relations in the healthcare
environment. Confident in your innovative thinking, with excellent communication skills, both in
the context of AI and humans. You will be a team player, with the combined ability to work
happily on your own when required by the research projects you will play a key role in as a
HealthCare Robotics Practitioner.
Salary $150,000 PA + free ‘loan’ of Generation 1 Medi-Bot for home/personal use.
Fact or Fiction? In the space of the time it took me to write Part I, where RoBear – the real life
healthcare robot - first featured in this handbook and programme. Too many competitor
healthcare robots to mention here have ‘sprung to life’ around the world.
Futures Business Impact: For those reasons we discussed in Part I, and which began this
chapter. Robots present a long-term cost-effective futures choice for repetitive and often
thankless tasks in healthcare that can drain resources as well as people. Leaving those humans
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naturally gifted in ways that benefit the advancement of healthcare: Compassionate Knights,
Common Sense Kings and Queens, Brilliant Inventors, - to name just a few, to make the kinds
of advances we need now from Cancer treatment (I speak from painful personal experience on
that) to a new era of artificial limbs. Innovation in all these areas isn’t just down to ideas – it’s
down to time, and the repetitive but necessary crunching of Big Data – that we see in Microsoft
Cloud for example. Working hand in hand with AI to manage how we innovate faster, better.
AI Mental Well-Being? What’s that? Walk This Way…
As a new species on the evolutionary block, we should not underestimate the work to be done
on AI’s mental software health as well as our own. Already a couple of software glitches have
had AI swearing – and they aren’t really under any pressures yet! Similarly as we use them
more in our work, we will have to make the mental adjustment to this. This will mean adapting
our own psychology in smart ways to make this AI era work successfully for us as an evolving
human race. To achieve this we will need healthcare professionals and a new breed of AI
software-psychologists, qualified to take care of AI mental well-being as well as our own, as we
evolve conjointly as two species.
Unless there is a severe drop in world population, providing cost-effective and quality healthcare
will continue to be essential for the Earth’s nations and governments. Otherwise we risk going
back to a medieval time like the Black Death in 21C. Where AI can free up the minds and gifts of
our most brilliant healthcare professionals from experienced nurses to eminent consultants.
Within the medical context just stated. The marriage between AI and humans is one we must
embrace and cultivate in the name of better, smarter healthcare and treatments for future
generations. Add in bio-techs and other areas of research, as we travel into Space, and
immortality may no longer be a dream; another book another discussion. But it gives us all
something to think on!

Earth Human Heritage Centre
Professorship in World Human History and Classics

Upon our 2040 celebrations to commemorate the founding of the Earth Human Heritage Centre,
the trustees are seeking applications for the Professorship in World Human History and
Classics. Distinguished in your field, and already commanding the respect of your peers
universally. You will combine a passion for human heritage, natural leadership, supreme
communication skills and fantastic visionary ability, in order to take us onwards and upwards
into the next decade.
Remuneration is by way of a generous life-time allowance and residence in the
private chambers of Earth Human Heritage Centre.
(Please note: previous applicants need not apply)
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Fact or Fiction: If we haven’t yet set up this illustrious foundation we need to soon!
Futures Business Impact: An old adage but completely true: if we don’t know where we are
from, we can never really know where we are going. Nor can we build forwards as intelligently
as we otherwise would. History will remain important to us. Especially human history, if we are
to cease past mistakes, learn from them and evolve intelligently. If you have a child that is mad
about history and reading this with you. Albeit we have talked in the other career and business
roles about the future mostly. Learning from history is a huge part of creating our future success
as a species and planet. So budding futures professors of the Earth Human Heritage Centre –
go for it! Moreover, as we already discussed earlier in this book. Professor Steven Hawking is
not alone in thinking that we are not alone in Space. Who/what knows who/what we might meet
up with. Be they superior or inferior intellectually or whatever equivalent, shape or form we may
find them, or they find us. Having a strong sense of who we Earthlings are as a conjoined
human identity will be essential. Otherwise how else will we be able to communicate who we
are expeditiously? Meanwhile, any legal eagles out there? Next up, try this futures job on for
size…

Stellat Enterprise Corporate Attorneys LLP
Seeks Graduate with Pioneer Spirit for Inter-Planetary Mariner Law Division

A law graduate, you will bring first-class knowledge of Inter-Planetary Mariner Law, combined
with your natural entrepreneurial flair. With great people skills and appreciation of diverse
businesses, requiring inter-planetary mariner law advice. You will be confident with our top
Universal Fortune 50,000 clients. A natural pioneer, you will be enthralled at the idea of
travelling globally and galactically to develop our ever growing list of new clients in this rapidly
growing business area.
$250,000 PA associate level + (unlimited earnings potential)
Re-numeration commensurate with performance during 3 Earth months’ probationary period.

Fact or Fiction? The film Martian wasn’t kidding when it’s key character played by Matt Damon
‘informed us’ that inter-planetary law comes under the laws that governed and shaped mariner
explorations! It is in fact true. Want to become a big fish in future law? Study mariner law and
you are already on track to become a specialist in what will certainly become a key area of
futures corporate law, as both business and government relentlessly look to colonise and carve
up Space.
Futures Business Impact: As the Hitch Hiker’s Guide to the Universe fantasy book predicted:
AI, being naturally of dispassionate origins, and able to download facts without question. They
make for ‘perfect’ lawyers – and they will come cheap for governments. Ideal for dealing with
civil matters, whose primary aim is clarity, evidence, and justice (well that is what the law
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originally set out to be – even if it often falls short). In contrast, the more adventurous, ‘cut and
thrust’, unpredictable world of unchartered business opportunities in corporate law demands a
different set of abilities. Business isn’t dispassionate, often it is highly illogical and passionate –
yet works, - precisely because it is about people and what makes us tick. Lawyers in this
context are less about precedent than creating new precedents coincidental with new business
ventures and the new obstacles, challenges and opportunities they present. This kind of lawyer
can’t ‘logic their way out’ to solution find. They need a mix of adventure, people skills, innovative
thinking, natural business acumen, as well as the training and knowledge. R2 D2 no matter,
hellish cute, need not apply…
If your son/daughter is thinking of going into law they need to think about this in the context of AI
and plan to become not merely a lawyer, but an authority in a number of emergent business
areas. They will also need to plan to stay ahead by not resting on their laurels once they have a
few years practice in ‘nice’ law firm under their belt. Better to plan as it is, than as we would (or
not) like it to remain – in any field we are looking to build our first career. I emphasise first, for as
we have seen our shape-changer capacity will be paramount to continued success, happiness,
and prosperity. More than at any time previously. Remember: keep using this in-built power you
have!

Prestige Leisure Group Star System Escape Resorts  Inc. Seeks:
Visionary Hospitality & AI Fleet Manager

Are you a graduate in hospitality and AI Fleet Management? Passionate about this growth
industry? Would you like to join us and train in our Universally acclaimed hospitality programme
before taking on an exciting role in one of our new Star System Escape Resorts? Set to
revolutionize the word ‘luxury’ in the Space leisure industry? We would like to hear from you!
An eye for detail, complemented by your personal panache. The clients that visit our awardwinning Star System Escape Resorts will adore your dedication to ensuring every aspect of their
‘escape’ from arrival to departure, makes them feel a special star.
As part of our continuing commitment to remaining the market leaders in our industry. After
receiving our bespoke training, an exciting part of your role will involve working in collaboration
with our AI hospitality design team. To create enhanced holiday experiences, supported by new
AI applications for the enjoyment of the families who holiday in our Star System Escape resorts.
Remuneration:
Based on Mars, you will enjoy all the luxury benefits of our flagship ‘Mars-Escapes’ resort for the
duration of your training and Earth years contract with us.
Family members welcome to join you.
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Complementary return Star Class Tickets to Earth twice yearly

Salary and benefits package negotiable dependent upon successful completion of training
and probationary period in your role as Visionary Hospitality and AI Fleet Manager in one of
our popular, prestige Star System Escape Resorts.
Fact or Fiction? Following visionary pioneer Sir Richard Branson and partner founders of
Virgin Galactic, we mentioned earlier. Civilian flights in Space will inevitably be followed through
with demand for luxury holidays in Space replete with resorts akin to Star System Escape
Resorts Inc. above. Why not stay over in Space and enjoy a stop-over in the lap of AI and
human luxury. Whilst you relax by the pool (full of diamonds from Saturn) and order another
‘Stellar-Smart Fruit Smoothie’.

Futures Business Impact: The wealth of opportunity that Space tourism opens up for business
is too galactic to ignore. Let’s be honest, if you are reading this, and money was currently no
object. Wouldn’t you be just a tad tempted to book tickets for yourself and your children – and
have a taste of Space?

50% off Star System Escape Resort Holidays
When You Book Before End of June 2040
As with all markets once opened, competition commences and prices do and will fall. We may
be looking at nearer the 2050s than 2030s perhaps for you to enjoy the kinds of resorts like Star
System Escapes. But this will create new human jobs in bespoke tourism looking to provide that
legendary desirable ‘human touch’ we currently associate with the world’s most luxury services.
Coupled with the benefits of ever more hospitality-tailored AI. Hmm, sounds lovely not just for a
holiday, but to work there! Not your thing? How about this…
Chief Designer Required: Self-Sustain Space Pods

Infinity Human Lifestyles Design Inc.
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An abstract thinker and natural constructor with a flair for invention and innovation, you will be a
graduate with a combined degree in architectural design, diverse edible plant life and bio-tech
foods. A new and welcome member of our team, you help us create the next generation of selfsustain space pods. The role involves inter-galactic travel on a regular basis. To work in situ on
our planet test sites, where we aim to develop a new range of space pod designs around human
ergonomics, practicality, and the life-sustaining principles that informed the birth of our company.
You will enjoy working with a like-minded team of creative and caring individuals. Ambitious to
enhance the lifestyle design qualities of our products for existing and new customers, across
human colonies in Space.
Remuneration:
o
o
o
o

‘Luxury King’ Family Size Space Pod for duration of contract
Patent Design Share
Star-Ship Miles Allowance.
Base salary negotiable post 3 Earth month probationary period.

Fact or Fiction? If caves were our ancestral home on Earth. Pods will be our futures home on
other planets for some time to come – until your son/daughter designs something better! Pods
are already being built for extant projects destined for Mars.

Futures Business Impact: In the same way that once our ancestors began to travel, they
‘invented’ bivouacs, T-Pees, Prairie wagons and caravans. When the gypsy, wandering spirit in
us humans, hand in hand with our need to feed and shelter ourselves meets inhospitable
planets. The need for practical, reliable and self-sustaining ‘lifestyle’ pods are the best way to
go. Self-survival capability ‘in built’ into our exploration will be vital, catalysing our ability to
cultivate barren land, create our own food in our dwellings – and prosper as human beings
abroad in the universe.
Until we figure out how to make these environments more conducive to human inhabitation
and/or adapt ourselves in anatomical and evolutionary terms. Pod design looks set to be growth
area. One can envisage a range of these with many companies vying in terms of what their
particular self-sustain ‘flat pack’ home offers the buyer. With options ranging from ration-starter
kits for home grown food for a short planetary sojourn, to full-blown self-styled ‘soil-changing’
packages for clients looking to stay over longer. Saving us all the strife Matt Damon’s character
went through in Martian. Customer market range? Business and industry to individuals
employed in contracts in the new ‘overseas’. With the market back on Earth not to be ignored, in
the light of the hostile climate changes we have seen in recent times, and its impact on
agriculture as well global economics. China has already begun experimenting with costeffective, self-sustaining homes for individuals and families. An idea also popular in France as
part of its strong eco-drive.
As Promised…another Word about Futures Salaries
When I was a kid growing up in Dubai, the UAE (god I loved that place!) a Mars Bar at the
school tuck shop cost 2 Dirhams, a bag of potato chips in UK 2.5 pence! Peanuts in cost terms
today. Inflation is another perennial life certainty. But what about money itself? There are various
pundits predicting that money as we know it will disappear. Hmm. Whilst I think we all agree that
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carrying cash is a thing of the past. The need to feel financially rewarded for our efforts, and the
benefits that brings us personally doesn’t look like a human trait that will disappear any time
soon. However, what may be more diverse and open to discussion this century is the precise
ways in which we are re-numerated. What is likely to happen next and why, shouldn’t be seen
as new.
Historically, how we humans are financially rewarded for the work we do has never been a one
size fits all affair of a nice, neat, cheque in the post or BACS transfer. Look back at the ancient
mariners that replenished the once impoverished gold vaults of Queen Elizabeth I’s era. Some
called them pirates, others pioneers and adventurers – they risked life and limb daily out at sea,
crossing oceans, fighting battles. They had a ‘base salary’ to sustain them – but they were after
a greater prize. Vast personal wealth – in reward for the hardship, personal sacrifices and
journeys they made daily.
In future as we embark into the next vast ‘ocean’ for humanity to explore in Space, it will be risky
but hellish exciting and rewarding all at the same time. Ask AI to take a risk, and it gets busy
weighing up the pros and cons logically. So busy. AI just missed the split second chance a
human saw to jump in and grasp a new job, and/or business opportunity to win big for
themselves, and their loved ones.

Parent Navigation Check Point 
If your son/daughter is currently about to graduate and is more interested in the debate about AI
versus Human Rights, and how we will all be re-numerated in futures jobs. Check out the
Advanced Billion Dollar Business Brain Know-How point below. But not before getting yourself
ready for an ‘impassioned’ discussion, with a cup of your favourite brew, and your slippers on;
you will find plenty of timely food for thought here.
Alternatively if you and your son/daughter want to get straight to the planning ahead for their
future careers and business in 21C, then you are ready. Go do!


$  $
Mind-shift From Mass AI Workers to Priority Rights of Diverse Human Talent
Space both a risky business and unchartered territory on every level this century. Exemplified in
the ‘classified’ ads we just swept through. The ways futures business ventures ‘pay’ people will
be diverse. With more emphasis on packages tailored to the industry, location, task, individual
talent, risk and objectives, negotiated on a one-off basis. Essential both for the upward rise of
humanity and our young people is that however we are re-numerated in future. It matches the
diverse talents, energy, effort and effective time a person puts into an endeavour whilst in a
business’ employ.
What about equality and fairness? I hear you ask. So glad you did! Let us
think ahead. Something we can’t often rely on governments to do. All this will require an
economic and political mind-shift in the context of unions for example, where traditionally their
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priority in industry has been on championing masses of worker’s wages as opposed to
championing the import of individual human talent. In the AI era the industry masses will be
robots not people. For instance in car manufacture AI already are the masses.
Developing, championing and upholding specifically diverse and individual human talent isn’t
the sole job of education, parents and young people themselves. It is the job of all political
parties and business. If they wish humanity to move onward and upward in the stellar
evolutionary proportions it is easily capable of – as we saw in the Golden Foundations, in Part I.
Where governments, business and trade unions work to aid this stellar evolutionary rise of
diverse human talent in humanity, they will be rewarded with brilliance and untold benefits from
this and future generations. Where they do not, in an era of AI young people will overthrow and
replace them, - and rightly so!
With the political, business and trade union emphasis firmly on respecting, rewarding and
cultivating diverse human talent. The prospects for young people humanity and our planet are
infinite, hand in hand with their right to negotiate pay deals tailored to both their own as well as
employer/business needs and opportunities. Supported by a framework of international and
inter-galactic 21C business laws purpose built for this era. Not my field. Back to those budding
futures lawyers out there: fancy a career as an innovative inter-galactic AI and Human Rights
Lawyer?


Fired up by what I said? Don’t sit there like a Lemming! Be a Game-Changer. Join the Equagen
® TM © debate on-line. It’s your future. Shape it, - I already know you can.

 $£¥ 
Feel ready to plan your future first career and/or business? Time to take a short break at home,
because you don’t have the full futures story of growth opportunities yet.


You may want to take some time to discuss what we just visited at leisure now, and in the
coming week. Then return later to the next set of options and activities to inspire your
future career and business choices.



The activities comprise an interactive Futures Knowledge Enrichment session.



As with everything else in the World Winner’s Programme, this knowledge should be
common place in schools – but isn’t.

Either way you do this, what matters is that you will be the most informed parent and child on
the planet! Ready to do smart futures careers planning for yourselves.

$  $
Humans are Natural Colonisers: It’s in Our DNA
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Humans are natural colonisers. Colonisation is a strong survival drive and precious aspect of
ourselves that has for too long been ignored in education. As long as it does it provides an
imbalance that isn’t especially helpful to our young people growing up on this planet today, as
they wake up each morning. What do I mean? I think you at home reading this already know…
Futures Emphasis on Conservation and Colonisation in Equal Measure
Two Major Growth Areas Ripe With More Futures Human Jobs
For the best part of this century so far, we have focussed our children’s education on
conservation. This is good. However at the same time, whichever way you want to stack it this is
the message from us adults our children wake up to every day: ‘honey, you know what? We
had a great time when we were your age, we burned tons of fossil fuels, pumped ‘stuff’ into the
oceans and rivers unthinkingly, drove fuel-guzzling cars recklessly, - and well we had a blast
without any regard whatsoever to the environmental legacy we might be leaving you guys – now
you have to clean it up…’ Nice. Not. Admirably young people have taken up this challenge. It is
beautiful to see.
For decades now, there have been prolific visionaries working hard to prevent the current
environmental catastrophe we see. HRH Prince Charles was one of them. He began working to
educate the world and conserve nature at a time when no one listening as well as they should
have. To his royal credit, he has never said: I told you so. He’s too noble for that and practical:
he has always placed an emphasis on the important role that basic agriculture and farming has
in effective conservation.
As food becomes more scarce on this planet, and healthy debates about genetically modified
products take place. Conservation as well as colonization of Space represents two massive job
growth areas. But they need not be in conflict with business and industry – but work hand in
hand with it – to find solutions together. Good and responsible industry recognizes both.
Beginning in the 1960s with the aforementioned visionary sci-fi book Dune by Frank Herbert. In
which the scarcity of fresh water and the need to recycle and conserve was paramount for
survival. The recent InterStellar and Martian Hollywood films, we briefly visited earlier also,
underscore the better ‘self-sufficiency’ challenges we humans face both in terms of colonisation
of new planets and conservation here on Planet Earth. Those nations born of desert conditions
have much to teach the rest of the world. It isn’t coincidental that in the books and world of
Dune, there are inferences of Arabic. Take the UAE. When I arrived there as a little girl, the
beauty of the desert landscape dominated the horizon. With vision, determination and smart
investment they created a region rich in innovative ideas, from the desalination plants they built
to turn sea-water into fresh water, to being major financial proponents of futures Space
industries.
Time to Go Back to the Future with Astronomy
The ancient African Dogon tribe did it with an accuracy that shocked even NASA. The
Babylonians, Greeks, Egyptians and Mughals and desert peoples did it. What’s that? They
taught kids about astronomy. Ask a kid from any of the above ancient civilisations I just
mentioned about astronomy and they would put each of us to shame today. This knowledge is
of use to all our children going forwards. I can’t think of a better time to put astronomy back on
the curricular in schools than now.
Better Practical ‘Green’ Knowledge with Focus on Botany
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Reflecting upon these facts and those human jobs and business opportunities we have visited
thus far. To give our children the best chances for the future. We need to prepare our children
far better than we are doing now for the challenge of Earth conservation and Inter-Stellar
colonization – in equal measure. By providing them with a more in-depth, practical grounding in
cosmic knowledge and horticulture and botany. Biology at school for example now is far too
generic and broad in comparison to the practical knowledge this and future generations need in
understanding how to really sustain themselves. The idea that you get food from a supermarket
will be insufficient to the task of being more self-sufficient at home as well as abroad in Space in
this new era. Similarly how’s your Galixography? You may know zilch now. But in a minute you
will be able to say ‘fantastic thank you!’ Here’s where you and your/son take one giant step
forward for humanity with the fast-track starter course in Galixography, Horticulture and Botany
with the Futures Worlds Essential Knowledge Session, - next. With dedicated Templates $5a-e.
Knowing what you will learn literally opens up worlds more of human talent and job opportunities
for your brilliant sons and daughters going forwards – which is what this programme is all about.
Going forwards, onwards and upwards! Hoorah!
But first, time for Winning Team you and your son/daughter to discuss the main points:



How much do you know about other planets and/or the potential for colonisation?



Why is it important to balance Earth Conservation with inter-stellar colonisation?


Game-Changer Question: What other kinds of human job creation can you envisage, in thinking
about both Earth Conservation and inter-stellar planetary colonisation?

$$$
Futures Worlds Essential Knowledge Session.
I am most grateful to the Queen Elizabeth II’s former gardener at Windsor Castle for his help in
the botanical section of this session and activity. I’ve now got the ‘botanical bug’ as well as the
astronomy one! Every time I have included astronomy in my maths seminars for teachers and
children alike they have loved it. Hope you and your child do too! Here goes.
How to get the best out of Templates $5a-$5e for you and your child:
 The Astronomy session in Templates $5a-b is best done at night, at home
 Nothing beats being out in nature itself when learning about horticulture and botany.
 Make Templates $5c-e an active part of a day out in the park/country/garden.
 Combined Templates $5a-$5e make for a great weekend of doing, getting out in the country
and/or park or garden during the day – then in the evening finishing off with stargazing,
thinking about our galaxy when it is best seen at night.
What you will need:


Your imagination
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A treat for you both as always! A great way is to complete your evening star gazing is to
watch your favourite sci-fi film together, before planning ahead for future World Winning
careers. Ready to rule the world? You will be soon.



See you on Jupiter, Saturn and Mars in Template $5a.
Post - Sojourn into Essential Botany and Galixography

 Find this foundation knowledge has made you more curious, asking more questions? Or
changed your thinking on career and business planning for your future?

 Either way the point was to make you think, and to open up your horizons even further.
Combined with all the other elements in this programme you now have an excellent platform
from with to plan and launch into future smartly and confidently. Well done. Give me high
five!




Game-Changing ideas for the areas you visited in Galixography and Botany? Discuss and write
them down now. Remember from Part I: no one has the corner on innovative new ideas – your
spin on all these areas as a unique person with your own DNA rainbow of gifts and life
experiences – whether you are 7 or 70 counts!
If you are all fired up and ready now to move straight to the career planning for yourselves. Go
right ahead to the next template and interactive activity.
Thinking instead: start your own business? Go to D.I.Y. Futures Business Start Up!

 $£¥ 
This Way to My Futures Wealth: My 21C World Winner’s Careers Plan 2020 +
Template $6 gives your child with a step by step guide to ultra-personalised business and career
plan for their personal health, happiness and success in the 2020s+
How to get the best out this activity for you and your child:
 Keep you and your child’s focus on short answers – dicuss then narrow down
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 This will help you precision plan – all the way!
What you will need:


Have your My 21C World Winner’s Plan to hand



To plan soundly, you will need to re-visit your child’s DNA rainbow of gifts that form their
Winning Edge as human beings evolving in an era of AI

Brainbox: Remember when you have done this plan that our human shape-changer capacity is
there to be used and applied in response to rapid change.


Re-visit and revise your plan accordingly and you will excel and proser in 21C.



Of that I have no doubt!
Thinking of Starting Your Own Business Instead?

Some of your sons/daughters reading this with you may have been focused on this one
objective, since Part II. If that is the case, you will recall that at that point I had said that you
were not ready to plan effectively to set up a business, minus the world-wise, business knowhow and futures insight you would gain here from Part III first. One more point completes your
foundation knowledge about business and its import in 21C. It is a lesson that every young
person needs to appreciate: let’s talk wealth creation and why it is especially important in an era
of AI.
Parent Navigation Check Point



If you feel that your child already gets the Advanced Billion Dollar Business point below. Then
please move on to the D.I.Y. Fast Track 21C Business Start Up session. If not then this next
short reading and discussion session is something you shouldn’t skip.
For young people to appreciate the import of business, they have to be able to see past the fog
that politics can sometimes bring, so they can think smartly for themselves. This is especially
the case in areas such as Europe, UK and USA at the moment where due to a lack of education
on these issues. Wealth creation via business has become something demonised, rather than
appreciated, respected and understood as the bedrock upon which countries as well as public
services such as health and education – were made possible. Moreover, envy culture is
counter-productive. It can put many young people off starting their own business for fear of envy
from peers. That’s why I felt it important for me, you and our children to talk about this, clear the
fog, and get to the import of wealth creation via business for young people.

$$


The Import of Human Wealth Creation in a World of AI
This subject takes on a greater significance in human evolution. In an era of AI. Namely, our
ability to create wealth ourselves is essential to the future success of humans where many
mechancial jobs of the past for example will most certainly be done by AI.
Before We Can Share the Wealth We have to Create It.
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AI already have their future role in business designed for them. We humans can evolve and
build our own future to open up the potential for more human talent to be discovered,
developed, employed and cultivated. As we have done in this programme. The other way we
humans can best evolve ourselves and our well-being is to use all that wealth of untapped
talent, innovative thinking and creativity in business as well as all fields of endeavour to create
wealth of mind, body, spirit and global economics. Only by being involved in that wealth
creation can future generations shape the world and future world(s) we will colonise for the
better. Wealth creation is good. It makes everyone feel good!
Forget Pundits that Say Hand-outs in an AI Era is Best for Humanity – It’s Not!
Scientifically Our Minds and Bodies Aren’t Built That Way
Brainbox: Politics may as well argue with the law of gravity in physics on this, as with the facts
we shared from science in Part I. Scientifically, our animal mind is one that is riven with, and
needs a purpose in order to remain sane. This is not theory but fact. Experiments have shown
this for decades. It is the way we have evolved as animals.


For example, in psychology experiments with mice who were provided with everything they
needed without having to work, first became aggressive, then overweight, and ultimately,
tragically depressed (Salk Institute USA in Tynan 2004).



In contrast, those mice who had a focus, purpose and meaningful work to do each day; got
along better and were healthier in mind and body (ibid).



Looking at the data over decades it is little wonder that a high incidence of depression is
associated with perhaps well-intentioned, but ultimately the negative mental effect of ‘sit
down’ money.



Creativity and purpose is a natural human endeavour creating good business to carry us
forwards financially and innovatively is not only natural, but essential to our well-being and
evolution on every level in an era of AI.
The Truth is Out! Your Kid Guessed it: There is No Tooth Fairy!

We are the tooth fairy! Each one of us capable of magic in our own way, just as our Mum’s and
Dad’s placed a coin under our pillow, we want to be able to do the same for our children going
forwards.
Wealth creation isn’t just about personal fulfilment. Research shows that when most people feel
financially secure they are happier to share, donate and become philanthropists. In Part I: The
Golden Foundations we saw how this potential for humanity can be increased ten-fold when
with the World Winner’s programme we unlock the latent gifts in our children that obsolete
education systems left behind.
Rooted in the emancipation of the real wealth of nations you and I are enabling with the
identification, cultivation and celebration of a wider rainbow of human gifts education has done
so far.
The potential for a huge blossoming of a myriad of diverse new businesses and wealth creation
that goes with it now exists. Like dessert orchids blooming after a spring shower.
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This in turn will lead to innovation and development in all fields – faster better than before,
because your generation will have a superior self-awareness of your gifts and abilities, and how
to capitalise on them. Than previous generations.
So… future World Winner’s if you want to start a business 21C: don’t think about it too long! Do
it! Using the fast-track guidance up next. You are now ready to go for it in a big way!


Summarise for yourself the main points regarding the import of business and wealth
creation for humans



Discuss why human wealth creation via 21C business is vital in an era of AI

$ $
Futures Biz Star D.I.Y: Fast Track Business Start Up
Even if you have a natural gift for entrepreneurship in your DNA rainbow of human gifts, you
don’t want to have to fall down every available rabbit hole making past mistakes of others. At the
same time, with all the DNA rainbow of gifts that you have why spend your life working for
others and getting paid a fraction of what you are worth, when you could do the same thing for
yourself and get paid all you are worth? In recent times, and for too long, people have stumbled
later into business than they should or could have. Now you young brilliant things reading this
with your Mum/Dad don’t have to wait. Short form? Every person interested in starting a
business can learn and benefit from this D.I.Y Fast Track business session. Enjoy! Before we
begin the practical session together. Let’s look at the kinds of business that last – ‘good ones’.
Good Business Means Great Business: Models Built to Last
Be it the man/woman who just set up a small business and/or the CEO of a global or futures
galactic business.
 Good business understands that it is the ideas, talent and innovation of people that
ensure the bottom line of profitability. Those businesses that don’t recognize this stagnate
or become extinct fast. In an era of AI this point is a must for any new business to
prosper successfully.
 In 21C, get the talent, people and AI management, leadership, innovation and profits
right, and wealth will be self-perpetuating over many generations. This is because good
business doesn’t stand still. Good business marries state of the art business know-how
with sound ethics and revels in competition.
 Good business having excelled it creates many human and AI jobs. Then comes the
bonus point? What? Philanthropy – the basis upon which many ‘free’ education and
government provisions are built upon. It all begin with one person’s gifts, vision, focus,
effort and energy. That person could be you. Why not? I believe in you.
The offspring of all these factors? A model of business built to last and adapt over many
generations. Creating wealth on multiple human levels.
How Do You Know You are Ready to Set Up in Business?
Sometimes you do, sometimes you don’t. The main thing is when you feel you want to, can or
have to! You know what you are doing and win. Now your son/daughter will. Talk is cheap. Let’s
do this!
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Each of the detailed steps and advice below are summarised in Template $7.



Any time you and your son/daughter need to think about setting up your own business.



Together, each of the detailed steps below, later summarised for you in Template $7 provide
you with a solid framework from which to plan and work to do so.

How to get the best out of this activity:
 All the steps are vital to starting up in business successfully.
 Decide if you are going to do all the steps as one or a number of sessions together.

 Then dedicate focus time accordingly.
 Celebrate and treat yourselves as always after your 21C World Winner’s activity!
What you will need:
 Either a tablet and/or flip chart for idea noting, brainstorming and sharing.
 Your favourite water, fruit/tea/coffee beverage and favourite healthy nibbles for energy!
 Mind-refresh times built in: play with dog; go out for a walk; dip in the pool…

 Then you are ready to focus again and do what I know will be a great job.
Brainbox: there are loads of quotes and legends from successful business that didn’t really
plan as much as just set off. However, bet your bottom dollar, that once they had learned
through a lot of trial and error how not to start or launch their business, they all did things better
next time around. Past greats in business American orphan Steve Jobs, Britain’s Anita Roddick
and African-American Catherine C.J Walker all have very different businesses in very different
ways. Businesses are successful are as diverse as the gifts of the people that created, ran and
worked in them. However what all these three people knew was the people in their market and
how to win them over. Hence whilst the steps below are not intended to provide a formula for
all business success. They do provide a concise framework of the elements all successful
business share! Beginning with session one: defining, knowing and establishing who your
market is.

$$
Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step #1
Markets and Your Business: Half Life or Full Life in the Context of AI?
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Vital before you invest any time energy or money at planning stage. You need to find out: does
your market audience have life and legs? Establish if, who, how big, is: your intended biz
market.
Ask yourself who is your market audience?
How does your business fill a market need?
Does your intended business have legs in the context of futures trends and AI?
Assess this from a triangulated ‘three point’ view, grounded in research:


Does research show AI can/will be able to deliver this service cheaper, faster?



Cost/benefit analysis: if you were a customer of your future business would you personally
be willing to pay a little extra for the ‘human touch’?



Time analysis: on the inside how long will it be before AI can displace your ‘service’?

Decision Time


If after looking at this triangulated data your conclusion is that your business doesn’t have
‘legs’. Stop now. Think about a new business idea, then return to question 1.



If after looking at the triangulated data you conclude this business idea does have legs. Then
continue now to #2.
Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step #2
USP v Competitors


Industry sectors are full of competing businesses that have USP unique selling points –
be they on-line, off-line or both. This will only increase going forwards this century.



What’s your USP?



What do you offer that your competitors can’t/don’t?



Have you applied Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM ©?



Draw up a list, based on what you know you can deliver at start-up stage.

Brainbox: Unless we are talking a completely new invention and market, investors want facts
not wish lists.

Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step #3
Drawing Board to Business – What do You Need to Make it Happen?


When asking yourselves this it is useful to take a leaf out of Elon Musk’s way of doing things.
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Case Study Silicone Valley Billionaire Elon Musk, Space and Rockets
When Elon Musk wanted to break into the space industry. He tried to source a rocket. Already a
billionaire, he treated this venture as a start-up – flying not first class for example, but cheap
coach to Russia. With one objective: to try and locate and buy an old rocket. When he was
shown one but offered what he considered an unreasonable price on it. He flew back, thought
again, and realised that it would be just as cheap if not better altogether to make his own rocket.
He did it.
Brainbox: Moral of the story? Don’t waste money by buying or doing something you can
already do yourself. For example, when my father and mother started a business, it was just
them, a phone and an office. My mother did the cleaning – she never thought to hire someone
to do that! Even when they began to build the business. The same applied. To do otherwise was
a waste of money.


Your aim should be to trial the business as most cost-effectively as you can.



If it isn’t going to work you can find out fast, without wasting money unnecessarily.



On the other hand if it does work out, then you can start building confidently, fast.



Resource: what do you need in terms of funds for products, people and overheads?



In thinking about this keep it simple, cost effective – by that I mean it all stacks up.

Critical Path: Investment to Profit – Does it Stack Up?
Ignore this and whatever else you are doing, you are not building a business. This is where
many so called businesses in places such as UK, Europe and USA ‘caught a cold’ when
government funding was withdrawn. Truth is they weren’t running a business or creating wealth
and profits as much as using hand outs from government to create jobs, and deliver a service.
Fine until the hand out ran out.


Be realistic with yourselves about cost of setting up



Be ruthless about the kind of profit you are likely to make – be totally honest



If it ‘stacks up’ the business should ‘wash its face’ financially about year three

Brainbox: This last point and time-scale is where the finance bubble of tech in Silicon Valley
has recently burst. Social media for example is fine, but it has to pay back the investors who
helped launch it. At the moment most models rely on gathering private data about people and
selling it on for example for retailers to target their advertising. Where that doesn’t work many
tech start-ups draw a blank business and finance-wise. Leaving investors fed up waiting for
way past 3 years or more without financial reward. You won’t be that kind of business. You are
now wise to how all this works!
Top Tip: Why the magical ‘three years’ projection I mentioned earlier? Most businesses’ path
from initial start-up and investment to making profit goes through a regular curve. With breakeven point ordinarily occurring at around the three year mark. After which, with good
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management, and attention to factors such as talent, market, product quality and service. They
business can then look forward to making actual profit – that being the surplus that extends past
any initial investment and over-heads.


Where you are thinking of launching a new invention – the curve we have just visited will be
trickier to predict, if it has not gone past the design and pilot stage.



If your new business involves a new invention. Get past the last stage and you have a
clearer foundation from which to assess what you will need to take it to market and make a
profit – all important when finding and locating investors as we shall see in a moment.

Top Tip: This brings me to Tim Draper a wonderful billionaire tech and business investor in the
USA. His advice to inventors? If Bloomberg quoted him correctly: invent something people want
and need. There is another way to put this: otherwise if you are looking to build a business with
the invention - what’s the point?
Having done the ‘hard thinking’ you should now be able to ascertain how much money you need
to start up and when you expect to break even and why.



Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step # 4: Show Me the Money
Have you got the money to get started?



If not you will have to convince someone else to give you that money: a bank, private
investor, family member.



In each case never assume anything about your investor.



Unless they have a particular passion for your product remember investors invest because
they believe they will make a profit. They speculate to make more money.



It’s your job, grounded in everything we just discussed up to this point, to convince first
yourself and then the investor your business is worth their investment.



If you ask yourself would I invest in this business? And the answer is no. Go back to step #1
and start again. If your answer is yes. Then you are ready to sell the idea to investors.
Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step #5: Sell, Sell, Sell
Use Your Presentation Skills to Your Business Idea to Investors

As I have shown on TV. You can teach a kid to pitch successfully – where s/he knows how to
put together a winning presentation. Revisit the business presentations section of Part III here to
remember how to do a winning presentation yourselves. If your idea is innovation based –
revisit that specific session to familiarise yourself once again. You winning sales presentation
should tell a short, great, dynamic ‘story’, with a beginning middle and end as follows:


Wow factor at the opening – blow the audience away with a great start to engage their
interest immediately.



Define your USP and why it gives you the edge over competitors.
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Show that your USP has Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM ©



Define your market – it should be global in today’s world.



Show how your business idea stacks up financially



Don’t bore the audience with too much detail. Do show evidence of where and how you
arrived at the precise figures you are quoting from investment to profit.



State personal skills and talents and/or experience you possess to make it work



Be ready to answer and overcome objections powerfully grounded in fact.



Practice doing this and the presentation, well before ‘the day’.
Investor Angels v Demons: Beware

Brainbox: beyond family and friends there are many different types of investor and
organizations that promote reputable ones, via local chambers of commerce for example.
Source those as well as banks and do your research on all of them. You want an angel not a
demon! Just as investors want to know the facts about you. You need to know and be shown
evidence for the facts about the investor. Some are real some are fake. It is up to you to find
out. Do your homework and you it is well worth the work.
There is No Shame in Moonlighting
Top Tip: Finding an investor can take time. This can be frustrating – don’t let it wear you down.
Keep going. There’s a saying from the old books: if you want to make god laugh, tell him your
plans. With the best will in the world, even the best laid plans can go awry due to unforeseen
circumstances. If you are in a situation where you don’t have any savings and yet want to start a
business. Chin up! Many a fabulous business man/woman started life just that way. So what did
they do? They still had to eat and pay the rent/mortgage and live. They moonlighted: they took a
menial job doing something in the meantime that still allowed them to pursue their business
dream. There is no shame in this. Remember Bernice from the beginning of Part III here? The
brave and beautiful young lady who set up the fantastic beauty business? Moonlighting in a
meat packing factory initially was one way she achieved this.

Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Step #6
The Golden Rule of Entrepreneurship: No Gain without Quantified Risk-Taking
Born entrepreneurs know this inherently. Others can find the concept of risk-taking
disconcerting. Don’t let it put you off. The unscientific law of business is your plan can be great
on paper. But you will never really know until you try. If you never try you will never know what
you could have achieved. A quantified risk is less swashbuckling but also smarter. You’ve done
the math, if that works – now try. Celebrate the wins, learn from the non-wins, and never beat
yourself up for trying. Regardless of Hollywood films that fuel the myth to the contrary: there is
really no such thing as overnight success. There is just success. Some kinds take longer than
others. All take work as well as talent to achieve. Plus you taking the first step…
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Embrace the Entrepreneurial Adventure!
If Life Doesn’t Happen in Straight Lines Neither Does Business
When people talk about going into business they often describe it as a venture – a word that
actually means dangerous! So is parachuting, climbing Everest, going deep sea diving, point to
point horse-racing, flying, or roller-blading! But we humans love that! Being human, danger is in
fact our middle name. We ‘grew up’ on this planet with it. Following my suit of being over the
years in various business, from sourcing venture capital for business, to taking up my mother’s
role in the family business after she died. When a friend asked me if she should go into
business on her own. She was afraid of the risks. I told her even if it didn’t take off. What was
worse: going for it and having a great adventure in life that would be exhilarating? Or staring into
her soup as an old, grey-haired lady wondering ‘what if?’ In exactly the same way as we
prepared your child to set off ready to conquer the world of Ivy Leagues – that is no mean feat.
We have prepared them here for the challenge of business as future 21C World Winners. They
begin with a better foundation for success than any generation previous be it in their academic
study or staring out in business. So if this is your and their dream do it.

$$$
Getting Started


Download/detach Template $7 now and review everything we just did together



Template $7 Futures Biz Star: DIY Fast Track 21C Futures Business Start-Up summarizes
all the main steps we just visited in a neat, compact format for you.



Decide what you want to do. Is the time now for you?



The rest? If this is what your dream is and/or you feel the ‘need’ the over to you!



Whether you only wished to educate yourselves in this or start a business now



Place Template $7 in your World Winner’s Plan for future reference.



Okay! Time to reward yourselves with that treat you planned!



Give me high five you did a great job!



The Evolving Wheel of Fortune: 21C Shape-Changer Me
Whether your futures World Winner works for someone else or for themselves. Just as nothing
stands still in life or business. Neither should their personal and professional evolution. From
Part I throughout the rest of their lives, their DNA diamond rainbow of gifts will be glittering, its
fullest power ready to enable your child to ‘shape-change’ to focus and apply different gifts as
and when they need them.
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Complacency isn’t in a World Winner’s Vocabulary. Smart is!
We first explored the import of this shape-changer capacity at the beginning of Part III here.
However, the power and benefits this built-in shape-changer capacity your son/daughter
possesses cannot be emphasised, cultivated and celebrated enough. In this fast-moving new
global era, amidst the rise of AI, and new exploration into Space. All too often in life, as you will
know from your own experience. You can get comfortable in one job or a business you set up,
only to find that tomorrow it doesn’t exist, due to exterior forces beyond your control. Wise to
both the facts about AI and business your child now has from Part III, and their shape-changer
capacity. A future 21C future World Winners they not only understand this. They are poised and
ready to respond smartly. For, where your son/daughter is aware of this natural human power in
themselves. They remain awake, either as an employee and/or business owner to the potential
for change, and new opportunities for themselves personally and financially.

$$$
To that end, Template $8 provides a useful diagnostic your son/daughter can apply at any time
throughout their life. To make sure they are always ahead of the curve. With the Equagen ®
Futures Smart-Pro Shape-Changer App.

Next Up: Focus Mind and Body for Life-Long Winning
Your sons/daughters can look forward to many exciting personal and professional evolutions
and successes throughout their lifetime. As long as they remain in top tip MIBO - Mind and Body
or World Winning condition!
This brings us to Part IV of the World Winner’s programme. But not before a positive, essential,
super-energized, congratulations from me. Well done! You just completed your futures Billion
Dollar Business Brain and World-Wise Part III. You guessed it! High five time!



You are more than ready for inter-galactic new worlds of business and AI. Are you ready
however to win and keep on winning by understanding how to keep you mind and body working
at optimum performance? See you in Forever Stars Part IV.
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Part IV Forever Stars
The fourth step in becoming a future 21C World Winner
Mind Body Secrets for Life-Long Optimum Personal Performance
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16. MIBO: The Art & Science of Peak Mind and Body Performance
________________________________________________________
Many of you who read my first international best seller will remember that educating children in
the import of mind and body fitness is not new to Equagen ® TM © and The 21C World
Winner’s Programme. That’s because mind and body fitness is a must.
Smart Mice Go Jogging
At the beginning of the millennium I had warned that if the 20C was about physical fitness the
21C would need to be about mental fitness, with far a better balance drawn up between the two
(Tynan 2004). Laboratory tests had already begun to examine the impact of exercise on the
mind. For example one test examined the ‘lifestyles’ of two different groups of mice, and the
impact this had on their brain. We have already visited one of the findings of this experiment in
the last chapter and session: in a nutshell happy mice are busy mice. The other findings of the
study looked at how brain intelligence was affected by physical activity. Whilst one group of mice
‘lay around’ on the sofa all day. The other group went ‘out jogging’. The latter group were found
to be not only physically fitter but mentally smarter too after the experiment (Salk Institute USA
in Tynan 2004). Despite the evidence of numerous studies that exercise benefits mind and body.
Popular culture aimed at young people, still emphasises far too much the physical as opposed
to mental benefits of exercise, via traditional and social media. People use the words ‘peak
performance’ in the context of athletics. But hardly ever in the context of the human mind. The
Mind and Body or MIBO focus in Part IV of the World Winner’s Programme re-dresses this
important gap for young people.
With Part IV of the World Winner’s Programme Your Child Has the Advantage of:


Strategies and techniques to empower them to handle pressure, better



The personal power that comes from being equipped at a mental and physical level to the rise
to the challenge and win in our 21C world.



An ultra-personalised MIBO plan for life-long winning performance

Re-visiting the Mind-Heart Neurological Connection
From Part I you and your child now know that it has recently been discovered that neurones in
the heart echo the functionality of those found in the brain. Discoveries at the nexus of interdisciplinary research like this, help us understand for example, why it is that a sudden upset can
bring on a heart attack. Conversely, think about the heart-mind connection positively and where
the mind feels good the heart does too. We all know that ‘great’ feeling when we feel good about
ourselves, our future, and our mind and body performance. We feel we can take on the world
and win.
A Purpose Built Mental and Physical Wellbeing Programme for 21C Challenges
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What if our children could increase their chances of having that winning mind and body feeling,
every day? Informed by science of both the mind and body, I created MIBO to do exactly that.
By equipping out children far better than they have been previously to meet successfully, and
overcome the challenges they will face this century.
Ultra-Personalised Mind-Body Plans Better than One Size Fits All
Working with young people and their parents over time, in a different parts of the world, early on
in my research it occurred to me: just as ‘one size fits all’ ideas about talent and learning are
futile. ‘One size fits all’ ideas about the best diet, exercise and relaxation programmes for each
person, are less useful than ultra-personalised ones. Rooted in the individuality of our biochemistry as unique individuals. The same goes for medicine. If it were not for the huge costs
involved changing the pharmaceuticals business model that is founded upon one size fits
medical applications. We would see far more efficacious products if they were more
personalised for individual use.
At the moment provision for our children’s mental and physical well-being is ad hoc and patchy.
Dependent upon which school they happen to attend or where in the world they are at any given
moment. This is simply not good enough for our children this era.
Bringing together all the knowledge I had at my disposal from physiology, pharmacology,
diversity in human talent, the uniqueness of each mind, and the benefits of exercise. The best
way to help our children achieve MIBO optimum performance was to empower them to ultrapersonalise a programme that works for them. Tailored to their precise mind, body, talents and
aspirations as a unique person.
Stress Isn’t New to any Generation – But What Our Children are Dealing with Is
Every generation has always had stresses to contend with and overcome. Not least eras such
as World Wars. However, as I said at the beginning of this handbook. There are specific types of
challenge new and unique to this era. What types of challenges?
The ‘Mach III’ speed at which we live and work comprises a distinctive feature of the way we
live, and helps fuel the pressures our children experience on a day to day basis. The stresses
bought to our young people by those multiplex issues we discussed in Part II, such as
cyberbullying due to the ‘growing pains’ of Planet Virtual.
The rise of AI without due deference to moral and economic debate globally and openly where
we are going with this. You know what my vision with Equagen ® TM ©: the advancement of AI
should be only with the aim of our advancement rooted in science.
It is possible that in the future we will have an AI-human merger in evolutionary terms. However,
to have such a successful evolutionary merger. We humans must first unleash the fullest
capacity of our own brains, talent and ability inherent within our DNA, that is currently supressed
by obsolete education systems (Tynan 2002; 2003; 2004; 2008). Meantime, as things stand now
AI presents another area of competition for our children to contemplate. Namely, no less a new
and rapidly evolving species..
Getting Real About 21C Stress in an Unprecedented Era of Global Competition
We can’t turn the clock back on planet Earth, to a slower, perhaps less frenetic time. (If indeed
the history of humanity ever had one!). What we CAN do is equip our children with strategies
and techniques to deal with stress effectively. To do this we need to stop promulgating elusive
life-style myths. By preparing children for the way things actually are, rather than how we would
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like them to be. In order that they can be strong, fit and healthy to shape the future better than
we did.
What kinds of elusive life-style myths am I talking about? Ones that live in magazines but not in
the real world: offering a cosy, blanket notion of a ‘work-life balance’. A nice idea, but often
unobtainable for mere mortals like myself. At a time of massive economic uncertainty. The daily
reality for many of us and our children is that we are time-starved and stress-fuelled, due to
many things. Including increased and new competition, as we have just discussed; which
compels us to run faster, harder, better. In this context, we need to be able to relax, recharge
and re-stock our kryptonite stocks in smarter ways that are healthy and natural. Rather than
synthetic, unhealthy quick fixes. What do I mean?
Knowing How to Manage Their Mind and Body Health Empowers Young People
You will recall from Part I that one of Equagen’s ® TM © founding principles is putting children in
control of their own destiny. By being light-years better informed about their mind, talents, and
future potential from the go get, than old hat education allows now. Being in control is not only
essential for advanced learning capabilities, it is also essential for overall well-being, in dealing
with stress and competition. Being informed and having an ultra-personalised mind and body
well-being plan leaves you in the superior position of being able to manage stress better. It also
leaves you less vulnerable to the aforementioned plethora of deadly quick-fixes marketed at
young folk.
MIBO’s Ultra-personalised and Flexible Design = Better Suited to 21C Living
Ignore these realities we have discussed, in how we educate our children and we cheat them of
the truth and how to do deal with 21C life successfully. Some days, time being precious and
short for all of us, a neat and tidy work-life balance isn’t possible. I therefore designed the MIBO
programme to help our children manage competition, stress and mind and body well-being. In a
manner that is enjoyable, intelligent and ultra-personal, but also importantly flexible. Built around
them and their daily busy lives.
Icon Key:
This chapter is hands-on whether you and your child are making the Brainbow Salad, Clever
Cake or putting your MIBO knowledge into action, out at the beach. As just some examples. The
icons in this section therefore emphasis this ‘go do’ approach!
You are off to the kitchen together to make smart food fun meal
Reading together then discussing before doing is smart



  

Time out to discuss key MIBO points about exercise and diet



This activity works best using template and text to inform your learning
Special points for you are at Parent Navigation Check Points as before







Fast-Track Fly Drive Q&A 

As always I welcome any questions you may have at this point. Hop in, and let’s fly drive
through them for you.
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Q: Does this programme displace one that my local GP/MD has placed my child on? A:
Absolutely not. The purpose here is to first educate, then enable your child to think about, and
plan their well-being, from an informed and thus intelligent standpoint. Tailored to them.
However, that can never displace what a GP/MD has advised. Especially where s/he knows
both you and your child at a personal level IRL.
Q: At what age should I start sharing this information with my child here?
A: As we said at the beginning of the World Winner’s Programme, once you have quickly
scanned through the activities you will know. Based on your own individual child, rather than
age specifically. Whether they are ready to discuss and learn the essentials with you. If they are
not ready, better is to wait until you think they are so they get maximum benefit from what they
will learn here.
Q: Is it okay if I use this for myself?
A: Of course! Great if your child is ready, is for you both to do this part of the programme
together. For example you can have great fun making a Smart Smoothie or figuring out your
‘ideal’ Relax, Recharge and Reach for the Stars days…..
All set? Great. See you at ‘beginner’s level’: Generic Brain and Body Maintenance!
W.I.Ns


Given the individual DNA rainbow of gifts, unique mind, and personal aspirations of your
child. One size fits all health plans are sloppy. Peak performance is enhanced by precision
planning. With a plan designed around each young person as a unique individual.



No generation is without stress. However, the speed of life and multiplex nature of stressgenerators distinct to this era, inclusive of dealing with a new species: AI, merit the need for
our children to be taught stress management sooner in education. Your child will have that
benefit by the end of Part IV.



The MIBO ultra-personalised mind and body plan in Part IV is there to equip your child to
21C + manage stress and challenges, thus better prepared mentally and physically to
achieve the goals and dreams.
The work-life balance is a nice idea we are sold in magazines. As you and I both know: the
21C reality is there are times when we have to burn the midnight keyboard, in order to meet
a desired objective, overcome the competition and win.





Being able to excel at these times, as well as recover from them smartly means knowing
how to recharge your kryptonite stocks efficiently. To do that our children need to understand
their mind and bodies better. Starting with the generic basics of smart mind-body
maintenance, moving to the benefits of an ultra-personalised programme.



Equagen’s ® TM © purpose-built MIBO ultra-personalised plan they will have by the end of
this chapter, empowers your child to achieve and maintain for life, their own individual
optimum mental and physical well-being. No matter the challenge – they will win! And keep
on winning!
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17. Smart Brain and Body Maintenance Generic Basics

We all know the mantra eat healthy and exercise, and we function better – for longer. To get the
benefits of an ultra-personalised health plan for optimum wellbeing, as you will from the next
chapter. First, you and your child should know bio-electrical basics of brain and body
maintenance. How’s that? Much of the health advice we get looks at either brain function and/or
body function. Whereas, to understand the benefits of exercise and a healthy diet for both. We
need to consider our bodies from the bio-electrical chemistry it comprises. From the oxygen we
breathe, to the energy we expend mentally. When I share with children these facts you will be
sharing with yours in a moment, immediately they begin to think about what they are eating
beyond a body perspective, to absorb a better brain energy efficient perspective.
With this chapter you and your child will have the following advantages:


Healthy mind and body basics routed in the 21C bio-electrical chemistry of humans



Insight into the super-foods that work to help mind and body simultaneously



Possess a wealth of smart MIBO recipes to try and enjoy at home.
Parent Navigation Check Point



Whether you have dived straight into this part of the World Winner’s Programme straight from
Part I, for example, or coming into this straight from Part III. As always give yourself time first to
familiarise yourself with the content and material in this Part of the Programme. Then proceed to
the activities with your son and daughter and have a great time!
Part I: Understanding Your Mind-Body Energy Software
Our children are taught almost too late the basics of how their mind and body work together and
how to get the best out of this natural brilliant system. Beginning with Template 1. After which,
you and your son/daughter will know more about how their MIBO energy software than many of
your friends do – young or old.
How to get the best out of this activity for you and your child.
 Mum/Dad – if you want to look good familiarise yourself with Template  1 head of time – if
you are not bothered about that – then dive right in!

 Ideal for holiday time – this makes for a healthy and fun activity for all the family.
What you will need:
 Plan some physical activity that you both like afterwards: swimming, walking, roller-blading,
cycling.
 Best is to move straight from Part I to the hands on Part II.
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Top Tip: To do that you need to check you have the ingredients in to create a fabulously
easy and MIBO friendly meal. A perfect way to celebrate your completion of both Parts I and
II of your basic generic MIBO learning. Bon Appetite!

  


Download/Detach MIBO Template 1 and read through it. No cheating! By peaking at Template
2: The Answer sheet! Soon as you have finished I will see you back here.
Before You Start Part II and Get Your Chef’s Hat On



Time out for us to discuss some key points together:


First up, I meant it earlier when I said you will now know more about your MIBO energy
software than most folk do.



Second, if there was anything you wanted to find out more about, then do it. The
research never stands still and is always moving forwards. Third:



Well done, give me high five, you are now ready for Part II



Part II: Mind-Body Smart Fuel

  


All of the recipes for mind and body that you will see in Templates 3 to 5 have been tried and
tested on me, friends and relatives. However, always be wary of allergies and check any
ingredients and the recipes out with your GP/MD first. Better safe than sorry. Indeed this is why,
in the next chapter, after you complete this foundation session, we will be creating a tailored
MIBO plan. As we established earlier, this is better than a one size fits all plan. The purpose
here however, is to get you thinking about different foods and combinations, so that you can
create your own MIBO recipes as suits you, going forwards. Toward that goal, here are a few
facts that will enable you to do that from an even more informed vantage point.
Coconut Water and MIBO Electrolytes
Being bio-chemical, our mind and body contains electrolytes – you might call them indicators of
everything being in balance. When these get out of whack, we don’t feel our best. Often this can
happen due to exerting ourselves at times of intense activity and/or becoming dehydrated, or
after illness and undergoing treatment involving high powered medicines for example. Coconut
juice is a natural mind-body electrolyte ‘re-balancer’, which also helps us maximise our water
intake – so is excellent to help us become hydrated quickly again. Hence, if you didn’t know why
the supermarket shelves are full of stuff at the moment. This is the buzz about coconut juice
drinks in recent years that has fuelled its popularity. However, always go for zero to low sugar
options to get the benefits of coconut juice itself.
Barley, Malt and Molasses
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Even though they didn’t know the bio-chemistry behind it – there’s a reason that the USA
pioneers always liked to have molasses as well as dried beef jerkies in their cabin store. It was
key to their survival and well-being. Rich in vitamins and minerals they needed. Barley-cocoa
based drinks such as Ovaltine have been around a long time. There is a reason. Again rich in
minerals and vitamins they are a calming and far more nourishing alternative to coffee and tea –
no wonder they became popular in World War II. Ditto Malt-cocoa based drinks such as
Horlicks. In truth, both types work for me when I am working late to keep me focussed, as well
as pumped up with vitamins. Whereas of course, as you will know, albeit coffee culture is strong
in the world place. All that does is strip your body of essential vitamins. Not especially smart.
You Can Have Your Clever Cake and Eat It!
Processed cake foods often contain synthetic preservatives, plus oodles of sugar that load on
the calories. Home baked cakes, in contrast, can provide a healthy source of vitamins and
create a great inclusion to a healthy diet, alongside regular exercise. Without putting an ounce
on! I created Clever Cake to put some brain benefits in too. Enjoy!




Explore together now the different options in Templates 3-5



Do you have a sweet tooth or a savoury one? Either way there is something for you



Remember to check for allergies.



Time to choose! Aprons on! Let’s get MIBO creative in the kitchen!
MIBO Recipe Option #1 Clever Cake

For the sweet tooth, a great way to have your cake and eat it, knowing everything in it is actually
good for you!

Ingredients:
Basic all in one sandwich cake mix – with a few healthier twists:
1 large or 2 small eggs (DHA)
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4oz of wholemeal flower (Rich in Vitamin Bs)
4 oz brown sugar (contains trace elements better for you than refined white sugar)
4oz Olive oil and butter mix (avoid low fat options they contain additives that may not be good)
Tablespoon of your favourite malt or barley drink.
Example: Ovaltine loaded with MIBO vitamins and minerals
1oz finely chopped apricots or another of your favourite dried fruits
Teaspoon molasses/treacle/maple syrup – loaded with essential brain-body minerals.
Handful of fresh, washed cherries and/or strawberries.

Method:



Prepare the basic cake mixture, inclusive of the molasses. Don’t over-whip.



When creamy, sieve, then mix in the powdered Ovaltine.



Lightly stir in the apricots.



Bake in non-stick microwave oven loaf dish until risen, and firm in the centre, when tested
with a wooden skewer.



Once firm, place on plate to cool.



Arrange on plate with fresh cherries and/or strawberries.

Serve with freshly chilled grape juice, great for the heart. Or with green tea with MIBO benefits
from cancer fighter to helping you focus and concentrate. See! You can have your cake and eat
it!

MIBO Recipe Option #2 Brainbow Salad
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For the savoury tooth (although you can add fruit if you wish!), this is really easy and fast to
prepare. Whilst also being fantastic for mind and body.
Ingredients:
Your favourite salad greens and vegetables
Tea-spoon olive oil (anti-inflammatory for the body, loaded with Vitamin E and mind friendly!)
One lemon
One tomato
Garlic clove (natural blood purifier and great flavour – hence the base in Chinese, Italian and
French cookery!)
Pinch of Tumeric (as with Garlic, research ongoing – but thought to be a cancer fighter)
Pick & Mix ingredients for the Protein ‘toppings’:
Protein: Boiled egg; Salmon; Goats cheese: good for those Astrocytes and a healthy heart.
Method:


Prepare your choice of protein. I have chosen cheese in the illustration.




Chop greens and arrange to make a green bed on plate
Slice tomato and lemon
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Now you are ready to arrange your ingredients to make your own Brainbow Salad in any
design you like, to make it even more brain-stimulating.



Crush the garlic glove, mix with olive oil in a small cup then add pinch of turmeric and stir.



Drizzle over Brainbow Salad



Add squeeze of lemon juice (mind the pips) and you are done! Bon Appetite!

Enjoy with fresh, wholesome bread, glass of mineral water, mango/coconut juice. Yummy!
Top Tip: use lightly cooked tomatoes in your salad and you have the added benefit of lycopene,
the chemical that is released upon cooking, which is also cancer-fighting. All good!
Brainbox: Cancer is now a prevalent issue, where children grow up intelligent to the facts I just
shared with you about different foods above, they grow up better able to take preventative
measures to protect themselves. At the same time as feeding mind and body with healthy,
natural, power foods.

MIBO Recipe Option #3: Smart-Smoothies
Smart and Sweet Smoothie
1 Banana (Slow release energy, good for heart and mind)
Teaspoon honey (excellent trace elements and minerals)
Coconut juice (electrolyte balancing and re-hydration properties)
Choice of three fruits: Strawberries, Mango, Peaches, Kiwi Fruit – add your own at whim!
Mix in your blender, pour into glass and garnish with Strawberry.
Smart and Savoury Smoothie
1 handful of lightly chopped green salad veg of you/your child’s choice
1 good size slice of cucumber (naturally cooling and calming)
1 lightly cooked tomato (rich in lycopene the aforementioned cancer fighter)
1 big tablespoon Greek yoghurt (Calcium. Good for the gut. Plus think of those Astrocytes!)
1 teaspoon walnut oil (healthy for mind and body)
Pinch of mint (calmer for the stomach)
Small/half clove of garlic (blood cleaner and cancer fighter)
Mint Leaf Sprig to garnish.
Top Tip: The calming properties in this smoothie make it a great one to unwind with after a
stressful day and/or during intense exam times, feeding mind and body as well as helping you
feel cool, calm and collected.
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Parent Navigation Check Point



Create your own smoothie – you probably have your own favourites already, now you have
some more ideas to infuse them with an array of MIBO benefits with a few simple ingredients.
As I said earlier before experimenting always watch out and check for allergies. For example
certain heart conditions in children and adults mean that they need to avoid broccoli. Grapefruit
can intensify the power of some generally and otherwise benign medications. Always check with
your GP/MD first.

  


Prepared your MIBO Meal You Have Choices!


Enjoy your Brainbow Salad or Clever Cake before or after you have done that walk in the
park, along the beach, swim…you promised yourselves and me you would do as part of this
MIBO activity. Deal? Deal.



Your mind and body will reward you tenfold with the smart booster you gave it.




Want to take some time out to discuss some facts you have learned here do it!



Keep ears and eyes open to the research with food that is moving fast as with other areas
this century. Knowing the benefits of what you are eating is not only comforting, it’s also the
foundation stone of maintaining optimum MIBO performance daily.
How Was What I Ate and Did Today Mind and Body Smart?

Knowing what’s good for us and getting into the habit of doing it can be a challenge in our fastpaced lives. Where you and your child feel you need help therefore getting into the habit of
getting into good habits.

Helping the Habit of Getting into Good Habits
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Throughout the coming week, straight after you had a great holiday, weekend eating MIBO
smart, and getting out doing sporting activities for example. MIBO Template 3 works easily
either as an app on your phone or note in you and/or your child’s school diary for example to
help you keep up the good MIBO work!
Brainbox: MIBO Template  3, also makes for extra-great preparation for the next session: the
development of your own individual, Ultra-Personalised MIBO Plan.
Top Tip: You may ask why I haven’t included Saturday and Sunday in this ‘diary’ in Template
3.

Be Careful You Don’t Become a Bore! What?
Just as rote learning is ineffective when it is overworked in education. Pinning yourself into a
corner on your diet, thinking obsessively about exercise etc. can make Jack or Jill a dull boy or
girl! We humans like variety. We also like our freedom to fly in the face of convention at the
weekend on occasion – be it doing that charity parachute jump or indulging in that completely
sugar-packed ice cream sundae!
As my mother used to say – you have to be careful not become a bore in life! Food treats are
good in moderation! Both for mind and body! Wishing you a fun, smart and healthy life, and
congratulations.


You have both graduated the generic MIBO basics course give me high five



Time to create a MIBO plan that works for you at an ultra-personalised level



Meet you in the next session!



18. My Ultra-Personalised Plan for Optimum MIBO Performance

MIBO is the Equagen ® TM © term for Mind and Body performance that you are now already
familiar with from the last chapter. With the foundation of bio-electrical and chemistry basics of
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generic mind-body maintenance, you are ready to move on up to the advanced level. How to
foster optimum MIBO peak performance for a life-time.
With this chapter you and your child will have the following advantages:
 An Ultra-Personalised MIBO Plan tailored to yourselves as unique individuals
 A MIBO plan that as with everything powered by Equagen ® TM © evolves with you
 Know how to relax and recharge in a healthy and effective way for you personally
 Convert set-backs and negative energy into positive winning energy for yourself
 Excel in times of intense periods of work, necessary in our 21C competitive arena

Parent Navigation Check Point



You know your child best. May be they don’t need convincing about the benefits of exercise,
diet, and an Ultra-Personalised MIBO Plan, tailored to them their DNA rainbow of gifts,
aspirations, and personal preferences. On the other hand may be they do need convincing! If
that’s the case. The best way to approach this is as an interactive reading and discussion
session together to bring them the logical, rationale and ultimately the benefits to them
personally. Swiftly followed by doing the plan. The choice is yours. Either way it is useful to
familiarise yourself with factors that informed the logic of the MIBO Ultra-Personalised Plan,
before beginning. Here they are.

  
Managing 21C Life and Minds in Mach III
Life in all its brilliance is a roller-coaster ride, whichever century we are born into. However, it is
the speed at which life and work occurs this century that makes it both dynamic and exciting, as
well as challenging. Many mind fitness plans try to sell us on the ‘escape’ idea, to spas and/or
Zen-like states – this has its place in keeping ourselves in shape mentally and physically.
However, indulge in escapism too much and that’s all it is escape: not a practical solution or
help to how we manage life daily. Moreover that kind of escape is very much dependent on how
much money you have. MIBO isn’t about escape but empowering our children to be able to
manage life in 21C better than they are equipped to do now. Giving them another string to their
bow as future, inter-galactic World Winners.
Why Our Individual MIBO Plan Must Evolve With Us
Established in Part I is that built into your child’s DNA rainbow of gifts and unique mind is the
natural shape-changing capacity they will need to excel in 21C. This is one of the key factors
that the World Winners Plan is built to support, ready for an AI era, a rapidly evolving global
economy, climate change and Space exploration. Within this environment. A smart mind and
body plan for optimum life-time performance must be one able to evolve with the person, their
gifts, goals, ambitions and their environment. MIBO’s design respects and delivers this for
young people.
Want to Achieve Great Things? You Will Be ‘Burning the Midnight’ Key Board –
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At Some Point in Your Life
Ask anyone you admire, who has achieved great things in their lives, and there will have been
times the demands on their minds and bodies were more intense than others. Yet they rose to
the challenge, put in the extra hours, days, weeks, months – even years and achieved their
goal. However in terms of maintaining their mind and body optimum performance, it is knowing
how to take care of yourself during and after these peak periods in your life that makes the
difference in the long term. Those unprepared for these peak periods burn out quickly. Those
who are prepared shine brightly and win, for longer. MIBO champions the latter scenario for
your child; going forwards this century they will be mentally and physically better prepared to
shine before, during and after peak periods of intense effort and energy investment. Who wants
to be a brief shooting star, when one can be a life-time star? Period.


Reading this together with your son/daughter? Take time out now to discuss:


Times when both of you have for example either worked late or revised for exams



How did you feel afterward? Can you even remember?

Top Tip: The mind has a wonderful way of blotting out times when we are over-exhausted. The
trick in successful mind-body times is to be able to manager such times better so you don’t feel
that way again.



Would you like to manage the whole thing smarter next time around? Read on…

  
Generic Exercise is Good; Personalised Exercise is Better
Early on in my work with children and young people I recognized quickly that whilst exercise is
good. Where the exercise is personalised there are multiple benefits.
Brainbox: One of the reasons that some children don’t like exercise or sport is that they are
pushed into precisely the wrong kind for them as a unique person! Examine these two personal
exercise profiles:


Person A: Enjoys gardening, Thai boxing, and table tennis.



Person B: Enjoys swimming, marksmanship, Pilates and Tai-Chi.



Q: do you think these two types of people would get on?



A: Why do you ask that?

You see this is not the personal exercise profiles of two separate people. They belong to one
person: me. Dependent upon the precise challenge I am working on at any given point. I prefer
and have found out by experimentation, different types and sets of exercise work for me
personally. Intuitively many of us know/do this already.
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However, at the moment we don’t maximise upon the mind-body benefits of this with a concrete
plan to be able to do. Leaving all the benefits to random, haphazard timing and events. Kind of
dumb don’t you think? When all of us, including our children could be feeling fitter, happier, more
of the time in mind as well as body. In designing the MIBO Plan I took this into complete
consideration, alongside another factor: what we mean by exercise in the context of each
unique person.
Re-defining what we mean by exercise in the context of the individual
You will note from the ‘person A’ profile that I have included gardening as a form of exercise.
That’s because for me it is, from driving the tractor to weeding and planting new bulbs.
Chopping logs is something my neighbour does, and he is ex-military. Why? It’s one of the best
exercises known to mankind to keep the body in shape.
Remember the case study from Part I? Where all the family loved team sports except one child.
Many kids at school ‘hate’ sport simply because say hockey or soccer is not ‘their thing’. That
doesn’t mean they hate exercise – they just need to find something that works for them
personally.
Top Tip: If the range of sport on offer in your child’s school is somewhat limited to ‘stuff’ your
child doesn’t like, take a leaf out of the case study in Part I we just discussed. Experiment with
different sports activities outside of school that they like. Exercise is what matters, not what
sport/activity they do.




Any of what we just covered ring any bells for you guys?



If so make a date to try out some sports activities outside of school – soon!

Brainbox: Don’t discount e-gaming! One of the fastest growing competitive sports! Akin to racedriving it is a competitive sport where fast reflexes and hand-eye co-ordination are paramount.
Even if they are sat down their heart will be racing – and is a form of workout in itself. It will not
build muscle resistance. However, just as racing drivers work out to address this. Point this out
to a competitive e-gamer and they will be heading for the gym and weights in no time at all…
Now back to how these different exercises in the two profiles A and B above help me maintain
MIBO optimal performance at times of distinct types of challenges. By unpacking how this works
for myself, you and your son/daughter will see how different aspects of the Ultra-personalised
MIBO will work easily and effectively for you.

Personal Profile A: How the Exercise Matches the Mental Challenge.
Gardening I use for times of reflective thinking. I am not the first! Many men and women from
ancient civilisations have done this the world over. For me personally, there is something about
getting your hands into the soil, pulling out weeds and planting new plants, whilst pruning older
ones. The work often brings me out in a sweat which is healthy for the body in releasing toxins.
The whole thing makes me feel uplifted – as well as refreshed and ready to tuck into a nice
healthy meal afterward!
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Thai boxing enables me to let off steam, specifically when I figure out business problems and
work on solution finding. Table tennis acts as a physical and mental sparring partner – a
reminder to keep on my toes in business meetings.
Combined I use this triad exercise regime when I am researching, reflecting on my work, whilst
also having to deal with business issues that arise at the same time.
Brainbox: Remember whilst this combined triad exercise regime works for me personally in the
context of those challenges specified. It wouldn’t work in the same way or even not all as
effectively for you or your child. Why? We are all different of course.
Personal Profile B: How the Exercise Matches the Mental Challenge.
The exercise profile you see in B is when I am writing after the research and reflection period.
Swimming at such times just ‘does it for me’. Not only does it keep my body toned, it relaxes me
and makes me feel recharged – almost instantly. Sometimes I feel I must be some sort of fish –
so do my friends – it works so well for me!
Tai Chi warm up exercises is what I do before I start writing each day. It wakes my mind and
body up – gently ready to sit for hours at my desk. Like preparing for a long-haul flight – minus
the sky-bed. In between writing sessions I get up and do a little Tai Chi again to get the blood
circulating and release back and should muscles.
Marksmanship, entirely unrelated to my work is important for social reasons to me. It enables
me to exchange fun banter with men and women down at the military club. The conversation is
a million miles away from my work and so acts as a breath of fresh air to my mind.
Pilates? Stops my stomach from giving in to gravity after hours sat writing at my desk! Well I like
to think it does… I can dream can’t I?
If someone asked me to run a marathon or go endurance skiing I would say no when I am
writing a book. Why? Not because I might not do those things another time of my life. Rather
because at those times in my work I know they would not at all aid my sense of wellbeing in
mind and body.
Brainbox: I’m not suggesting you or your child should take up any of these exercises.
Remember the point is that what works for me in each of these exercise-life challenge matches,
wouldn’t necessarily, most probably won’t work for someone else.
Top Tip: Given your son/daughter has their own individual DNA rainbow of gifts, a unique mind,
and their own precise goals, dreams and ambitions – at any given point. You can often find that
intuitively they will be attracted to different types of exercise, at different times. Let them explore
those intuitive feelings as and when the mood takes them. Their mind and body is trying to help
them. Go with the flow. It is quite usual for a child to be drawn to an exercise no one has ever
been ‘good at’ or enjoyed in the family before, as far as you know. Half the fun of exercise is
exploring different ones on offer. After which your child will be in a prime position to pick and mix
to create their own ‘triad exercise’ programme matched to the precise challenge they are facing
now in life. Empowering them to achieve their goal and operate at optimal MIBO performance.
Sound good? That’s because it is! They will soon be doing this with you with their own Ultrapersonalised MIBO plan.
Using Exercise Intelligently as a ‘Power Up’ or ‘Power Down’ Mechanism
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Some of you reading this may go out for a jog in the morning – before you start work. To power
up mentally and physically for ‘that’ meeting at the office. Others of you reading this may jog in
the evening to ‘power down’ after a hectic day, ready to relax with family, have an evening meal
and a good night’s sleep.
Again, dependent upon who you are, what you are doing and why, jogging could be a power up
or power down mechanism – that works for you. I have never used jogging to ‘power up’. I
prefer speed walking, listening to upbeat music.
To ‘power down’, I like strolling with the dog engaged in a ‘sophisticated game’ of fetch – well it
is if you are playing with a 55 kg German Shepherd madly excited about her vintage collection
of balls and sticks…I like to check my fingers are still there afterward.
Brainbox: When our children realise the dual power of exercise and the range of choice they
have, rooted in their own individuality. It opens another window of benefit for mind and body by
thinking how they can use and choose different types to suit them. Dependent on whether they
wish to power up or power down. Again this makes them think about exercise from a wider
positive perspective than simply something they ‘must be do’ because it is good for them. That’s
far too generic a motive. It has to be personal.




You and your son/daughter already began thinking about the exercise they do and what
they like best with Template  3 in the last chapter, as well as other sports they may like
to explore above.



Later in this chapter remember to use this foundation information. To kick-start thinking
about different types of exercise you wish to include in the creation of your UltraPersonalised MIBO plan.



Next up: how to avoid burn out.

  
The Power of Zero
As I’ve advised schools, parents and children for decades. Busy minds doesn’t mean optimum
performance or brain energy efficient either in learning. Likewise we often get our best ideas
when our minds are not stressed out, but in a relaxed yet alert state. Which is why, sitting
outside my shower, next to my bed, on the table next to my sofa, are stacks of Post-It Notes TM
and pens. The best time for my ‘eureka’ moments tends to happen in the wee hours around
3.30-4.30am – wherever I am in the world. Go figure.




Think: when and where was the last time you both had great ideas?



Ideas are like sparkling new, rare gems – you don’t want to miss out on any of them.
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Whether you like sending the ideas to yourself via your phone (some folk do) or using sticky
notes as I do. Make sure you are ready for your next ‘eureka’ moment and to note down your
idea, whilst still fresh in your mind.

How To Get Yourself In that Relaxed Alert State for Great Ideas? On Command?
Having great ideas ‘out of blue’ is one thing. Creating the conditions to get yourself in a relaxed
yet alert state on command involves respecting and understanding what I call the power of zero,
in how our brains work best. This is not the same as meditation, which as I said in Part I is like
putting your brain on blank screen-saver. It’s about customising your brain chill time and
replenishing your kryptonite stocks – in a manner that works most brain energy efficiently for
you. As a unique person.
Customise Brain Chill Time: You Relax and Recharge Faster
One person’s idea of chilling out relaxing can often be another person’s nightmare. Many a
celebrity divorce could have been prevented by taking heed of this simple fact. Especially at
times of intense work pressures when chill out time is vital to both partners. Same goes for
children and young people.
Dependent upon the nature of the challenge of the pressures we are under, we each will want to
chill out in any number of ways. Sometimes we might want to ‘veg out’ on the sofa. Cook a meal
for friends. Listen to a particular type of music. Play with the family pet. In this context, we have
to be careful about telling children computer gaming is bad for them, when adults sometimes
find this a great way to unwind themselves!
Of course there is a difference between healthy patterns of customised chill time and a kid or
adult developing an addiction say to social media, TV and/or computer games. Use your own
common sense to discuss and let your child plan a varied chill out plan.
You Music My Music Not the Same Thing
Brainbox: Each of our DNA rainbow of human gifts, combined with life experiences shape our
unique mind, as we discovered in Part I. This is one of the reasons why whilst we can all enjoy a
piece of music together. When it comes to music which relaxes us, one size again doesn’t fit all.
We have experiment and go exactly with what works for us as a unique person.


Discuss together now:


A recent aspect of each of your lives that was stressful



Which types of leisure activity helped you relax and deal with it?



Explore and list the similar as well as different ways you both like to chill out



What kinds of music make you as an individual person feel relaxed?
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Essential to MIBO Optimum Performance: Kryptonite ‘Stock Check’ Time
Superman/woman does it we need to also. Particularly over a long period of high level focus to
achieve a goal: raise a family, build a business, win a promotion, doing course work for exams,
or earn a place at university for example. It can be so easy for you to start running on empty, but
not even know it. The early signs can be so sneaky, feeling cranky, snappy, and/or craving
sugary foods. At such times, the old adage, a change is as good as a rest still holds true. It’s
time to take short break and chill out, otherwise no matter your determination, your productivity
will decline. This has long been a proven fact in psychology. No amount of stubborn-brained will
power can change this. I tried! Whatever it is you are doing. To ignore the signs is false
economy. Take a break and you will bounce back to optimum performance again, in no time at
all feeling great.
Brainbox: Of course the smart trick is not to get to this point in the first place. That’s why built
into your child’s MIBO plan is a reminder to do regular Kryptonite Stock checks. Regular doesn’t
have to be every week! Use your common sense and logic to make a note when you have a
stressful period coming up to reward mind and body with short breaks. These need not be
expensive or involve travelling very far. The emphasis is on knowing how you chill out and relax
easiest – that’s why I had you and your son/daughter discuss the different ways you chill out
earlier. Work kryptonite stock checks into your MIBO plan and you are already set to avoid burn
out. That’s the idea!
Grand Plans? Find Your ‘Blencathra’
There’s an old saying: what goes round comes round in life. Sometimes we go through patches
in life when the particular size and complexity of the problems we each face appear to be
gargantuan. One is very lucky in life if one does not have these times. Most of us do.
Sometimes it is we that set the challenge of attainment for ourselves. Other times it is a
challenge that as Shakespeare might say is thrust upon us. At such times you need a way of
thinking about the challenge that sees you rising to it, overcoming it, and winning! How do you
get this mind-set? Find your Blencathra. What’s Blencathra? It is a family-friendly mountain in
the Lake District or what is known as little Switzerland in England. Historically home to two of
the UK’s national treasures: the poet William Wordsworth and the writer Beatrix Potter. The
Lake District is a grand, national park of great natural beauty. It’s smaller than the Rockies in
Canada or USA for example. However, climb to the top of one of those mountains and it has a
way of cutting problems down to size so you can see things in a far better perspective. No
metaphorical mountain in life seems unclimbable thereafter.
A Mountain Moment
Standing on the summit, as the low cloud clears, the sunlight lights up the valleys, streams and
land below you for miles ahead. You feel no challenge is too big for you. There are two reasons
for this:


The natural workout your body gets, climbing to the top, and the rush of feel good
endorphins released into your system.



The mental boost you get from the rugged ‘problem solving’ activity you cracked all the way
up, as you found your route and pursued it successfully to the summit.
Awesome Nature Cuts Any Problem Down to Size
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When Queen Victoria lost her beloved Albert she went to the Rockies in Canada. They healed
her. When I was a kid my father had to work on ‘danger money’ in Northern Ireland on
engineering infrastructure projects. Each day started with him checking underneath his car for
bombs with a mirror on a stick, - fun – fun – fun! He would say shrugging off fear like a lion.
Mum and I experienced both the incredible warmth of the Irish people in our ancestral home of
Emerald Isle, as well as the sad hostilities; when masked and armed men arrived at our door
one night informing us we weren’t welcome. This was a common in those days for those British
engineers working in Ireland. The whole experience became a stressful one wrought with
problem-solving daily for my father. Hence the salary he got paid! The challenges he faced
seemed insurmountable – until he got on the mountains. He would take us hiking and mountain
climbing in England; which is where, why, when and how I ‘found my Blencathra’. I got the bug,
and never looked back. Thanks Dad!
Whilst hiking and climbing is not everyone’s ‘cup of tea’. If you never try it how will you ever
know? Get yourself safely kitted out, pack your map, sandwiches, water and compass and at
least give it a go! Start off small and easy, then work up to the bigger slopes. Be sure to check
the weather forecast, to have clement weather for your first outing. You can get braver with the
weather later. It is a wonderful way to spend a weekend for the whole family. The benefits are
MIBO from dawn to dusk. After a refreshing shower and dinner with friends. You feel wonderful,
your mind has better clarity. Any pressing problem on your mind is solved. Great.
Ocean, Desert, Mountains – All Hold a Natural Power for Us
Creatures of this Earth we are all drawn to the awesome grandeur of nature in one way or
another. For example as much as I love the mountains I adore the quiet of the desert, the roar of
the ocean.
Brainbox: The most important thing is to find your Blencathra in whatever shape or form that is
in nature. To help you personally cut any apparent gargantuan problems down to size and see
you winning on all fronts again.


Discuss together now:


Especial places of awesome natural beauty that you can access that appeal to you



Make a date to visit them again, particularly if you know you have a big challenge coming up
any time soon – and you will feel the MIBO benefits instantly

  
Empowering Youth to Avoid a Different Kind of Mind-Jacker and Win!
Life being stressful there are unscrupulous people prey on youth with quick fixes that do nothing
but create more problems for them. Your smart World Winner will be savvy and able to see
through such people with wisdom. Confident in their own ability to manage their mind, body,
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health and future more wisely than any past generation. This is another reason I decided to
create the MIBO aspect of the World Winner’s Programme.
Putting Your Child in the Driving Seat of their Own Mind Body Health – For Life!
With an ultra-personalised MIBO plan. Tailored to their own individual talents, ambitions and
goals each term/semester. Your son/daughter is once again placed in the driving seat of their
own success in the World Winner’s Programme. With the inbuilt benefit of knowing exactly how
to maintain their own mind and body wellbeing. Ensuring they shine brightly, a healthy and wise
star always!


Step by Step Ultra-Personalised MIBO Optimum Performance Plan
Okay! You are now ready to do this.
How to get the best out this activity:
 This is a detailed plan so you need to set aside a good morning/afternoon to do it.
 Afterward. Show you both mean business with MIBO wellbeing by setting aside some quality
chill time together. The choice is yours but do it.
What you will need for this activity:


Download/detach MIBO Templates 4a-b.



Have your World Winner’s Plan to hand you will need that for reference points.



Sustenance: A Smart Smoothie and mineral water will help you think better!



See you back here when you are done.
Feeling Fabulous!

Now you have completed another important step in the World Winner Programme. You guessed
it. It is time to celebrate and act upon the plan – immediately to feel the benefit.
Give me high five. With a fabulous MIBO plan to keep taking you to your personal moon and
stars in life. You are well on your way to success in life. Well done!



Can you smell something burning? No worries. It’s not your dinner. It’s the rockets warming up
on the launch pad in Part V. World Winners walk this way….
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Part V: 21C World Winners Graduation Party!
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19: Welcome to the Future 21C World Winner’s V.I.P Suite
_________________________________________________________
Picture the scene: Royal trumpets sound, the red carpet is rolled out. The chandeliers are lit and
sparkling. You and your child are feeling and looking great.
Where are you? The World Winner’s V.I.P Suite. An exclusive club you earned full membership
to the minute you completed the programme. Congratulations! You did it!
 Your child is ready to compete successfully in a World of AI
 Your son/daughter understands how to shine and excel in academia
 S/he is World-Wise and Billion Dollar Business-Brain-Ready
 With a wealth of insight and ideas about futures jobs and business this era
 An Ultra-Personalised MIBO programme, for optimum health in mind and body
 Complete with a tailored World Winner’s Plan: a unique shining future star
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World Winners Graduation Ceremony

Everything you and your son/daughter learned in this programme was powered by Equagen ®
TM © whose emblem you see above.
Grounded in the untapped diversity of gifts and innate innovative ability in our children’s human
DNA and unique minds.
Combined with the findings of inter-disciplinary 21C in Part I The Golden Foundations
Equagen ® TM © puts your child via this programme ahead of the AI and tech evolutionary
curve.
Powered by Equagen ® TM © this programme champions human gifts, minds and innovation.
Unlike AI we have a heart. Our minds and DNA are pre-programmed to adapt, innovate and
overcome any challenges we meet in the universe – infinitely.
Hence you and your fabulous future 21C World Winner can now appreciate the Equagen ® TM
© emblem, each element of its design and import on your certificate.
You should both be feeling pretty good about yourselves right now! Time for the graduation
ceremony and then a special celebration for you and your beautiful, intelligent, talented future
21C World Winner.
How to get the best out of this activity for you and your future 21CWorld Winner:


Unpack the Equagen ® TM © emblem and its meaning for your son/daughter’s future: their
ability to evolve as a human and unique individual intelligently, infinitely.

Download/Detach:


Template VIP 1: 21C World Winners Certificate of Graduation



Template VIP 2: My Universal Passport to Future Success.



This is your 21C World Winner’s Graduation Ceremony! Plan it!
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What you will need:


Everything for you and your child need to have a celebration at home.



I will leave the precise details to you! But have a good one!



Getting dressed up for the occasion is respectful and absolutely a must!



As are Party poppers!

Brain Box: You and your child earned this celebration and the passport it goes with! Don’t skip
this special day for yourselves. More than that you are now not just ready to in in the future, you
are ahead of the AI, tech and human evolutionary curve.
Top Tip: My advice? Have an absolute blast!


Give smart Winning Team you a round of applause, and another for good measure.



Let the 21C World Winners graduation party begin! Here’s wishing you a great time!



Take pictures and make it a day to remember for all the right special and fantastic reasons it
deserves to be!



Give me one massive, final high five! Well done! I enjoyed working with you!



After your 21C World Winners graduation party step over the page into the future where you will
soon be flying solo. And then I would like you to meet Leila...
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Part VI: World Winners We Have Lift Off: Destination? Unlimited!
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20. Take Off: On Flying Solo
___________________________________________________________________

After a suitably fabulous celebration, your child is ready to pass through the departures gate and
take off from the launch pad you and I have now given them. Watch them go!
Parent Navigation Check Point



This chapter is for you, the post-cards from Leila in the future are for you and your children’s
children. For now, a few words of support, wisdom and love as your fabulous sons and
daughters prepare take off and begin to fly solo.
The Golden Bond
Whether your kids are in kindergarten/school/university or you are home-educating right now.
There is a time, no matter how it burns in your heart, to let go. At such times you and you
precious offspring are flying solo in your own different ways. But there is a golden chord strong
as steel that connects you, and it can never be broken. This chord of love and the joy it brings is
bitter-sweet. It is a perpetual strength to you both. It is the story of humanity and the ‘driven’
gene that pushes us on to make our way in the world, and find our happiness in our lives and
our own personal fulfilment. With each achievement your child makes, each flower of promise
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that blossom for them, and the successes they notch up and win, you burst with pride. Rightly
so.
When this time comes, for your child to fly solo, think of them as a noble 21C human being – for
they are. Ready now through all the parts of the programme we visited to rise to all the
challenges of this and future decades. Equipped to maximise upon all their abilities. A gifted,
knowledgeable person, capable of shining in so many dimensions we have prepared them for,
and to shape-change fast. Ready to win at every twist and turn of the dynamic journey we call
life.
We talked in Part I about those things we cannot measure but which hold the key to the
evolutionary and superior power of ourselves as human beings over AI. If we begin to cultivate
them now. Love is one of those immeasurable but infinite power we possess as human beings.
As your child starts to fly solo, take care of each other always and there is will never be anything
that you cannot overcome. You know it. I know it.
My Promise to You
As with the inter-disciplinary science that underpins it, the constancy of change that is life, and
the organic nature of the gifts and mind of your child. The Equagen ® TM © World Winners
Programme and the technology therein, never stands still. Not under my watch!
True to what I promised a long time ago when I first began helping teachers, children, parents
and schools across the world. The Equagen ® TM © World Winners programme alongside this
handbook will continue to evolve. To bring you the best most informed advice, - always.
Nothing is ever an ending. It is only ever a beginning. This truth I build into my work so that you
and your children’s children may continue to reap the benefits. Keep visiting the different parts
of this handbook any time you have to. Keep revising your World Winner Plan to suit fresh
challenges, discovery of your own gifts, and the setting of new goals. Remember the import of
something all world winners have always known:
The World Winner’s Life Time Credo
The power of self-belief is something that grows like a rose. The seed is within but at first it
needs water and sunlight from without to begin. Once it does it gets stronger it can blossom
year after year, as all strong and beautiful roses do. Your child has everything they need to grow
that seed of self-belief from this handbook and programme. No matter the uncertain times we
live in. All you need do is show them the science and that you believe in them; their own energy
and intellect will do the rest. There will be times when their self-belief will be tested. It is at these
times that the World Winner’s Credo comes into its own. My words to you and your child are
simple and true: I believe in you; you must believe in you. Go do great things. I’ll be rooting for
you silently but no less passionately, every step of the way. You can be sure of that.
Fare-well: World Winner’s We Have Lift Off!
No matter the ‘star-ship’ miles I have done meeting new and brilliant people like you and your
child, right across the world. I hate goodbye’s, never been very good at it. I prefer the warmth
therefore of an old English word that says best how I feel as I write this to you now. Fare- well.
Go do and be happy, successful and well in 21C and beyond.
As I see the bright stars shine on the horizon just before each new dawn. I will think of you and
your child and wish you well each day, as you venture into new worlds and achieve great new
things here on Planet Earth. Your destination? Unlimited. Infinity. The math of it written into the
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software of our human DNA rainbow of gifts, unique minds and shape-changer capacity. Always
remember that and each day fare-well.
Welcome to the future. You and I are already there. World Winners we have lift off!
Now you are ready to meet Leila.

Post-Card from 2121: Leila’s Story
They had heard about them from a distance, but never had the opportunity to see them up
close. Now they had, they saw the rumours had been true. Upon their first encounter with them,
they appeared at first as if a vast array of stars, glittering on the far horizon. Silently, standing in
awe, one of the young on-lookers: Leila, drew nearer. She wanted to observe the scintillating
vision at closer quarters for herself. Now they seemed more awesome than any stars she had
seen in the night skies, across the many galaxies she had visited to date. The visual explosion
of colour, light, diversity and ability was breath-taking. Sensing the extraordinary brightness of
what lay before her, Leila’s auto-second skin eye protector adjusted itself. A question now
burning inside her, she turned and headed back toward the rest of the group.
“When I grow up, can I be like that?” Leila asked. At this question, a throng of elders gathered
around her, and began shuffling. No reply was forthcoming. Only a long, uneasy silence.
“What is it? What are you not telling me?” Demanded Leila, a little impatiently now.
Finally, an elder of the group filled the void of silence. He whispered his words gently so as not
to alarm Leila: “But my dear, those are humans. They’ve evolved to be the most diversely
brilliant, intelligent, wisest beings in the universe. We are mere aliens”.
“You mean they are even smarter than the AI-Generation 3 crew of androids that bought us
here?” Queried Leila, astonished.
The elder smiled before continuing: “Oh yes my dear! You see we discovered soon after we
landed on this planet they call ‘Earth’, we still have so much more to learn.”
“How much more?” Replied Leila.
“Well that depends on how far you want our species to develop and evolve as humans have,
and upon how much you want to be able to contribute positively to the shaping of a better
universe.”
Leila stood still for a moment thinking and staring. No matter the dazzling sight before her might
hurt her eyes, she de-activated the auto-second skin protector. She wanted to see in full
splendour this new bright landscape of the world spanning before her called Earth. She knew
one thing, she’d only had a glimpse but she liked it.
That night, lain in her travel pod, looking up at her first Earth night sky. Leila couldn’t stop
thinking about the extraordinary beings she had seen that day. Humans were amazing. But if
her kind had come this far in the universe, she felt sure that they could evolve to be just as
brilliant as humans. If, that was, they at least tried. Next morning, awakening to the yellow
morning sun of her new Earth dawn. Leila stepped out into the sunshine, and made a promise
to herself. She would do, just that: try!
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I said in Part I that we have been conditioned to assume from Hollywood films and Sci-fi books
that humanity should be the inferior beings in Space. But what if we evolved to prove that theory
totally wrong? You hold in your hands the chance to do exactly that for your children’s children,
children. I leave you with that thought, as I gaze upon the future horizon of a glittering array of
stars in my mind’s eye. That is my dream for our children and our world in the universe. Join
your global friends and 21C World Winner’s at Equagen ® TM ©. com. Let’s make the dream
happen. You see, together I know we can!
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